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Abstract

Silicon Valley, California, and Route 128, Massachusetts remain today icons of high technology
industrial development - ones based largely on innovative ideas, people, and products. In their
search for economic betterment, plarurers and policy makers have often viewed regions such as

these to be economic 'Holy Grails'. Still, the successful recipe for creating an economy based on
innovative industries such as biotechnology, advanced materials, and microelectronics remains
somewhat of a mystery to the two parties. The goal of this research is to aid in this regard by
working towards the creation of a public policy framework with which local practitioners may
help create the conditions that are necessary to orchestrate such a successful high technology
economy in metro-Manitoba.

There were four fundamental research questions that drove this practicum:

(1) What are the high technology firms that drive the new economy?
(2) What are some of the key indicators of high technology industry health that influence the

development of new firms, or aid in the retention of existing firms?
(3) What is the present condition of these indicators as measured in Winnipeg, relative to two

regional competitors, Calgary and Saskatoon?
(4) How can we combine this new knowledge with urban economic development planning

practice to create an informed response that can be initiated by an organisation such as
Economic Development Winnipeg?

Using a case study method, we analyse what arc arguably the three most important indicators of
high technology health (venture capital availability, research and development activity, and
educational attainment) and determine how well metro-Manitoba is situated to allow for the
development of these types of high technology firms. The case study is situated as a comparative
study of metro-Manitoba in relation to both Ca7gary, Alberta and Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. Key
informant interviews were integral to this research, and are listed at the back of this document.

The research concludes with a summary of the findings, and a set of eleven recommendations that
local planners may find useful in the promotion of a high technology economy - ones which may
also one day form the basis for an informed public policy framework. The recommendations
produced are ones that arose directly out of the research questions. úr them, we argue for: the
creation ofan effective advisory group thatpromotes high technology interests; high technology
firms to be categorically identified in metro-Manitoba; the promotion of niche capital funds; the
lobbying of pension funds for their inclusion in venture capital pools; the matching of angel
investors with entrepreneurs; the lifting of geographic restrictions for LSVCC funds; a
restructuring of the Manitoba R & D tax credit strategy; a reorientation of the functions of the
University Industry Liaison Office at the U of M; the promotion of R & D partnering between
small firms and the U of M; the provision of Provincial bursaries for educators in mathematics
and sciences; and the promotion of student and school initiated courses.
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Chapter One

IIow Can Economic Development Planners Address
Iligh Technology Industry Development?

1.1 Purpose

The main purpose of this project is to work towards a public policy framework with

which planners and other gïoups can begin to address high technology I industrial development

in metro-Manitoba. The research attempts to connect the growth of the 'new economy' 2

industries and their tendency towards locating in certain cities, at certain times, with the proactive

planning actions of an urban economic development corporation. The trends in new industry

formation have important implications for economic development planners. As the form and

nature of economic activities evolve, urban professionals will need to better understand and

respond to the dynamics of these high technology firms 3. Creating the links that merge

educational institutions, research facilities, and venture capitalists into a milieux of innovation

and progress requires the skills and sawy of urban professionals. Planning for such an industrial

future calls for the development and application of appropriate planning interventions, and this

research seeks to connect the linkages between the dynamics of high technology industries and

the planning knowledge needed to help drive the future economic development of the City of

Winnipeg and its larger metro-Manitoba economic region - def,rned here as those portions of the

Province having a predominantly metropolitan character.

I.2 Problem Statement

Metro-Manitoba may be at a crossroads in its economic development. There are two

issues in particular. First, while unemployment rates have been generally low over the past five



years, and our economic gowth (as traditionally measured by changes in GDP) has been at or

above the national average for some years, the Winnipeg CMA continues to lose people to out-

migration in some key demographic cohorts, and this is expected to increase substantially in the

next 15 years. At the same time, the CMA is expected to see a significant rise in those persons

who are no longer as actively engaged in the work force, particularly those aged 45 - 65 (KPMG,

199941). The problem inherent in these trends in economic development terms is that the city-

region must at least maintain its economic prosperity with a shrinking workforce and a general

aging of the local population. Successful economic development in the future will be predicated

on our ability to retain and employ those people that are most prone to migration - the young and

the educated.

Second, Winnipeg has long been lnown as a city with a stable and particularly diverse

economy, with unique strengths in the transportation, manufacturing, and wholesale and retail

trade sectors. While there is reason for optimism in the emergence of certain industries such as

aerospace maintenance, call centres, and health care, industrial development in new economic

sectors is taking more advanced forms, at much greater levels, in many other metropolitan areas

of the world. Further to this, 'new' economists such as Michael Porter have begun to suggest that,

in effect, too much diversity may be more harmful than helpful in economic development.

Porter's contention is that productivity gains are found in clusters (critical masses of industries

and their support-industries) where regional specialisation can occur. These two factors, at a

minimum, suggest that metro-Manitoba must effectively begin to redefine its role in a new

economy if its quality of life, and its economic stability are to remain positive.



New economy industries - such as computer hardware and software development,

biotechnology, nanotechnology and certain medical technologies - have emerged unfettered over

the past fifty years, significantly altering the character and rapidity of industrial development in

many parts of the world, but with particular emphasis in certain metropolitan areas of North

America, Western Europe and Japan. The pre-WWII manufacturing era was defined by what has

been termed the 'Fordist' economy, made notable by the use of mass production manufacturing

techniques to produce standardised, durable goods for mass consumption. As it relates to the

location of industry, manufacturers often sought an optimum location and plant size to achieve

economies by negotiating close physical access to raw materials, markets, and labour.

In comparison, contemporary high technology industries exist in what has been termed

the 'Post-Fordist' economy, the harbingers of which arc characterised by the application of

knowledge and the processing of information into process modification, products, services, and

simple information and its transfer. In emerging industries such as these, it is believed that there

is less of a need for a firm to locate where scale economies would be present, and a stronger need

to locate where agglomeration economi", 4 ur" possible, aided significantly by the presence of

attributes such as an appropriately-educated work force, subcontracting and networking

opportunities, venture capital (VC), and high degrees of research and development (R & D)

activity, among others.

So-called 'high technology' cities and regions, exhibiting marked positive change in both

wealth creation and industrial development terms, include the prototypical advanced technology

region, 'silicon Valley'. This once-rural region between San Jose to the south and San Francisco



to the north was the birthplace of the microcomputer industry that first developed and then

proliferated in much of north-western California. Other advanced technology 'hubs' of note

include the Research Triangle in North Carolina and Route 128 in Massachusetts. These areas

appear economically distinct Targely because the economic activity that takes place within them is

predominantly high technology in its nature.

While urban areas such as these have captured the bulk of high technology industries,

most metropolitan areas have not been as fortunate. A fundamental question is why have some

metropolitan areas in North America experienced the boom of this modem industrialisation while

most have not ? The answer at first glance appears to be relatively simple: cities with the correct

mix of business, human, cultural, and location attributes (aspects of an aptly-named innovative

capacity) were able to foster development to the point that the synergy created essentially began

to feed itself, and industrial structures became comparatively self-sustaining, using knowledge as

the main raw material. For example, Silicon Valley developed into an advanced technology area

as a result of two formative influences - World'War II and Stanford University. It was the

presence of this progressive university, its world-class researchers, and millions of dollars

invested by the U.S. federal government in new military technologies, that gave this region the

impetus for growth. Similar scenarios have been played out in other notorious high technology

regions throughout the industrialised world.

A window of opportunity for planners, it appears, would be to identifo and develop

strategies and processes that nurlure those seedbed conditions for development, so that change is

more of an organic process, occurring naturally and at its own pace. Research institutions that



partner willingly with the private sector, an appropriately-skilled and knowledgeable workforce, a

strong VC sector, an opportunistic entrepreneurial class, and focused effort by government,

appear now to be the critical factors that these industries may look for when either relocating or

starting fresh.

For economic development planning professionals to be able to better guide change, the

indicators / conditions mentioned above merit consideration as the benchmarks for assessing the

strengths of the local economy, and then crafting a suitable intervention sfrategy. They represent

a critical knowledge nexus in planning for progressive, indushial change. The pattern discussed

above - where certain regions are emerging as exemplars in high technology development -

suggests less of a problem than a potential opportunity for Winnipeg in particular, and metro-

Manitoba in general. It does not suggest that it is a case of innovate or languish', when city

planners address indushial development issues; it can instead be an opporlunity to develop new

industrial strengths within an already dynamic economy. The key goal of a high technology

industrial development strategy may therefore be less that of managing the economy by

decreasing the unemployment rate vìa job creation schemes, and more a case of adding

knowledge-based, high-remuneration positions to the city-region. In other words, planning for

this type of advanced industrialisation is not suggested as a quick fix for sagging manufacturing

economies, but as a more protracted process of initiating long-term structural change in industrial

makeup.

L.3 Research Objectives

There are four specific objectives of this research. First, what the research will target is



the generation of knowledge about the strategy-related character of high technology firms. The

traditional notion of industry simply producing standardised products for mass consumption has

given way to the idea of processed information, in the form of knowledge, being applied as new

technologies in the development of new and innovative products and services. Understanding

what is and what is not high technology industry is an important f,rrst step in beginning to address

its development, but is also important for the purposes of this research to help focus on aspects

that are relevant to both strategizing and policy-making in the study context.

Traditional economic development studies often justify intervention by analysing

numerous socio-economic indicators and using them as a basis for decision-making: indicators

such as housing starts, growth in manufacturing shipments, income levels, and marginal changes

in the GDP are often measured. As we shall see, these indicators would not be appropriate in

profiling high technology activity. Consequently, the second objective of this research is to

isolate the pertinent conditions of high technology industrial health. Reviewing both historical

location theory and relevant high technology precedents allows us to understand why these firms

develop in - or relocate to - the cities and regions they do. Moving from the early work of

thinkers such as Alfred Weber and August Losch to scholars of the new economic geography will

aid our research in identifying the key indicators that determine the relative health of a high

technology economy.

The third objective of the research is to obtain some comparative perspective - ln a

Canadian, Prairie region context - by measuring those key indicators relative to Calgary and

Saskatoon, and reveal the extent to which metro-Manitoba is set to participate fully in the new



economy. The choices of Saskatoon and Calgary were made largely because of geographic

proximity and urban size (one Targer, and one smaller than Winnipeg), and an aclnowledgement

that the three together share a common, formative Prairies history. If this research is able to

identify and assess the relative health of high technology indicators in the Winnipeg context,

certain overt strengths and weaknesses could emerge, and from this we may begin to form the

basis for an informed planning response.

The final objective of this research is thus to link this improved knowledge of high

technology industry with appropriate actions associated with urban economic development

planning practice. Planners in a municipal context have often sought to influence industry

development through such avenues as the sale ofpre-serviced industrial land, hidden or overt

property tax concessions for the developer or manufacturer, and water and sewer subsidies

(Author Unknown,l995b:3). Measures such as these are an attempt to reduce a firm's costs of

doing business in a particular location. High technology industries may offer resistance to this

approach, simply because the associated 'factors of production' are no longer the same

(Atkinson, R. & P. Gottlieb, 2001:37). A high technology region such as the San Francisco area

is the most expensive location in the U.S. in which to do business, yet it is also the undisputed

centre of high technology. Indeed, it succeeds largely because of its high costs (Devol,1999:14).

In tight of this, this research works towards the development of a planning response that attempts

to incorporate: (1) an understanding of the phenomenon of high-technology itself; (2) the relevant

public and private actors within the City of Winnipeg, and the wider metro-Manitoba context;

and (3) the urban economic development planning professional. Accordingly, the specif,rc

research questions addressed are:



1.

2.

J.

What are the high technology firms that drive the new economy?

What are some of the key indicators of high technology industry health that influence the

development of new firms, or aid in the retention of existing firms?

What is the present condition of these indicators as measured in Winnipeg, relative to
two regional competitors, Calgary and Saskatoon ?

How can we combine this new knowledge with urban economic development planning
practice to create an informed response that can be initiated by an organisation such as

Economic Development Winnipeg (EDW)?

Rationale for the Research

Perhaps more no\Ã/ than at any other time, cities are the keys to successful economic

development (see for example Coffey, 1994). Where once the economic health of the Prairies

was shaped largely by the actions of agricultural producers, the regional economy today is

powered largely by the activity within our largest cities. In the case of Winnipeg, S0o/o of

Manitoba's economic activity and 65%o of the workforce is found within the its metropolitan area

(Western Consultants ,2001: 1 1). Further, cities of today act as economic, artistic, creative, and

technological hubs in a global web, where metro-Manitoba may have more in common with a

city such as Beijing than it does with proximate towns and cities that make up our regional or

national market. As high technology enterprise is an overwhelmingly urban experience (see for

example Glasmeier, 199i), this research is a necessary step in identifuing Winnipeg's position as

a city-region in a global economy.

By merely knowing the essence of high-technology location we are not necessarily able

to do anything meaningful about it. The study of economic geography offers us theories of the

where and the why. Consequently, it tells us why industries locate where they do and how those

industries are spatially organised. To initiate and maintain the processes that help guide a city

4.

t.4



from one type of economy to another requires action - this is the domain of urban plannìng.

Planning today can be seen by some as being... "an interactive process, which brings the

divergent objectives of different units into concert" (Alexander, 1992:195). Moreover, Verma

(1995:179) notes that the utility of planning theory in general is that it is fundamental in bridging

the 'knowledge' of various disciplines, with the 'actions' of planning. In other words, one may

derive information from relevant disciplines and build it into knowledge, but one must then know

how, why, and if one should act on that knowledge.

An underlying rationale in this research project is that there is a distinct need to articulate

what role(s) an economic development planning organisation such as EDW could play in the

better-planned development of high technology industry in'Winnipeg. Traditionally, efforts in

Canadian economic development planning could be described as falling into three broad

categories, which for our purposes we label: (1) conservative; (2) mainstream; and (3) radical.

Conservative measures taken by public sector planners are often based on a belief that

the dynamics of economic growth should be primarily a function of the market, and the planning

role (if any) is seen as one which focuses on improving conditions for business in general, and

not intervening to any large degree. Maintaining a pro-business regulatory climate in terms of

development approvals and permits, providing publicly-developed industrial land to businesses,

and producing media that highlight the relative strengths of one or more communities are

examples of this approach (Gertler, 1990:36-7). A more mainstream approach taken by economic

development planners seeks slightly more intervention in the workings of the market, recognising

that market imperfections may exist, and strategies - such as providing timely employment



information or job creation tactics to a pool of unemployed people - are developed (see for

example Saunders, 1984). Stronger, more radical intervention sfrategies privilege less the notion

of being afacilitator of economic development in favour of being more of a direct participant.

Ideologically, the belief behind this type of intervention is that the business community is one

that cannot - or will not - function properly within the local, regional, or intemational market, and

therefore local govemment efforts are considered necessary. Prime manifestations of this include

Crown corporations and - in planning terms - urban development corporations (Gertler, 1990:39).

Closely linked to these three broad ideologies, govemment planning bodies could occupy

one or more of four general roles in relation to developing the economies of cities and regions.

These four roles are:

1. Facititator: Here the economic development organisation attempts to streamline the

development process and attempts to improve the overall business environment.

2. Co-ordinator: In this role, the organisation works with other levels of government,

business, and community groups to set objectives and develop implementation strategies.

3. Stimulator: This role assumes that the organisation will provide both incubation
facilities and industrial premises to stimulate busìness development .

4. Entrepreneur: In this role, a planning body will assume an integral role in (a) identifuing
available business opporlunities, land and buildings, and (b) partnering with the private sector to

conduct business as an equal partner (Skelly, 1995:5-6).

If we acknowledge that we are indeed at a crossroads in our economic development, and

that we are on the cusp of a new cycle of innovation, the suggestion alluded to here is that

perhaps now is the time to consider opporlunities for change in the relationships between
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govemments (managing the economy), universities (fostering creativity and imparting essential

knowledge), entrepreneurs (seeking new frontiers), and economic development organisations

(identiffing and responding to local economic concerns) in their goals of fostering an innovative

environment for Winnipeg and its wider metro-Manitoba context.

What is the planner's role in all of this ? Planning theorists (see for example: Innes,

1995:184; Friedmann, 1993:482) argue that the effective planner of today is one who does not

focus on gathering data and drawing up planning documents as a means to an end. Rather, they

are seen as actors in the real world, negotiating change. We may take this to mean that the

professional planner of today would be one who orchestrates the actions necessary for an

informed and appropriate intervention. The new economy would suggest that economic

development planners should deal less with allocating land parcels for industry and more with

planning modes such as: the building or working relationships with various levels of government

and quasi-public sector interest groups, universities and research institutions; developing and

possibly managing incubator facilities; reviewing post-secondary education shategies; and

encouraging the development of high quality research parks.

1.5 Research Strategy & Methods

The broad research strategy to be employed in this research is a case study of the high

technology industry phenomenon in Winnipeg, recognising that Winnipeg is more than the city

proper; it is the Province's metropolitan region. A case study is defined as "an in-depth,

multifaceted investigation, using qualitative research methods, of a single social phenomenon"

(Feagin, el al, 1997:2). Further, "it provides information from a number of sources and over a
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period of time, thus permitting a more holistic study of complex...networks and of complexes of

social action and social meanings" (Ibid.:6). The case study method provides a sound strategy for

this research in that it allows the researcher to focus more on one social entity (Wirlrripeg) while

providing the opportunity to study many complex interrelationships (high technology indicators)

and actors (govemments, venture capitalists) within that entity.

V/ithin the guiding case study strategy, an array of research methods have been employed

to execute this research. In order to articulate relevant regional growth theories, it was necessary

to undertake a selective literature review consisting largely of historical monographs. To discover

the more recent theories of high technology industry location and development, a targeted

literature review was executed, focusing on periodicals in fields such as economics, public

administration, management, and economic geography, in addition to urban and regional

planning. It was through an analysis of this literature that the author identified the indicators that

dictate modern industrial location decisions. The specific high technology indicators selected are

organised within the broad groupings of:

(1) Venture capital activity

(2) Research and development activity

(3) Current employment structure and educational attainment of the population

The logical step after successfully categorising the indicators is to provide an

appropriate mix of qualitative and quantitative profiling as they exist in the City of Winnipeg and

metro-Manitoba. lndicators that lend themselves to quantifuing have been researched through the
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1996 Canada Census, and through special reports produced by Statistics Canada. In general, the

data used in these portions is numerical, and is organised to present Winnipeg data relative to

both Saskatoon and Calgary in a compare-and-contrast format. Those indicators not as amenable

to numerical classification are researched through studies produced by, and data gathered

through, industry associations and government data. Key informant interviews are integral to this

research. The nature ofsuch a research project usually necessitates a reliance on quantitative

data; typically this is the only data used by other such projects. The interviews and interview

methods are very important to this research for two reasons. First, the key informants used in this

research possess practical knowledge in their particular field(s) of expertise, and provide

substance to supplement the empiricaT data, and in addition, their values and opinions suggest that

the data may be viewed in a different light. Second, in the case of analysing the VC and R & D

sectors, standardised and uniform data collection in Canada is either still in its infancy, or is not

satisfactory in informing us to the extent required. Key informant interviews thus carry

significant anaTytical weight in this research.

1.6 Study Limitations

This research is an in-depth investigation into the key drivers of high technology

industrial development and their relationship to Winnipeg from an urban economic development

planning perspective. The use of a case study approach limits the context of the phenomenon

under investigation to a discrete entity. Much of the literature on high technology activity focuses

on political regions as opposed to cities (or even city-regions), referring more often than not to

American states as the political and geographical entity under investigation. This is largely due to

the realities of examining empirical data that have been gathered primarily by national and state
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govemments. Out of necessity and desire, this research breaks with this tradition. As we indicated

earlier, our findings here suggest that high technology activity is an overwhelmingly metropolitan

phenomenon, and increasing the scale to that of the province - while considerably easier - does

not fully support this suggestion. This research also duly acknowledges the notion that economic

and social activity are essentially without borders, and the findings attempt to relate the high

technology phenomenon to the wider metro-Manitoba context where it is applicable.

Wliile concerned with the relationship between Winnipeg's economy and the historical

elements of geography, politics, and chance that helped shape it, the focus of this research is very

much on the present day, and more so with an eye to the future as it may be influenced by better

strategies and good policy. As much as possible, the most recent data will be used, though in

some eases, we will be reliant on data that was originally collected during the 1996 Census.

Finally, as high technology industries are arelatively complex phenomenon, a less-constrained

study would attempt to measure as many indicators of high technology health as possible. Indeed,

many similar studies are considerably more encompassing than this one (see for example,

Atkinson & Gottlieb, 2001). Data limitations, in terms of both uniformity and availability, as well

as project manageabilify have necessitated that this study focus only on what are considered here,

based on the initial literature review and subsequent key informant interviews, as the three most

important indicators.

1.7 Document Structure

This project is organised into three parts: high technology industry literature, the case

study, and the recommendations for EDW. The first part begins with chapter two, which
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examines the various methods used to define and measure high technology activities, and arrive

at an understanding that articulates the key features ofhigh technology activities, and the core

technologies involved. Chapter three is devoted to theories of innovation diffusion, economic

polarisation and agglomeration, and literafure that illuminates representative high technology

precedents, and the key drivers which led to their success. Part two represents the comparative

case study portion. It begins with chapter four, which is an in-depth investigation into metro-

Manitoba's VC industry - its key people, strategy-related aspects, and relationship to other

aspects of the high technology economy. Chapter five is likewise an in-depth investigation into

certain aspects of metro-Manitoba's R & D arena. Due to the sheer breadth of this subject area,

we have limited the investigation here to what amounts to the most influential aspects of R & D

for our purposes. Chapter six is devoted to understanding the educational status of the metro-

Manitoba population. In particular, we attempt to investigate how many residents currently

possess advanced education in key flrelds of study, the performance of secondary students in the

mathematics and sciences, the key determinants of why secondary students choose particular

post-secondary fields ofstudy, and the post-secondary graduation rates in these key fields of

study. Chapter seven represents the third part of the research, and includes a summary of

findings, in addition to the recommendations that come as a result of the research findings. The

document closes with recommendations for further research.
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Chapter Two

Understanding the lligh Technology Economy

Introduction

Historically, there have been conceptual disagreements between researchers regarding an

adequate definition of a high technology activity, firm, or industry. This difficulty is compounded

for our purposes by the fact that the words 'high technology' are embedded in virlually all

products and processes, especially in terms of marketing. When the reader is exposed to the

words 'high technology' as applied lo razors, car tires, and interior-design schemes, it is

understandable that most people have an intuitive yet fuzzy sense of what high technology is, yet

few understand what we refer to when we discuss high technology industry. Is a high technology

firm one which is involved in the production of computers? Yes and no. It is not if the production

of computers is routine assembly from existing parts, but it is considered high technology if the

company is involved in the design of a new type of processor. These issues can be debated in

virtually ever firm and industry. Therefore, there is a need to define both high technology fìrms,

and high technologies. The purpose of the following section is thus to briefly review some of the

past attempts at def,ining high technology activities, determine the core technologies incorporated

by high technology firms, and combine them to arrive at an operable definition for our research.

2.1 Previous Attempts at Defining High Technology Activities, Firms, & Industries

There is little agreement among scholars regarding the best way to explain exactly what a

high technology firm is. Rather, there is growing consensus that a standard definition may never

be identified (Riche, Hecker, & Burgan, 1983; Markusen, Hall, & Glasmeier, 1986; Malecki,
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1984; Weiss, 1983). The term 'high-tech' remains a problematic catch-phrase that conjures up

images of space travel, robotics, and computer hardware, and as a result of its ambiguity, is often

applied with little discrimination. The confusion surrounding this term for researchers has been

compounded by the movement of firms towards what has been termed 'conglomerate economies'

5, and by limitations related to data availability, accuracy, and measurement (Glasmeier, 1991).

Definition is further complicated by the fact that virlually all industries will contain high

technology activities, but very few (ifany) could be considered to have high technology

applications in all of their work (Malecki, 7984:263; Baldwin & Gellatly,1998). A review of the

literature concerned with formulating an operational and measurable definition of high-

technology industry reveals that researchers often - out ofnecessity - construct definitions that

suit their own research purposes (Riche, Hecker, & Burgan, 1983). The following section reviews

some of the attempts to define high technology activities. They can be divided into two major

categories: (1) un-measurable, and(2) measurable (Malecki, 1984).

Non-quantifiable Methods

Any definition of high technology that is largely determined by un-measurable methods

should be considered subjective (Malecki, 1984). It is generally based on the perceived technical

sophistication ofa product or process, rather than objective facts. A researcher using such a

method will be influenced not only by the availability and accuracy of pertinent information, but

also by his or her own knowledge-base, level of scrutiny, and, ultimately, personal bias. A

definition of high+echnology activities developed in this manner may appear accurate; however,

glaring limitations may be present in that no real measurement criterion has been established

prior to the researcher's investigation.

2.2
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As noted by Vinson and Harrington (1979), the Massachusetts Division of Employment

Security (MDES) used a variation of this subjective method in their study. They reviewed the

U.S. Standard Industrial Classifrcation (SIC) manual and formulated a list of twenty industries

believed to be high-technology, based on how technically sophisticated their product(s) appeared

to be. This method was also adopted by the U.S. Department of Commerce (1984). Any industry

identified in this way is likely to be wortþ to some degree, but this represents a crude and simple

attempt at a definition. An importanttrait of most high-technology industries is their innovative

quality. Any one product takes at least five years to earn its place on the U.S. SIC manual

(Glasmeier, I99l), rendering this method out of touch with new technologies. Further, offering

nothing more than a brief heading, the SIC scheme provides the researcher with very little

information upon which to make a truly educated decision concerning an industry's high-

technology status. Glasmeier (1991) recognises the shortcomings of defining high-technology

based on a perceived product sophistication and states that "ideally (she) would identifu high-

technology industries based on product qualities" (p9.22), but cites limited data avallabilify and

pronounced product diversity within a single firm as reasons why such an approach fails.

However, the primary defect remains the fact that this method simply does not offer a working

criterion to distinguish between high-technology and low-technology industries and products

(Riche, Hecker, & Burgan, 1983; Glasmeier, 1991). In the absence of hard data, it remains a non-

quantifiable and impractical means of satisfactorily defining high-technology industry.

More useful attempts have defined high technology by the activities of individual firms.

Malecki (1984:262) supports this method and suggests that non-routine activities - as opposed to

routine activities of mass-product manufacturing - form the basis for a sound definition. He
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suggests that there is often a correlation between knowledge-intensive industry and non-routine

production processes. Several scholars once endorsed this method (see for example: Vinson &

Harrington, 1979; Riche, Hecker, & Burgan, 1983 ), but this method clearly has flaws. There

appears to be no empirical way to determine whzt a non-routine activity is, and even if it were

possible, it is necessary to attempt to become intimately familiar with the workings of individual

firms. Further, it is difficult to strictly associate the term 'non-routine' with an advanced

knowledge industry. Non-routine activities are likely taking place in all industries, in their early

establishment phases especially, but less so once they have matured.

The U.S. Congressional Office of Technology Assessment (1982) provides a more

appropriate definition of high-technology industry as being those "companies that are engaged in

the design, development, and introduction of new products or innovative manufacturing

processes through the systematic application of scientific and technical knowledge" (Riche,

Hecker, & Burgan, 1983:51). This definition shares with both Malecki (1984), and Botkin,

Dimenescu, and Stata (1982), the notion of high-technology as being closely linked to the degree

of innovation, and recognises the need for inputs such as knowledge and technical expertise. This

is a relatively good attempt at defining high technology industry. However, until recently,

measures such as these - based on perception and 'expert' opinion - remained largely on the

fringe of definitions, as they had little in the way of empirical substantiation. Researchers

typically eschewed them in favour of more tangible definitions.

2.3 Quantifiable Methods

Researchers may choose a more objective and measurable method to define high
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technology. Objective methods of defining high technology industries or activities depend on the

availability and accuracy of standardised data which, if provided, can be used with relative ease

and consistency. Using these methods, researchers may establish criteria prior to data analysis,

and each industry is evaluated using the same criteria.

2.3.1 TheR&DlntensityApproach

R & D is at the core of high-technology industry. It is def,rned by De Bressen (1987) as

"basic scientific research, applied research, and exploratory development for the purposes of

economic application" (p9.256).Innovative firms often require continual R & D efforts to ensure

ongoing economic success through the relatively constant introduction of new products or new

iterations of existing products. High technology industries are often categorised using R & D

expenditures as a percentage of a firm's gross revenues (sales), and some believe that the relative

intensity level of R & D alone can delineate an industry as being high-technology (Committee on

Science and Technology, 1990). However, this method can be considered flawed for two reasons.

First, this would favour new firms, as they tend to spend a greater percentage of their sales on R

& D (Markusen, Hall, and Glasmeier, 1986). Mature firms may spend significantly more in

actual dollars, but spend only a small percentage of their sales. This method would suggest that

the former is more likely to be considered high-technology, while the latter is not. Second, by

using this approach, a researcher may be suggesting that there are no fundamental differences

between R & D and high technology (Chabot, 1995). This implies that R & D intensity -

regardless of amount - would include firms with high R & D inputs (such as induskial lubricant

developers and paper processing companies), but little else that would classifu them as

possessing high technology atlributes (Kodoma, 799 l).
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2.3.2 The Employment Intensity Approach

It has been suggested that - among other factors - the shift to an information economy,

automation, and innovation are partly responsible for the decline in traditional manufacturing

employment, while high-technology industries are, assumedly, enjoying steady employment

growth (see for example: Blakely, 1.994;Malecki, 1984; Markusen, Hall, & Glasmeier, 1986;

Weiss, 1983). This would partially explain why policy makers have been so fervent in their

attempts to lure high-technology industry to their regions as a means of revitalising their

economies (Mier, 1983; Riche, Hecker, and Burgan, 1983). If one accepts this notion, industries

with job growth beyond the manufacturing average can be defined high-technology (Technical

Marketing Associates, 1979). The logic behind such an assumption (and indeed, its use as a

definition) is skewed, in that many employment sectors with strong growth may simply not be

reflective of any high technology activities whatsoever (see for example: Weiss, 1983; Markusen,

Hall, and Glasmeier, 1983). Further, advanced knowledge industries such as biotechnology today

may either have sluggish employment growth as the industry continues to develop, or they may

employ few persons relative to R & D expenditures and other factors.

2.3.3 The lfuman Capital Approach

Many scholars conclude that the human capital component of the labour process provides

the basis for the most accurate definition of high-technology (see for example: Glasmeier, 1991;

Markusen, Hall, & Glasmeier, 1983; Malecki, 1984;Riche, Hecker, & Burgan, 1983; Vinson &

Harrington, 1983; Weiss, i983, Browning, 1980). Using this approach, high-technology

industries are defined by Markusen, Hall, and Glasmeier (1986) as those with greater than the

national (tI.S.) average of engineers, engineering technicians, computer scientists,
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2.4

mathematicians, and life scientists. This method is popular, and appears to be so because of the

ease of gathering data from one source. Despite the early popularity of this method, it too is

flawed, in that it (like each method taken individually) is too explicit (Armington, Harris, & Odle,

1983). For example, petroleum refining firms conduct little R & D, may or may not be vibrant in

terms of employment growth, but they generally have a high percentage of technical employees.

Second, depending on the industry in question, technical staff may have little theoretical

knowledge of engineering or other scientif,ic theories (Diwan & ChekaborLy , I99l).

Towards a Definition of High Technology Activities, Firms, & Industries

This research concurs with the findings of previous scholars (see for example: Riche,

Hecker, & Burgan, 1983; Markusen, Hall, & Glasmeier,1986; Malecki, 1984; Weiss, 1983) with

respect to the problems of finding a suitable definition for a high technology f,irm or industry

based on a discrete measure. There is simply no one aspect that could be isolated, and measured

across all industries, where data is sufficient in scope and depth. However, there is still a need to

arrive at a shared understanding of what high technology really is, especially in a policy context.

Without a sound understanding of what high technology activities are, discussions regarding the

manipulation of its location are "empt¡r and vapid" (Baldwin & Gellatly, 1998:8).

Emerging research practice appears now to have shifted, in that a strict definition of a

high technology firm, process, product, or activity is not viewed as a fundamental need in

studying the phenomenon. Rather, the suggestion now being put forth is that firms that are active

in the world of high technology be defined by a group of shared characteristics which may flow

through industries, firms, and people. What may be occurring in one firm may not necessarily be
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occurring in all firms within an industry. A general set of characteristics also helps explain the

activities of firms and industries in which some activities are high technology, and some are not.

Chabot (1995) has developed this idea, and has suggested that high technology taxonomy

be restricted to a common set of characteristics that are based on an emerging techno-paradigm.

Thoughhe criticises previous 'input' (measurable) and'ouþut' (un-measurable) schemes that

some researchers favour, his efforts could largely be placed in the 'perceived technical

sophistication' arena, in that it is still largely a subjective method, and indeed can be seen as a

pafüa7 compendium. His focus though, is fundamentally different in one regard: the behaviour

and organisation of firms (as opposed to simple products and processes) is the defining

characteristic that denotes high technology, and in this regard his view may be more satisfactory,

and more resistant to criticism.

Chabot lists five definitive behavioural and organisational aspects of activities, firms, and

industries to be considered'high technology'.

Characteristic Description

This characteristic indicates that high technology firms
are those that spend an 'enormous' amount of capital on
R & D relative to other sectors.

Firms show a tendency towards extreme technological
diversification, where mere survival is determined by
their ability to remain diverse.

The suggestion put forth here is that innovations come in
waves, and investments in innovation are usually found
in numerous places at once. As a result, competitors may

1 . Manufacturing Inputs

2. Business Dynamics

3. Invisible Competitors
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4. Demand Articulation

be unlikely firms in different industries.

Firms focus any R & D towards demand-side initiatives.
High technology activities are seldom directed towards
supply-side initiatives.

This characteristic implies that technological
breakthroughs are essentially minor. Firms engaged in
high technology activity are those that successfully
combine a number of existing technologies.

5. Technology Fusion

Source: (http://www. stanford.edu, 2000)

Chabot's techno-paradigm appears to be intentionally abstract, assumedly because it is

oriented towards a set of general characteristics. In a sense, we have returned to where we started,

which - despite Chabot's caveats - appears very much to be in the perceived category of

analysis. That we have developed an accepted characterisation of high technology firms as

opposed to a rigid definition should not present a problem to researchers, so long as the definition

is not tied into any measurement scheme. Criticisms regarding definitions likely arose as a result

of there being a need to be able to measure certain activities within high technology firms, and

when problems arose, the definition tended to be cast aside. For our purposes, we need not use

such a definition as a basis for measurement, only a guide for understanding. Chabot's effort is

considerably better than many predecessor's attempts in that it is intentionally inclusive, leaving

room for new activities and indushies to conform, and intentionally vague, allowing researchers

to place intuitively, accepted activities that may be excluded from other schemes.

2.5 The Three Core High Technologies

While we have seen that there is a significant amount of research that attempts to define

high technology firms and industries (based on their attributes), there is a relative dearth of
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research that systematically attempts to actually identifu what a high technology is, largely

because one definition has been almost universally accepted (OECD, 1998). The Office for

Economic and Co-operation and Development (OECD) identifies three areas in which new

technologies are rapidly emerging: (1) biotechnology; (2) advanced materials; (3)

microelectronics; and their associated sub-processes.

2.5.1 Biotechnology

Industry Canada defines biotechnology as the applied use of living organisms (or their

components) to make new products or modifli existing ones (Industry Canada,1997:I). Others

expand on this definition and suggest that the recombination of DNA and the creation of

monoclonal antibodies are the two fundamental techniques used in biotechnology (Feiganbaum &

Smith, 1993:108). The U.S. Congressional Office of Technology Assessment provides a similar

definition of biotechnology, namely, as "products primarily manufactured using recombinant

DNA, recombinant RNA, hybridoma technology, or other processes involving site specific

genetic manipulation techniques" (1 99 1 :5).

Biotechnology is not truly an industry: it is best described as a series of biological

processes used in many industries, including the health, chemical, and agriculture industries

(Industry Canada,1997; U.S. Congressional Offrce of Technology Assessment, 1991).

Pharmaceuticals and diagnostics, seeds, plants, animals, fertilisers, food additives, industrial

enzymes, and pollution degrading microbes are some examples of products that can be enhanced

or created by the application of this technology (U.S. Congressional Offìce of Technology

Assessment, I99l:3). Although many industries are benefiting from biotechnology, it is the
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health care field that currently accounts for 90o/o ofglobal biotechnology activity (Industry

Canada,1997:2). However, growth is expected to rapidly occur in other industries as R & D

efforts continue. In fact, the global market for biotechnology-based products is expected to grow

from (U.S.) $15 billion to $38 billion between 1995 - 2005 (Ibid.).

2.5.2 AdvancedMaterials

New materials technology is one of the most pervasive - yet least known technologies -

in existence today. Improvements in the interaction between basic science and materials

technology, and the development of instrumentation used to study materials has led to the

creation of new materials almost daily (Aigrain, 1988:41). Advanced materials science is the

diverse area concemed with such discoveries. It is composed of firms who apply science and

technology to produce these new, often highly-specialised materials with distinct properties or

equipment to process or handle such materials, and it appears to be an innovative, ambitious, and

important high-technology ar ea.

At the tum of the 20th century, plastics, wood, and concrete replaced metals to become

the most common industrial materials used in North America. A new generation of plastics and

other synthetic materials have now emerged to alter the composition of even more products

(Newton, 1986:38). Such advanced materials are often able to ouhight replace traditional

materials, and can provide improvements to existing ones, such as corrosion resistant metals,

more durable concrete, and electrically conductive and self-reinforced polymers. Science and

technology are ensuring that materials become stronger, more durable, and increasingly cost-

effective, with the intrinsic properties of all classes of solids - metals, ceramics, polymers, and
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composites - being better utilised Q.{ational Academy of Engineering, 1984:85).

Many new materials are made by combining two or more materials to control strength,

stiffüess, and other properties. These composites include steel-reinforced concrete, silicon-

carbon-reinforced aluminium, and fibre-reinforced plastics (National Academy of Engineering,

1984; Newton, 1986). These composite materials are responsible for improvements in a wide

range of products, especially in the aerospace industry. Several models of aircraft use fibre-

reinforced composites in air frame sub-structures, where the excellent stiffness-to-weight ratios

translate into increased payloads and shorter take-off distances. Furthermore, composites are

benefiting the transportation sector, structurally improving rail cars, boat hulls, and motor

vehicles Q.,lewton, 1 986:39).

Technical ceramics have been receiving attention as an important new material. Whereas

traditional ceramics - those used to make dishware, sinks, and floor tiles - are relatively fragile,

technical ceramics are considerably more durable. The differences result from the purity of

materials and the precision of formulas and firing processes. The introduction of technical

ceramics into microelectronics manufacturing has led to significant R & D efforts, with the

microelectronics industry funding the bulk of it. The prospects for this new material are

considerable. Engineers predict a time when ceramic engines will replace metal engines in cars

and aeroplanes (Newton, 1986:41). Other potential applications include cutting tools, such as

scissors and surgical saws, and prostheses, such as hip replacements (National Academy of

Engineering, 7984:1 28-3 0).
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2.5.3 Microelectronics

Microelectronics has been defined by one author as "the production and use of highly

complex integrated circuits contained on a tiny chip of silicon" (Weil, 1982:8) A more

encompassing definition refers to microelectronics bluntly as "a branch of electronics that deals

with extremely small components" (Newton, 1986:58). However defined, microelectronics is

primarily concerned with the processing, storing, and transmission of information and the use of

information in goods and services. As a result, the computer-industry is perhaps its greatest

beneficiary (OECD, I 998: 1 0).

Microelectronics is a widely applied and highly advanced technology. The industry

began in eamest during the 1950's, first with the development of the transistor, followed by the

invention of the integrated circuit (IC). The IC placed hundreds of transistors and other electronic

functions on one small piece of silicon. Large-scale-integration (LSI) followed, with many

thousands of electronic transistors - enough for a complete computer - etched into each chip

(l.iewton, 1986:8). More recently, very-large-scale-integration (VLSI) became possible,

permitting the design of even more powerful data processing systems (Weil, 1982:8). With each

reduction in size, these micro-processors have become more powerful and reliable, yet they have

often declined in price Qrlewton, 1986:8). As Malone (1999) explains, this unusual phenomenon

was coined Moore's Law by Intel technologist Gordon Moore. Moore graphed the lifespan of the

microprocessor to discover that the micro-chip doubled in performance every two years.

According to this \aw, a high-performance micro-processor such as the Intel Pentium chip of

1996, is 10, 000 times more powerful than a chip created 25 years earlier, such as the 4004; yet

both were sold for the same price. Furthennore, same chips of a given performance would halve
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in price every two years. Such a performance-to-price curve is unique to the microelectronics

industry and emphasises the complex nature of this fast-paced, dynamic field.

Perhaps the most important aspect of microelectronics is its endless capacity to merge

with other technologies. For instance, the telephone and computer industries joined to form

telecommunications. Similarly, computers have influenced the manufacturing sector, increasing

factory automation and replacing assembly lines with robotics. Moreover, scientists, engineers,

and designers are using computer aided design and manufacturing (CAD / CAM) to achieve

impressive refinements in design and production. In addition, artificial intelligence and expert

systems are emerginglhal can diagnose disease, prospect for minerals, and trouble shoot

mechanical systems. Such innovations, and many others, are closely tied to, and dependent on,

microelectronics technology, which has certainly proven to have far reaching influences

(Newton, 1986:2-4).

We should note that the new economy, as it is often characterised, would not exist

without microelectronics. Its spread to virtually every aspect of modern business machinery led

to the development of the personal computer industry, which in turn led to the explosion of the

internet as a fundamental communications tool. The rise of e-commerce as an important aspect of

virnrally all companies' business plans, and the ongoing development of wireless technologies

can all be traced back to the origins of the microelectronics industry.

Conclusion

Problems have plagued researchers over the last fifteen years in the pursuit of a
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universally-accepted definition of high technology firms and industries. Original attempts

included measures that appear to be based on assumptions or educated guesses, while other

attempts tended to restrict their classification to discrete measures (assumedly so that they could

rigorously apply them to large amounts of statistical data). Limitations were noted when the

def,rnition would unwittingly exclude or include many key industries. Chabot's thesis is not

original, but it does represent advanced thinking about the subject, with a knack for using

generalities. He formally eschews previous attempts at defining high technology industries, and

essentially characterises any firm or industry that generalþ shows certain behaviours as being

representative of high technology. Given that researchers today are less inclined to use a

definition as a method to measure activity, this appears to be a valid definition that encompasses

the critical points of high technology activity. Chabot's loose definition should be combined with

the OECD's generally accepted naming of the three dominant technologies to arrive at an

accepted definition for this project. To sum up, high technology activities, firms, and industries

are those that are:

(1) based in microelectronics, and / or biotechnology, and / or advanced materials; and,
(2) ones that tend to spend a disproportionate amount of their revenue on R & D; and,
(3) ones where R & D activities are oriented towards demand-side articulation; and,

(4) ones that may have invisible competitors in unknown industries; and,
(5) ones that showpredatory behaviour; and,
(6) ones that tend to have consistent, minor technological breakthroughs.

This section satisfies the first objective of our research: we have effectively determined

for the reader what high technology activities, firms, and industries are. The following

chapter will introduce theories which tell us where high technology firms are, and why

they are there.
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Chapter Three

Theories & Precedents Relating to the Development of lligh Technology Regions

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, as the industries that represent the crux of

this research are deeply rooted in innovation, we will introduce some key theories that attempt to

explain how innovations affect industrialised economies and their firms. In particular, the works

of Kondratieff , Schumpeter, and Van Duijn will be discussed. From this, we will also introduce

two theories that may outline a process as to how innovative activities diffuse through geographic

space, and how this activify may cluster in mehopolitan areas. Second, this chapter will inhoduce

three high technology regional precedents - Silicon Valley, Route 128, and the Research Triangle

Park. These three are introduced because they are successful high technology economies, and

they will aid this research in identifying the key indicators of high technology industry

development that we will later apply in a case study context of metro-Manitoba.

3.1 Innovation & the Long Wave & Cycle Theories

Most economists and economic geographers acknowledge the role of technological

change and innovation in economic expansion (and the lack of innovation resulting in economic

decline), and many see a direct causal relationship (see for example: Mensch, I979;Yan Durjn,

1983; Blakely,7994; Dobilas, 1996), whether they refer to the invention of the steam engine as a

form of power, or the integrated circuit as a form of information processing. Both innovations

were critical to the growth of the economies of their day. Modern industry has changed
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significantly since many of these theories were written, yet they still confer conceptual

knowledge of how and why innovation produces sfructural changes in economic activity.

Though Nikolai Kondratieff was the first economist to truly elaborate a general theory of

economic expansion and contraction using economic epochs, he did not note innovation as a

causal factor. Kondratieff postulated that all capitalist economies rise and fall in waves of

approximately 50-55 years duration (Hall, 1985:7). These waves are best understood when

envisioned as beginning with a trough, followed by an upswing, a peak, and then a downswing

(see Figure 1). The hough represents a recession that will ultimately demand economic change.

Prior to the upswing, investment in infrastructure tends to be high. However, it is not until these

investments have spurred others that the long wave begins its upswing. During the peak of the

long wave, businesses and industries successfully exploit new innovations that offer new

products and new opportunities.

Figure I

Source: (Author: constructed from readings)

E

o

50 - 100 Years

As time lapses, product awareness ensures an increase in competition, and market saturation
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eventually occurs. As a result, recession and depression often follow, as represented by the

declining wave of the cycle (Girifalco, 1991:17-8). Kondratieff identified five eras which

demonstrate this long wave d1'namic. The first Kondratieff wave is believed to have occurred

from 1790-1840, the second from 1840-1885, the third from 1885-1935, the fourth from 1935-

797 5 , and, as a point of debate, v/e may currently be in the midst of the fifth wave, fuelled largely

by the rise of high-technology activities.

Kondratieff did not acknowledge innovation as the direct cause of a long wave. Rather,

he concluded that the causal factor was investment in large-scale capital goods, which may or

may not have been innovative (Girifalco, 1991,:17). However, because capital can not be

accumulated without the profits typically (re)generated by innovation, the link between

innovation and the long wave appears understated by Kondratieff. In fact, it has become common

for economists to identify the cause of Kondratieff s cycle as being technological development,

despite his own indifference to this notion (see for example: Hal|1985:7; Girifalco, l99l:17;

Yeates, 1990:33).

As a result, several theorists have since refined Kondratieff s long wave theory.

Schumpeter (1939) drew on Kondratieffls work to formulate a similar theory based on shorter

waves which he termed business cycles. He argued that two of these shorter cycles could be

couched within one of Kondratieff s long waves (Ha11, 1985:7) and credited technological

innovation as the sole impetus for these cycles. Likewise, Kuznets (1930) shared with

Schumpeter the belief that new products are the cause of massive changes in economic growth

and decline, which can again be represented by waves similar to those suggested by Kondratieff.
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Later, Mensch (1979) argued that there were cycles of approximately fifty years during which the

number of innovative products rose and fell, lending further support to an almost universally

accepted long wave theory (Girifalco, 199:17).

Where Kondratieff made little mention of innovative activities, and where Schumpeter

and Mensch argued that singular innovations and inventions are direct causal factors, Van Duijn

posited that long-waves are in fact caused by clusters of innovations that can be self-energising if

they occur within a relatively short period of time. Van Duijn's premise is that long waves do

exist, and that through history, invention and innovation tend to cluster in time, and that

invesfments in infrastructure associated wìth these innovations leads to economic growth and

expansion. Most importantly, Van Duijn's refinement is the first that indicates that the

development of new firms is a significant aspect in this growth scheme (Van Duijn, 1983:58-

111).

The Product-Profit Cycle of Products & Industries

First developed by Vernon (1966), this theory is influenced by the works of both

Kondratieff and Schumpeter. Where the latter two were concerned with longer economic cycles

that affected the entire economy, Vernon demonstrated that products themselves experienced 6-8

year cycles of growth and decline. This was and is an important concept that runs through

indusfries, though a 6-8 year period vastly overstates product timelines for many high technology

products such as software. Ofsignificant interest to our research here, subsequent literature has

used this theory to explain the behaviour of firms and industries (Markusen, Hall, & Glasmeier,

1986:41). The theory postulates that as a product or firm progresses through this cycle it

3.2
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experiences four stages of development: innovation, market penetration, market saturation and,

finally, rationalisation.

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Invention and development ofa new product or process. 6

Patents lapse, competition increases, and firms concentrate on market penetration

and sales expansion. 7

Cost-cutting or the formation of oligopolies is employed. 8

Rationalisation of activities will occur without innovation 9

These theories - while differing to some degree in their scope, orientation and causal

factors - indicate one significant finding as it relates to our research. Activities, firms, industries,

and economies exist, but growth does not exist in a constant state. Rather, the key in each scheme

- be it long wave, business cycle, or product / firm cycle - is that innovation and invention

directly impacts the changing fortunes of an activity, indusfr¡r, or economy. What this further

suggests to us is that we may be on the cusp of this fifth wave of economic life. The economy of

today bears witness to the fact that we are exploiting a cluster of innovations (the integrated

circuit, DNA, the internet) and witnessing the growth of attendant firms and industries in

response. For our purposes, one of the primary wealnesses that planners may find in these

theories is that they are generally temporal, and though obviously designed with the notion of

geographic space in mind, they don't address the geographic implications of these waves and

cycles directly.

Growth Pole Theories

The underlying premise of a growth pole 10 theory is that economic growth is highly

3.3
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uneven and tends to develop more strongly and more quickly in some urban areas and regions,

thereby polarising gowth. Unlike neo-classical economic growth theory 11, where labour and

capital flows to urban areas and regions where it is requìred, growth pole theories suggest that

economic growth has a propensity towards 'regional disequilibrium', where there is a tendency

for labour, and capital to flow to specific urban areas and regions with innovative activities taking

place. Much like Schumpeter's business cycle notion discussed earlier, the impetus for economic

growth in these schemes is dictated predominantly by technological innovation and its subsequent

diffusion through economic space. However, where Schumpeter and Van Duijn were concerned

with cycles of innovation and their effects on economic space, and in a temporal context, growth

pole theories have differentiated themselves by attempting to predict innovation and its effect on

economic and geographic space. By this alone, theories of this nature lend more support to

planners dealing with the tangible world of economic development.

Francois Perroux (1955) was the first economist to develop a general theory of polarised

economic development, though it was subsequently refined by others (see for example: Lausen,

1969:137-61). Richardson (1978:155) suggested that the growthpole process had three distinct

stages:

(1) economic concentration at a single point;

(2) diffusion to limited, multiple centres;

(3) diffusion to the periph 
"ry 

12.

ln the first stage, clusters of related, technological innovations lead to the development of a

'motor' or 'propulsive' industry that exploits these innovations in a spatially concentrated
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geo$aphic area. As a relevant example, Silicon Valley's growth pole was to a large extent made

up of the firms exploiting microprocessor technologies (and closely associated innovations),

whose locus was the Palo AIto region of Califomia. The introduction of this invention did indeed

lead to highly polarised development in this region through the auspices of this technological

innovation, largely because knowledge of the invention was - at the time - held by relatively few

people. In this model, economies of scale and agglomeration also come into effect, thereby

reinforcing the growth and ensuring that this motor industry remained initially concentrated.

During the second stage of this process, the growth pole disperses geographìcally as

knowledge of the invention (or the creation of ancillary inventions) is leamed and incorporated

by firms in other regions. The effect of this is that now, in addition to the original growth centre,

motor industries in secondary centres may develop economically with an ancillary invention,

such as Microsoft's sophisticated computer operating system in Washington state, and IBM's

personal computer in New York. The fìnal stage is characterised simply by the widespread

adoption of the innovation in more peripheral urban areas, and the subsequent economic

development that has occurred as a result of it. From the original adoption of the microprocessor

as a viable product, economic growth had concentrated in Silicon Valley before dispersing to

Washington state and other relevant regions. The microprocessor is now a widely used

innovation, and many firms in many regions have helped develop economies using it and its

related technologies as a basis for economic development.

Porter's Industry Concentration Theory

In economic development circles, there is an old theory which has recently become a new

3.4
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theory. As far back as 1909, Alfred Weber, known largely for his role in developing the scrence

of industry location, put forth an inter-firm concentration theory. The theory stated simply that a

given firm has economic relationships with other firms who may act as suppliers to the original

firm, and others who act as buyers from the original firm. The supporting firms in question either

added 'inputs' to the final product (backwards linkages), or bought 'ouþuts' from the original

firm (forward linkages). For example, in the case of the aggregate leather industry, the original

firm may be a leather tanner. The input frrm(s) could be a series of hide suppliers, while the

ouþut firm(s) could be a series of shoe manufacturers. The geographic crux of this theory is that

these firms would have a certain economic propensity to locate near one another, in the hopes of

creating an economy realised through this agglomeration process. It is supposedly through this

agglomeration that regional industry strengths and specialisation occur. This long-standing theory

has been tested somewhat successfully using the j ewellery (Wise, 1 95 1 ), furniture manufacture

(Hall,1962), and elechonic instruments industries (Martin, 1966) as case studies.

Recently, Harvard economist Michael Porter has renewed significant interest in this basic

theory, and has adapted it to help explain how nations achieve industry specialty and international

competitiveness. The theory is - as much a theory of agglomeration - a general theory of

economic growth, business organisation, and open competition. Porter's target has been largely

the nation state as the focus of study (see also, Porter, 1991), but more recently his efforts have

been directed to applying the theory to explain metropolitan economic growth (see for example,

Western Consultants, 2001). Indeed, the theory is based largely on relationships and other

intangibles, and could be considered virn-rally scale-independent.
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The basic premise of Porter's work is that there are four key determinants that dictate an

industry's ability to gain competitive advantage. There appear to be few causal assignments

within his structure, but instead, he suggests that as these determinants develop in their own right,

there is a blurring of causalities and more of a self-perpetuating energy that drives the process.

The first determinant is the state of the 'factor conditions', which represents how relevant

industries exploit an area's basic strengths in infrastructure relevant to the industry in question,

such as highly skilled labour, abundant hydroelectricity, research ìnstitutes, or cultural athributes.

Porter's second determinant, 'demand conditions', essentially represents the market for an

industry's products. He suggests that buyers (which are often supporting industries) have a

significant effect on industry where there is pressure on industry to innovate faster and achieve

sophistication over rivals. The third component of competitive advantage relates to the extent to

which there are equally competitive 'supporting industries'. A classic example of this is the case

of IBM, Microsoft, and Intel, parts of which we alluded to in the discussion of growth pole

theories. For business reasons now infamous, IBM contracted both Microsoft and Intel to provide

key inputs into their business machines. While acting as support industries to IBM in the short-

term, these two firms have in fact become world leaders in what are now independent indushies,

while helping to develop more support industries that now form part of their business web. The

final deterrninant of Porter's scheme is an industry's 'firm strategy, structure, and rivalry'. While

complex, the most fundamental aspects of this last portion are essentially an industry's

orientation and propensity towards global competition, and the nature of rivalry between similar

firms within an industry. Where Weber, and scholars who added to his basic agglomeration

theory, (see for example, Oakey, 1985) tended to reinforce the notion of co-operation between

firms, Porter has stressed the importance of competition between firms. Far from the approach of
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government coddling certain firms in an effort to make them national champions, Porter suggests

the opposite, in that fierce rivalry between firms encourages significant innovation that will

ultimately lead to the development of the entire industry - also for the betterment of each firm

(Porter, 1990 :7 I -117).

Porter's most recent approach has been to view metropolitan areas as an important place

where the four determinants interchange and industry clusters develop - the geographic

manifestation of his theory. Porter defines these clusters as "groups of firms in a given region that

- seemingly paradoxically - must co-operate even as they fiercely compete. Clusters encompass

not only a number of industry competitors but also suppliers, firms in related fields, specialised

educational institutions, and support services that are concentrated in particular locations"

www,rouseforum.org, 2001). It appears that a region becomes lnown as home to a successful

industry cluster at the point it becomes internationally recognised. Porter has identified numerous

clusters, including entertainment (U.S.), electronics (Japan), and chemicals in Germany (Porter,

1991:66). A recent report has also identified key clusters in Silicon Valley and Ottawa (high-

technology), and financial services structures in New York and Toronto (Western Consultants,

2001). Porter has essentially adapted'Weber's original thought of industry concentration, but has

applied his theory to modern industry and industry structure. His most important contribution to

the theory may well be the discussion on the importance of rivalry and competition as a

fundamental basis for industry growth.

3.4.1 A Note on Industry Location Theories

The basic premise of industrial location theory is that there are certain factors that dictate
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where a firm will locate in geographic space. Historically, there have been two main theory

streams through which to analyse industrial location: the normative and behavioural approaches.

Normative theorists are interested in modelling the factors of production (land, labour, capilal,

transportation costs) to arrive at an optimum location that represents either the least cost, as

promoted by Weber (1909), or maximum profit, as promoted by Losch (1954). Behavioural

theorists of industry location reversed the focus of study from the firm (in normative theorising)

to the decision maker, who ultimately determines the location of industry. In general, behavioural

theorists such as Greenhut (1957) and Pred (1967) were concerned with the way the factors of

production are perceived and interpreted by the decision-makers prior to the location decision

being made.

Industrial location theory remains relatively staid today, and does not appear employable

as an explanatory theory for high technology polarisation. High technology and advanced

knowledge industries may have few issues with respect to product weight (software and the

products of biotechnical research are two examples that support this notion), and distance to

market (where the products of industry may themselves be information, which may be

transported through high speed data lines). It is for these reasons that industrial location theory is

noted here as background for the reader, but provides no real basis for a study ofhigh technology

industrial development.

Conclusion

In this section, we have introduced theories related to innovation and its possible spread

through economìc and geographic space, and a theory or agglomeration based on competition and
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co-operation. While we have not delved deeply into these theories, nor suggested them as

possible modelling tools, their purpose here was to provide an understanding of the possible

effects of innovation on economic systems, and how firms react to the relationships that these

innovation-diffusion processes confer. Discussion of long wave economic activity is useful to

this research in acknowledging that radical innovations, or smaller, successive innovations with

economic value, can have profound effects on economies of all sizes, but that is where their value

ends for planners involved in high technology economic development. The simply do not address

the issue of innovation, and the causes of innovation, except in a very general manner.

Growth pole theories such as the ones we have introduced also have value in that they go

further than the former by outlining a general process of innovation dispersal, and introduce a

geographic manifestation into the equation. They are also useful because they introduce the idea

that inter-industry firms have a tendency to cluster in separate areas, a key feature of high

technology economies. For these reasons alone, theories such as these have relatively more value

for planners dealing with actual economic development issues in a high technology context.

However, in the context of our research, growth pole theories provide us with little more than a

statement that innovations do arise in a certain time and space, and will likely diffuse through an

urban or regional hierarchy over time as innovations spread. They, like the long wave and

business cycle theories have not adequately addressed the issues ofwhat causes these

innovations. They have also not adequately addressed why an innovation tends to occur in one

region as opposed to another.

The notion of industry clusters is further developed by Porter in his more recent work,
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and can be viewed in part as an extension of the growth pole theories. The difference between the

two fundamentally rests on three separate aspects: (1) Porter's emphasis on competition; (2) the

nature of the firms which share an economic relationship; and (3) the scale of the region in

question. In the case of Perroux's growth pole model, firms in differing industries share an

economic relationship over geographic and economic space, and while there is the notion of

innovation mentioned, there are no cause and effect relationships assigned to its development.

Porter's notion identifies that competition itself is a basis for innovative activities. Further, he

suggests that firms within an industry have a tendency to cluster geographically. This clustering is

seen to benefit the industry through innovation, and is seen to benefit urban economies through

economic development. Finally, where Perroux's work was grounded in regional economics,

Porter's recent works have focused on the metropolitanarea as the focus of study. The economic

relationships espoused in the latter focus on firms within urban ateas, and to this end may be

more helpful in our overall research objectives.

3.5 Iligh Technology Precedents

Introduction

We have identified some of the key theories that have helped to explain industry location

and the development of industry competitiveness. It is important now to begin to narrow the scale

from theory to reality so that the reader may see the physical manifestations of these theories.

The purpose of this section is introduce three precedents - successful regions that have become

synonymous with high technology. These regions are valuable to study because they convey to

planners the key relationships and actions that led to successful economic development in these
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cases. They also present value to this research because they ultimately will define for us some of

the key, measurable factors that a study such as this can focus on when applied to our case study

context.

It begins with an examination of arguably the two most famous North American

examples of high-technology economies - Silicon Va11ey in California, and Route 128 in

Massachusetts. They are important to this research because they demonstrate what is possible in

the absence of public domain planning; they are for the most part organic, unbound spatial

developments. They also have value in their capacity to reflect that management decisions and

inventions are not the sole reasons for success. Employing the Research Triangle Park in North

Carolina as the third case emphasises that high technology activities can be developed through

economic planning, largely through the auspices of a research park.

3.5.1 Silicon Valley

Despite its longevity, Silicon Valley is arguably still the greatest metaphor in high

technology today. Located at the southern tip of San Francisco Bay this formerly productive

agricultural region experienced industrial development much later than its Massachusetts

counterpart, Route 128. At its birth, Silicon Valley contained few microelectronics firms in the

1950s and did not emerge as a high-technology icon until the 1960s (Saxenian, 1994:l).Its initial

growth can be credited to two important and interrelated forces: a unique entrepreneurial spirit

and key figures within Stanford University (Saxenian, 1994:20), but its continued success would

be better atlributed to a collaborative business environment, a highly-educated population, risk-

taking, constant innovation, and inventive financing.
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3.5.1.1 Understanding The Role of Stanford University in the Region's Growth

Economic development literature today often acknowledges the catalyst role that

universities may play in economic development (see for example: Blakely, 799I;Luger &.

Goldstein, I99l), and Silicon Valley perhaps emphasised that more than any other region. This

relationship between educational instifutions and local industry was establíshed early, due largely

to the efforts of Frederick Terman, an electrical engineering professor at Stanford. Terman

provided funding, advice, and space to two of his graduate students, William Hewlett and David

Packard, assisting them in commercialising an audio-oscillator (Perkins & Karlgaard, 1991). The

subsequent and dynamic success of HP encouraged a modest collection of pre-war technology

firms to gather in proximity, forming the "foundation for the region's emerging electronics

industry" (Saxenian, 1994:20).

During World War II, firms in the region benefited from research associated with

military spending, and while important early on, this was not the most significant aspect in

Silicon Valley's development 13. Instead of simply pursuing these contracts as others did,

Terman focused much of his energy on developing the relationships and infrastructure that would

bring the defence industry to Stanford, and allow Stanford to bring subsequent technologies of

those defence contracts to local industry. Terman's strategy had three aspects : (1) The

development of a co-operative, advanced degree program designed specifically for employees of

local businesses; (2) the creation of the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) to capture defence

contracts; and (3) the development of Stanford Industrial Park as a place to house new firms

(Aley, 1997:69). By all accounts, this strategy was highly successful, and by the early i960s,

other, established firms began to relocate in the region and several start-ups emerged in support
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of them.

In terms of the role that Stanford played in providing the region with highly qualified

personnel, one journalist described the institutions' role as "the powerhouse that supplies Silicon

Valley with the talent that makes it successful" (Mullins, 1998:32). Gifford is cited by Mullins

(Ibid.) as suggesting that Silicon Valley is not fed simply by Stanford, but by the region's entire

educational system (Foothill College, UC at Santa Cruz, San Jose State University, and the Xerox

Parc research and teaching laboratory), though Aley (1997) argues that"...Stanford is the cause

of Silicon Valley". Stanford's relative degree of influence is debatable, but the historical and

contemporary contributions made by educational institutions - a precedent perhaps set by

Stanford - remain crucial to the region's success and have reoriented economic development

planners to strongly consider the role of higher education in high technology industry

development.

3.5.1.2 Firm Spin-Offs

In addition to the actions of people such as Terman, and the pioneering role of Stanford

in supplying the region with talent and innovations, a highly competitive and entrepreneurial

spirit started what is now a common feature of all successful high technology economies - the

process of spinning off new firms that are based on the innovations of another firm. This process

was to shape Silicon Valley in a profound manner. As an example of this process, William

Shockley, a Stanford graduate and one ofthe inventors ofthe transistor, founded the Shockley

Transistor Corporation to exploit his new invention. With the innovations that came from the

ongoing development of the transistor, a number of Shockley engineers left to form their own
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firms to exploit them (Saxenian,1994:25). One of these key firms was Fairchild Semiconductor

Company, where, in what came to be a pattern, all eight of its founders left to start new ventures

based on further innovations in this rapidly developing industry (Rogers, 1984:26).In the 1960s

thirfy-one (31) semiconductor firms were developed near Stanford University, and most traced

their origins directly to Fairchild (Ibid.). This risk taking environment, through the auspices of

firm spin offs, continues to be the model for new growth in this and other high technology

regions. Saxenian explained the mindset of the region by noting that "Silicon Valley's heroes are

the successful entrepreneurs who have taken aggtessive professional and technical risks; the

garage tinkerers who created successful companies" (1994:31). This environment, and the fact

that regional loyalty often exceeds company loyalty, produces this high occupational mobility

(Markoff, 1992), which could be another benchmark in identifuing high technology activify.

3.5.1.3 Competition, Co-operation, & the Rise of Venture Capital

By the 1970s, with Stanford cementing its influence by developing technologically-sawy

graduates and providing inventions that required new firms to commercialise them, the region

was flourishing with innovative communications activity, encouraging one journalist to dub the

region 'silicon Valley' (Hoefler, 1971). This rapid growth was in large part fuelled by the

emergence of a key mechanism to the entire industrialisation process - VC 14. Largely an

unknown financial entity until that point, by the 1970s VC had replaced the military as the main

source of financial backing for innovative activities.By 1974 there were 150 VC firms in the

region providing a financial engine for the entrepreneurial spirit that embraced the area. An

important feature of the region's venture capitalists is that most were former entrepreneurs

themselves. This radically changed the face of business investing, as it allowed them to
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contribute to (and take control of) their investments by offering advice, management, and

solutions where required (Saxenian, 1994:56).In addition to the rise of the VC industry, the use

of stock options was another important funding mechanism perpetuated in the region. Given that

many firms were spendingalarge amount of their start-up money on R & D, they often offered

stock options to their key employees in lieu of salary. It was not uncommon for a key individual

to move from start-up to start-up, taking stock in lieu of salary in each new venture. Stephen

Recht, chief financial officer of software start-up NetGravity, explained succinctly why he

performed his third stint with a start-up: " I'm betting that one of these companies does well

enough that I get abig chunk" (Fox, 1997:52).

In 1997, Silicon Valley claimed ll%o of all technical jobs in the United States, while

representing only 1%o of the population. Furtherrnore, twenty (20) of the world's one hundred

(100) largest high-technology firms are located there (Elstrom,1997).Its success can be credited

to a variety of factors, but this regional growth story is largely one of the influential role of

educational institutions, the development of a local VC industry, and the introduction of

exceptionally innovative products that led to the creation of many new and dynamic firms and

industries.

3.5.2 Route 128

Like 'Silicon Valley', 'Route 128' is an affectionate nickname, and refers to a 65 mile

stretch of highway surrounding Boston and Cambridge, Massachusetts. Similarly, the role of

universities, the federal government, and World War II played vital roles in Route 128's initial

growth and success (Mackun, 1995). Unlike the Calìfornia case, Massachusetts was already
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enjoying a wealth of industrialisation during the pre-war period, and contained a large

concentration of capital, skill, and technology (Saxenian, 1994:59). Thus, when it came time for

the federal government to allocate funds for the development of military technology, the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and eastern U.S. businesses were prime recipients.

3.5.2.L MIT & the Federal Government as Partners in Development

Similar to Stanford's role in the development of Silicon Valley, MIT made important

contributions to Route 128's early growth, particularly by taking advantage of federal funding.

Much of the funding came to MIT through the efforts of Vannevar Bush, an electrical

engineering professor at MIT who was appointed the director of the federal agency, Office of

Scientific Research and Development (OSRD). Just as Terman had been a local hero in the west,

Bush played a similar role in the east. He "revolutionized the relationship between science and

government by funding universities rather than govemment labs to pursue basic military

research" and, as a result, "MIT became the nation's leading centre of research during the war,

performing more military research than any other U.S. university" (Saxenian, 1994:13). MIT and

nearby Harvard constructed large research labs to atlract scientists and technical employees to the

area, creating the substantial, highly-skilled labour force needed for high-technology activity. A

study by MIT and the Bank of Boston confirms MIT's crucial role in the region's development,

reporting that "MIT graduates and faculty had founded 4,000 local companies, employing 1.1

million people and generatingS232 billion in world-wide sales" (Judge, 1997), a testament to

both MIT and their entrepreneurial achievements.

Although Route 128 has never developed the distinctive entrepreneurial culture that is
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characteristic of Silicon Valley, its early growth did rely on start-ups .In 1946, the first publicly

held VC firm in the U.S. was created, pursuing investment opporlunities at MIT (Saxenian,

1994:14).In the 1960s and 1970s, the rapidly growing mini-computer industry established Route

128 as "the nation's leading centre of innovation in electronics" (Ibid.:17), generating more than

two thirds of the value-added in mini-computers (Dorfman, 1983).

3.5.2.2 Business Organisation: A Different Culture

Business practices and the productive organisation of firms in Route 128 are much more

traditional, perhaps adding to the region's inability to match the success of Silicon Valley.

According to Saxenian, Route 128 possesses an independent firm-based system that is typically

found in traditional industries such as oil, rubber, machinery, and automobiles, whereas Silicon

Valley possesses a more flexible network-based system. Firms in this independent firm-based

system perform a wide variety of production activities, value company loyalty and - assumedly -

some secrecy, and organise a vertical system of authority and communication. Saxenian describes

the limitations resulting from this independent firm-based system:

"The independent firm-based system flourished in an environment of market stability and slow

changing technologies because its leading producers benefited from the advantages ofscale
economies and market cont¡ol. It has been overwhelmed, however, by changing competitive

conditions. Corporations that invested in dedicated equipment and specialised worker skills find
themselves locked into obsolete technologies and markets, while hierarchical structures limit their
ability to adapt quickly as conditions change. Their inward focus and vertical integration also limit
the development of a sophisticated infrastructure, leaving the entire region vulnerable when the

large firms falter" (Saxenian, 1994:9).

Such a system imitates the structure of traditional mass production corporations

(Ibid.:70). Firms are self-contained and vertically integrated, limiting the number of spin-offs

generated to service and support local firms. Although such a system offers the advantages of

scale and stability, it can not adapt to changing markets and technologies. Thus, when the military
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funding began to slow down, the region had difficulty becoming self-sufficient. Route 128's

independent firm-based system created a business climate that is radically different from the co-

operation and collaboration common to Silicon Valley. The firms that comprise this high-

technology cluster tend to reject any notion of themselves as having a common identity, and cling

to their independence despite their obvious spatial relationship. Furthermore, it is not uncommon

for firms to hire private investigators to investigate security leaks. Saxenian (1994) describes the

business climate in Route 128:

"Route 128's technology enterprises adopted autarchic practices and structu¡es ofan earlier
generation ofeast coast businesses. Secrecy and territoriality ruled relations between individuals

and firms, traditional hierarchies prevailed within firms, and relations with local institutions were

distant -- even antagonistic. The regional economy remained a collection of autonomous

enterprises, lacking social or commercial interdependencies" (pg. 59).

These 'icier' relations are reinforced by a geography that is far more expansive than the dense

cluster that typifres Silicon Valley (Ibid.:60). In addition, the lack of social gathering places in the

region help to underscore the separation of social-life and work-life, likely influenced by an

historically conservative puritan society and its valuing of roots and tradition (Ibid.:61).

Route 128 and Silicon Valley are organic high-technology agglomerations that developed

as a result of a number of factors, most notably the influence of research-related World War II

efforts conducted at educational institutions such as Stanford and MIT, and the parlaying of that

research into commercial products. Although these origins and their technologies may be similar,

the two regions reveal some very important differences, and have coped with technological and

market changes with varying degrees of success. Despite intense effort, no region in North

America has been able to successfully reproduce a high-technology agglomeration as self-

sufficient and productive as Silicon Valley. There has been a recent resurgence in Route 128,
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driven by software, telecommunications, medical technology, and financial services, and future

success depends upon its ability to complement Silicon Valley rather than to compete with it

(Judge, 1997).

3.6 The Research Triangle Park

Whereas Silicon Valley and Route 128 are naturally-occurring high technology regions,

North Carolina's high-technology economy was planned and executed in response to widespread

regional-industrial stagnation 15. Research Triangle Park (RTP) - named for the triangle of land

where it is located between Duke University at Durham, the University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, and North Carolina State Universify at Raleigh - has flourished into one of the most

successful research parks 16 in the world. It encompasses 6900 acres of land (1400 acres still

remain undeveloped) owned and managed by the not-for-profit Research Triangle Foundation,

and is home to several high-technology corporate giants, including IBM and Data General

(Author Unknown, 1999b). This successful model provides a source of optimism for policy

makers and planners who are hoping to stimulate their local economies in a similar manner

(Luger & Goldstein, 1991:7 6).

3.6.1 RTP: A Planned High Technology Economy

The RTP was a planned effort, and its initial development and eventual success can be

credited to some important industry, business, and academic leaders. One such individual is

former governor Luther H. Hodges. Concemed with the amount of skilled labour emigrating

from the state, Hodges formed the Research Triangle Committee (RTC) to investigate how the

local universities could be utilised to restructure the local economy, a thought we have seen in the
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cases of Route 128 and Silicon Valley. The committee recommended that the universities should

increase their efforts to lure R & D organisations to the region to stimulate growth of high-

technology manufacturing and to generate employment opportunities for skilled employees. The

important link between industry and educational institutions is a key feature of research park

development today; however no attempt to create such an entity (which was still rather obscure at

the time) occurred until Karl Robbins became involved in 1957 (Luger & Goldstein, l99l:77).

Despite the help of Robbins and the Research Triangle Foundation's efforts to market the

park, it did not atÍract many R & D organisations until 1965, when two new occupants had a

major influence on the park's growth: Intemational Business Machines (IBM) and the National

Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NTIEHS). As Luger and Goldstein (1991) explain,

"these two occupants served as anchors by putting RTP on the map as a place to locate R & D

facilities. A string of R & D branch plants and of large national and multinational corporations

and of federal government laboratories followed over the next twenty years" (pg. 78).

An important difference between the previous two precedents and RTP is the latter's bias

towards luring large, established companies as anchor tenants. As a result, unlike Silicon Valley

and Route 128, new start-ups are not as feasible: it is through innovative activities that arise out

of research-universities and small firms where a need exists for start-up firms to commercialise

these new activities. Instead of creating development through this technology transfer model,

RTP's plan has always been to use the presence of R & D and the university cluster to attract

branch plants of major, established corporations, and to this end has been quite successful. This

precedent, and the fact it was planned, represents an important departure from the former cases,
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but it also leaves the fate ofthe park and the region in the hands ofa few very large corporations,

as opposed to alarge number of small, locally developed firms. Strategies to lure high technology

activities (as opposed to developing the conditions necessary for their development) have resulted

in decidedly mixed results (see for example: Blakely & Nishikawa,1992:26-30; Saxenian,

1989:3), and this may have implications for potential planning actions in metro-Manitoba.

However, further research, however, is required to better determine the actualities of the planning

actions - and factors atlributable to chance and innate regional conditions - that contributed to the

RTP's success. To determine if such a plan is feasible in a Manitoba context is a worthy option

for further research. However, the focus here remains to develop some strategically significant

elements of a preliminary public policy framework.

Conclusion

There were three reasons that this research introduced Silicon Valley, Route 128, and the

Research Triangle Park. First, while we had to this point loosely discussed the existence of 'high

technology regions' as a modern, geographical phenomena, this section clearly sets forth what a

representative high technology region is, where they tend to locate, and some of the quirks of

firm organisation that set them apart from other industrial regions.

Second, these three examples were introduced to explain some of the differences that set

them apart. As we noted, Silicon Valley is reflective of an innovative climate where innovations

were turned into new activities by local entrepreneurs with the aid of VC. The RTP was a

strategic economic development planning exercise which knowingly used prodigious amounts of

university R & D to atlract the branch plants of large technology firms. Both models have been
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successful in their own right, and offer planners two different paths to ponder when defining a

high technology strategy.

Third, they were introduced here to isolate the key determinants that could be effectively

evaluated in a case study context for the Winnipeg region. The literature review indicated that the

presence of research-based universities is essential in the development of most high technology

economies, a notion substantiated by others (see for example: Doutriaux, 2000:93, Luger and

Goldstein, 1997:127). Further, research universities provide a fertile ground for R & D

performance, which, when parlayed into innovative and inventive products and services, often

leads to the creation of new firms nearby to exploit them. Universities en masse are the

predominant entities which produce the appropriately-educated population that is fypically known

to undertake high technology activities, whether that be through the performance of R & D, or

through employment in new or existing high technology firms. Finally, with respect to Route 128

and Silicon Valley (where small firms dominate, and VC is considered crucial), the literature

identified the co-dependent relationship of VC and emerging high technology firms.

VC, an appropriately-educated population, the presence of R & D activity, and the

existence of research universities were, in these three cases, the fundamental conditions for the

economic development of these high technology regions. One of the key objectives of our

research is to take what is known about the development of successful high technology regions

such as these, and apply it to a case study of the Winnipeg metro-region. Studies that are similar

in intent to this one have fypically taken a broader approach in amassing data on indicators of

high technology health, and using them to measure how well-developed a region's high
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technology economy is. Atkinson and Gottlieb's (2001) research focused on numerous, often

sketchy high technology indicators, which they in turn used to measure the activities of entire

states. Studies such as the former are not useful to planners because they assign no causal or

explanatory elements in their measurement. For example, while it is worth noting that there was

5250 million of R & D conducted in the state of Florida in 1999, studies of this scope make no

mention of who was conducting it, nor what type of R &D was conducted. In reality, it is less

important for planners to know the amount than it is for them to lmow which types of R &D are

most likely to lead to the development of new, innovative firms. Thus, an unfocused strategy will

not suffice for the purposes of informing local planners. It is for these reasons that this research

has rejected such an approach, opting instead for the case study method as an in-depth, viable

vehicle for examining the high technology phenomenon in the Winnipeg region.
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Chapter Four

The Venture Capital Industry in Metro- Manitoba

Introduction

In the previous chapter, we discussed some of the theories that have helped explain the

aggregate growth of economies, and the location and clustering of industry. Further, we

examined three representative high technology regions, and determined some of the key aspects

that led to their development. The research identified that strong R & D activity, an educated

population, and a strong and responsive VC sector are key indicators that shape regional high

technology economies. Part two of this research is devoted to conducting an in-depth case study

of these three key indicators, as measured in metro-Manitoba, and in a comparative context with

Alberta and Saskatchewan.

The objective of this chapter is to determine how effective the metro-Manitoba VC

industry is in terms of its ability to act as an integral support industry to innovative, high

technology activities. What is it that we specifically need to know about VC to gauge this? VC is

a complex industry, and there are many facets of it that have captured the attention of researchers

and policy makers. There are also a number of different sets of data that are used by these two

groups, which reflect a particular dimension of VC activity that they wish to highlight, including:

the total capital under management (aggregate value of prior investments, plus liquid capital

currently available for investment), which is often the most cited measure, yet which reveals little

about the dlmamics of VC; the extent to which investments have been directed to start-up firms

versus expanding firms; or average investment per jurisdiction. Studies similar to this one have
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used VC investments per employed person, and VC investments as a percentage of GDP to offer

a comparative perspective between jurisdictions (see for example, Hall, 1999:25). These

indicators may a77 be valid in their ability to shed some light on VC's role in the new economy.

However, this research is a detailed study of high technology indicators conducted at the city-

region level, and to satisfo the research objectives within it, we must ideally be able to configure

data and informant responses to determine: the amounts of VC that have recently been available,

and are currently available, for high technology activities; to help determine the extent of high

technology activities taking place locally, to which industries did Manitoba VC go; and, to what

extent the Manitoba VC industry fulñls the same role as VC does in many highly

developed technology regions.

There are five questions that need to be addressed to satisfy these three objectives:

(1) In light of the consistent growth of VC investments throughout Canada (see Figure 2),

why do the 1996-2000 investment patterns fluctuate so much in Manitoba, and do the

fluctuations tell us anything significant?

(s)

The Manitoba VC industry has more funds available in 2001 than were invested in 2000,

suggesting an over-abundance of capital: are there opportunities or threats with respect to

having excess supply?

What do the 2000 sector disbursements tell us about the quality and quantity of high
technology fi rms in metro-Manitoba?

Given that we are in a 'global economy' where information and investments are

becoming border-less, is a healthy localYC industry even important for the development
of a high technology economy, or could efforts to develop a high technology economy be

better spent elsewhere?

In qualitative terms, how well positioned is the local VC industry to aid in the
development of a high technology economy?

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Figure 2

The G¡orvth of Venture Capita¡ in Canada: 1980 - 2000
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Source: Macdonald & Associates, 2001b.

Why is Venture Capital Important to High Technology Economies?

Based on their most recent annual report on the economic impact of VC, a spokesman for

the Business Development Bank of Canada (BDC) indicated there is ". . .a direct correlation

between venture capìtal investments and the success of young technology companies" (Rè,

2000). Further, the Vice President of Crocus Investments Limited, a Manitoba VC organisation,

flatly suggested that "...the new economy can'l survive without it" (Cash, 2000:F11). Several

studies have also proposed that a direct link exists between venture investing andjob creation

(for example see: BDC, 1999:5; Atkinson & Gottlieb, 200I:34). VC investments have also been

named as an important catalyst for innovation, where the correlation between investments and

patents issued in a region was both "positive and significant" (Korfum & Lerner, 2000:691). VC

is a worthy indicator because of what appears to be a strong relationship between the infusion of

VC and the subsequent growth of R & D spending - another key indicator under investigation in

this research. A recent study by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

(OECD) noted that VC investee firms in Canada tended to spend significantly more on R & D

than non-investee fìrms. Among survey respondents, R & D expenditures grew an average of
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40o/o annually after the onset of VC funding. Further, they argue that in 7994, approximately 20o/o

of the top 100 Canadian R & D performers were venture-backed f,rrms (Horsman,I996:li0). This

fìgure had grown to 57%o by 1998 as referenced in a similar study (BDC, 1999:7). VC appears to

be as important to the growth of the new economy as educated and talented people, and is worthy

of inclusion here.

4.t.L What is Venture Capital?

Perhaps the best way to describe VC is this: it is an innovative financing mechanism that

often serves the capital needs of innovative frrms 17. VC is not simply high-risk loans, but a

sophisticated financing tool where money is given to a firm in exchange for an equity stake in the

firm. This exchange is the fundamental difference between VC and traditional forms of debt

financing. VC investing differs from commercial banking in other significant ways as well,

including: the degree to which the investor becomes involved with the investee company, which

typically includes a 'hands-on' management aspect; the scale of the investments, which are often

relatively large and may include further rounds of funding; and the time frame for the

relationship, which can span decades. In general, all of these relationships between the VC

investor and the investee are stronger, closer, and more complex than they are befween a

chartered bank and a borrower. It is because ofthese reasons that high technology activities and

VC are seen as virtually interdependent.

From the investee firm's vantage point, VC may be the only source of capital funding

available. Innovative, high technology firms are often those without assets to use as security in

financing. The company may exist solely in a business plan, with a simple idea for an unheard of
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process or product. To this degree, "companies whose assets are intellectual in nature (and hence

not particularly good security) need equity capital" (BDC, 1999:1) Having the option of

exchanging firm equity for operating funds may be as necessary to the investee as it is

opportunistic for the investor. With this process, the firm has few initial worries about producing

immediate cash-flow in an effort to pay rents and salaries, and repay loans. A lack of VC for

these firms could conceivably destroy many companies in their infancy, but instead affords them

peace of mind and allows them to focus entirely on the work at hand (Government of Canada,

1991:5). Finally, some high technology firms and activities have extraordinarily large start-up

costs that could not be satisfied by a chartered bank. Where a restaurant venture may require

$i00 thousand in start-up funding, it would not be unusual for a biotechnology firm to require

upwards of $20 million before they could be in a position to draw revenues.

Manitoba's Venture Capital Industry in Relation to the Canadian Industry

The Manitoba VC industry is small in terms of dollar value, as compared to aggregate

Canada, and amongst virtually all other provinces. As little as seven years ago, there was almost

no VC available in the City of Winnipeg. As economic conditions, Provincial government policy,

and the needs of businesses have changed, the amount of available VC in the City has grown. In

September of 1998, there was a cumulative total of $145 million in VC under management

throughout Manitoba 18. Th. Manitoba figures should be compared to aggregate Canada, where

there was $8.4 billion in capital under management in 1998 - the Manitoba portion equates to less

than2o/o of the Canadian activity. Further, in the fallof 1998, there was $2.4 billion in liquid

capital available for investment Canada-wide, and of that, only $33 million was available in

Winnipeg (Cash, 1999:87).In 2000, $32 million was invested in Manitoba, compared to $6.3

4.2
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billion in aggregate Canada 
19. Emerging or not, Manitoba constitutes a very small portion of

Canada's VC market. Manitoba's VC industry has seen earnest development in recent years, and

perhaps the most important catalyst for the industry has come from the Provincial government.

While divesting itself from direct investing in individual companies, the Province of Manitoba

has been crucial to the development of the VC industry through the mentoring of two key funds,

and the subsequent provision of l5o/o Provincial tax credits (in addition to lhe I5%o federal credit)

for investors in these two labour sponsored VC corporations (LSVCC) - the Crocus Investment

Fund and the ENSIS Growth fund 20.

Figure 3

Ventue Capital Invested: 1996 - 2000 & Arailable for Invesunent: 2001
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(Macdonald & Associates, Interview, 2001).

4.3 Recent fnvestment Activity & the Issues of Supply & Demand for 2001

Figure 3 is a compendium of secondary and primary information gathered from separate

sources. It illustrates the dollar amounts of VC invested in each province, from 1996-2000, and
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the current amount available for investment in 2001. The most striking aspect of the data is the

extent to which the aggregate amount of Alberta VC investments ouþace both Saskatchewan and

Manitoba. Although both the investment amounts (see Figure 3) and industry-sector mix data

(see Figure 4) suggest that Alberta possesses arelatively booming VC market, the data is highly

misleading. Kirk Falconer, Director of Research for Macdonald & Associates, suggests that the

invested amounts and general activity levels of the Alberta VC industry are not really the issue,

as the Albena economy will always be larger than both the Manitoba and Saskatchewan

economies. However, while noting that there is a good deal of activity in Alberta, he suggests

there is a fundamental problem with the Alberta VC market, in that local VC supply is poor in

relation to local demand: there has always been a far greafer reliance on foreign VC for deals in

Alberta. Though the reasons are largely unknown, one key reason for a lack of local investment

can be traced to the fact that the Alberta goverrment does not offer tax credits to investors in

LSVCCs, thereby seriously negating the desire for 'average' local citizens to invest locally 21. In

the long term such a reliance on national and foreign VC is a highly suspect way of doing

business, as these sources are at best far more fickle than local venture capital and will tend to

abate much quicker in recessionary periods that local VC would. Further, continuing to rely so

much on outside sources of VC means that there will continue to be less pressure to actually

develop adequate local infrastructure in the form of diversified, local funds. Pressure may

become intense during a down-turn or recession, and it is likely at these points where high

technology firms will be at risk of losing a key source of capital, and be most vulnerable

(Interview, 2001).
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4.3.L Understanding Manitoba's Fluctuating Investment Patterns

In metro-Manitoba, the most puzzling aspect of the VC data was the investment

inconsistency that has taken place over the last 5 years, especially when compared to the

phenomenal growth in aggregate Canada, the consistent surge in Alberta, and the consistent ebb

in Saskatchewan. Katherine Johnson, Senior Financial Analyst with the Department of Industry,

Trade, and Mines (Interview, 2001) suggests that this inconsistency was largely due to the

dominance of the Manitoba VC market by two large LSVCCs - Crocus Investment Fund, and

ENSIS Growth Fund, respectively - whose investment patterns essentially dictated the provincial

pattem 22.Thi" sentiment is mirrored by both Aiello (Interview, 2001), and Falconer (Interview,

2001) who both indicated that deals involving LSVCC funds can be sporadic, in that government

legislation dictates that their capital be expended within certain time frames. As a result, fund

managers may hold back a significant portion of funds as they search for better opportunities.

Should those opportunities not arise, they must still invest the funds - now in a relatively rushed

manner, and seemingly independent of prudent investment sense. In spite of this, the

inconsistency that we see in Manitoba should largely be considered a non-factor. More than

anything, it is a quirk of the local system.

An important aspect of the data is the amount of liquid VC available for 2001. This

represents the effort of VC fundraising over the last year, and consequently what is available for

investment in 2001. The data suggests that Alberta is in a relatively good position in terms of

supply. In fact, there is a less-than-adequate supply of capital available in Alberta because the

investments undertaken during the previous year were greater than the current supply: $211

million was invested in 2000, but the current supply is only $192 million, highlighting the local
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supply problem. The reverse is true in the case of Manitoba and Saskatchewan, where $32

million and $13 million were invested in 2000, respectively, and 558 million and $35 million,

respectively, are avallable for investment in 2001 in those respective provinces (Macdonald &

Associates, 2001a:28-42). Does this then suggest that there is too much VC in Manitoba? A

number of key informants were interviewed in relation to this topic of apparent VC over-supply

in Manitoba. Ken Bicknell, Vice-President of ENSIS Growth Fund Limited, suggested that their

fund had no such supply problem; indeed, there were far more opportunities for investment than

there were funds (Interview, 2001). Other informants suggested that - in Prairie Canada generally

- there are a great deal of firms seeking funding, but there are few quality proposals among them

(Walton,Interview,2001;Hanna,Interview,2001). All industry sources interviewed clearly

indicated that a glut of available funds at any one time can be seen as a non-factor in determining

VC health, and by itself would not indicate that Manitoba is any weaker than other jurisdictions.

In fact, the suggestion put forth was that the demand for VC is so high that there huly is "no such

thing as an over-abundance of VC in any local market" (Aiello, Interview, 2001), and that

securing more funds for VC will never be a wasted effort. Indeed, for many VC firms, it is a

constant effort.

Figure 4
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4.4 Is Venture Capital Being Invested in Iligh Technology Firms?

Figure 4 shows the total disbursements of VC to all industries in the three provinces

during theyear 2000. The disbursements to firms have been divided into industry groupings

defined by the report's authors, Macdonald & Associates. Based on the data above, it would be

false to assume that VC is a vehicle only for high technology firms in a Canadian Prairie context.

The data suggests that the majority of venture funding in Saskatchewan, and a significant 44o/o in

Manitoba was not being directed to high technology activities during the year 2000, but instead to

more 'traditional' industry sectors 23. Further, when the 'other' category is included, which, in

the case of Manitoba was composed of two media investments and an environmental

management investment, and accounted for 28o/o of all disbursemenfs, T2Yo of all VC investments

were directed towards industries not truly associated with any high technology activity, far more

than Saskatchewan's 610/o, and Alberta's 20Yo.Yenixe funding in Alberta appeared more aligned

with the industries traditionally associated with it, in that the majority of VC (80%) was directed

towards high technology activities, such as computers and communications. What the data also

tell us is - to the extent that VC money is actually getting to the firms most deserving - is the

particular high technology industry strengths that exist in the metro areas of each province.

Though it would be unwise to come to a conclusion on such a thing merely from these VC

investments, the data does substantiate other sources that suggest Alberta's high technology

sector specialises in wireless communications and assorted internet industries (see for example:

Bergman, 200I:36; Stevenson, 2000:B4), while it also illustrates that Manitoba and

Saskatchewan are relatively void of industry specialty (Holbrook, Interview, 2001). Of interest

here is one of the high technology categories where Manitoba investments were strong:just over

15% ($5 million of the $32 million invested) of all disbursements in 2000 were directed towards
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the life sciences sector, composed of medical and biotechnology industries (Macdonald &

Associates, 2001a:43).

A review of the investment portfolios of the two largest VC organisations in Manitoba

(Crocus Investment Fund and ENSIS Growth Fund), and a private VC firm (Centara

Corporation) partially substantiate the findings shown in the graph above 2a.Th"majority of

firms funded by the two labour funds could not be considered to be primarily undertaking high

technology activities. In the case of ENSIS Growth Fund, just six of the sixteen largest investee

firms appear devoted to what we have defined as high technology activities 25 .Th"remainder of

investee firms are based in a variety of industries such as food manufacture and agricultural

supports. Though significantly larger, Crocus Investment Fund is decidedly less oriented towards

high technology activities than is ENSIS Growth Fund: of the fifty-seven firms listed in their

most recent portfolio, nine are devoted towards defined high technology activities 26, while two

investee firms are other VC organisations (Biocapital Investment Limited Partnership, and The

Manitoba Science and Technology Fund). Centara Corporation is a fully private organisation

(and thereby not bound by geographic-specific investment) that appears finely-tuned with respect

to its investment shategies, and represents the closest example that exists in Manitoba to the

traditional model of VC firms in advanced, high technology regions. Centara's investment

portfolio is small, but very industry-specific; all investee firms are in the IT sector, but none of

them are headquartered in Manit oba27 .

4.4.1 The Roles of LSVCCs & Ilistory in Determining Manitoba Investments

Key informants queried on Manitoba's propensity towards investment in traditional
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sectors v/ere asked to identify the extent to which this suggested an expectation of higher retums

for investments in traditional f,rrms, or to what extent it suggested that there was simply a dearth

of viable high technology frrms to invest in. It appears that neither is fully the case, though

Bicknell (Interview, 2001) stated that Winnipeg firms typifred as 'traditional' were the ones

"mature enough to attract venture capital". This suggests that the VC market in Manitoba is

somewhat different than it is in most advanced-industry areas: as the theory and precedents

introduced in this research have suggested, it is typically the young, unproven firms which are

most closely associated with VC investments, which again does allude to either a relative lack of

high technology activities in the metropolitan areas of the Province, or simply an unwillingness

of the local VC industry to invest in these activities. Johnson (Interview, 2001) indicated that

while it does suggest a lack of viable high technology activities to some degree, it is more a

reflection on the relative inexperience and attitude of some VC managers in Manitoba, while

Aiello (Interview, 2001) added that it has less to do with anticipated returns from haditional

industries, and more to do with the fact the VC industry "hasn't built the momentum yet".

Manitoba VC managers are typically older, and from traditional banking sectors, while typical

new economy entrepreneurs are thirty years of age or under, who "haven't had a culture of

limitation around them" (Moffat, 2000:15). This sentiment was echoed in other research as well,

with the suggestion that Winnipeg VC managers are far more conservative and averse to risk than

their counterparts in Calgary, Vancouver, and Seattle (Kirbyson, 2000:F4), whose VC people

tend to be younger than their counterparts in Manitoba (Johnson, Interview, 2001). Falconer

(Interview, 2001) introduces a similar train of thought, explaining that - ultimately - local

strengths in high technology sectors come from a region's industrial history: money managers

typically invest in what they know best, especially when dealing with local funds. The
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interpretation of both the data and opinions of all th¡ee is that VC managers in Manitoba may

base their investments in the industries that have aproven track record in Manitoba, and from a

particular business perspective. As Johnson (Interview, 2001) indicated, VC managers in

Manitoba are only now begínning to understand high technology activities at a sufficiently

advanced level to begin investing in them.

4.5 The Venture Capital Culture in Manitoba

In many ways, the Manitoba VC arena appears to be a markedly different 'culture' than

some of the VC-entrepreneur dynamics in a prototypical high technology setting such as Silicon

Valley or Route 128. Venture capitalists in those regions were often not (and still are not) money

managers, but instead wealthy individuals who formed VC companies; ones whose fortunes were

earned in a particular industry, who were thus well accustomed to its people and intricacies, and

were often very aware of any manageable and unmanageable risks within that industry' In short,

they were of the industry they invested in. This is best exemplified in Manitoba by the

relationship between Keystone Technologies Incorporated (KTI) and the St. Boniface General

Hospital Research Centre. KTI's fund was developed in consultation with the Research Cenhe

officials in an effort to help commercialise key research undertaken there. Successful projects

need not search for VC - it is there waiting, and KTI has the right of first refusal on all projects

(Cash, 2001c:44). This appears to be a relatively simple business model, but the important aspect

of it is that there is a shared understanding between the two groups as to the expected outcomes

of this joint merger. This shared understanding of how VC and its associated industries work

together for a common good is forged by knowledge-sharing through communication, and a

familiarity that comes from a history together. Based on the successful VC-entrepreneur
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relationship in prototypical high technology regions, it would be fair to describe their

interactions, shared knowledge, and community as a unique micro-culture, and this appears at

first glance to be somewhat undeveloped in Manitoba. Reducing any disparities or building

stronger relationships between the two appears equally as important as building the supply of

capital, and certainly steps could be taken by economic development planners to bring the two

parties together to help develop this local culture.

Investing VC in traditional industries such as manufacturing is generally not thought to

be the typical use for VC, at least in advanced, high technology regions. With due respect to VC

managers, the opinions of key informants also suggest that there may be a need for them to look

more closely at true high technology activities such as the ones defined in this study. Investment

by the two largest funds in these activities is tepid and scattered: it is one thing for a VC fund to

invest in a single firm conducting high technology activities. It is another to make that the basis

for most of your investing, as is the case in Alberta. The larger picture that one should keep in

view is that - as Porter and others have suggested - critical masses are required in the number and

variety of similar firms before a self-sustaining industry cluster can be created 28. Th"

development of this critical mass / industry cluster helps attract firms to the region, provides the

conditions for innovation and opportunity, and may ultimately reduce the risk associated with VC

investments in those firms, yet at this point this does not appear to be part of the local VC agenda.

The fact that this one international firm opted for Winnipeg because of its cluster (Cash,

2001a:86), and without incentives, should be a signal to the local VC industry. The agenda for

VC has always been to produce returns for investors, and often not to develop an entire economy.

This however ¿s the agenda of many economic development practitioners. Reconciling the two
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may prove to be a challenging task.

Further, there is a need to begin discussion of industry specialty as it relates to high

technology. As the data and informants have suggested, Manitoba VC managers may be

investing in proven Manitoba industries such as manufacturing and consumer goods because

these are the region's industrial strengths. It is important to note that there was a time when this

rationale was no different in Silicon Valley than it is today in Manitoba. Silicon Valley had no

true industrial history prior to the microelectronics revolution, and therefore venture capitalists

felt entirely comfortable in electronics investing, because this was the industrial history. This

suggests that planners involved in advanced industry development should seriously consider a

region's history before embarking on any sector-specific strategies. The City of Saskatoon's

'specialty' in high technology activities has always been in biotechnology, in large part because

of the formative agricultural research that has been going on there for decades, and which has

paved the way for these higher order activities (Holbrook, Interview, 2001). For economic

development planners, prior to developing strategies to encourage VC investing in certain

activities, an important first step may be to define Winnipeg's specialty in industry terms, and

begin to seek out high technology activities that may be found within those industries. Further,

research is needed to fully understand what a critical mass of activities really means in high

technology, and how achievable a goal this may be.

The Importance of Place in Venture Capital

These issues raise another key question - in a global markeþlace, is local capital even

important anymore? Key informants were somewhat divided on this subject. Some suggested that

4.6
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supply and demand are not really important issues in a capital market because VC is a global

resource, not a local one. The suggestion was that a VC supply problem in one region would be

solved by a surplus in another region, thereby negating the importance of a local VC market

altogether (Aiello, Interview, 200i; Walton, Interview,2007; Hanna, Interview, 2001). In theory,

this may be a valid assumption, but fwo recent articles suggest that Canada's ability to fund large

start-up projects'rvith VC was very limited in comparison with the U.S. VC market, and as a

result Canadian firms were moving south to capture this funding (see for example: Tuck,

2000:T3; Turner, 200i:60). A recent article suggests that even recently, Winnipeg entrepreneurs

may have to make the hek to regions with highly developed VC industries, and cites the example

of a cancer therapy whose inventor was unable to secure local early-stage VC. Today, it is a fully

public biotechnology firm located in Toronto (Schulz, 2001:415). Further, if capital will find its

way to viable opporfunities, why is there a need for local government intervention in Saskatoon,

where there is a"very sound research university" (Falconer, Interview, 2001), yet virtually no

local VC infrastrucfure in place, and relatively few investments - from local or foreign sources? It

is difficult to envision VC from Toronto and Ottawa making its way to Saskatchev/an on a

consistent basis: venture capitalists in those two regions find value enough in the high technology

sectors located there. Both Falconer (Interview, 2001) and Johnson (Interview, 2001) support this

contention. With a lack of outside capital, local money must at least begin to serve local needs.

This is a valid thought for Manitoba as well. Indeed, the impetus for the development of LSVCCs

in Manitoba was to encourage local investment. Legislative constraints tied to LSVCC funds

insist on Manitoba invesfment, and it is difficult to see how investment would be as strong as it is

in the absence of this legislation.
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It is quite possible that, in well developed high technology regions, market forces will

ensure that VC investments flow to where opportunities exist, perhaps because those

opportunities themselves are world-class. It is reasonable on the other hand to suggest that in

metropolitan areas where outside capital is not flowing in as anticipated, that ensuring a supply of

local VC is a worthwhile proposition, as long as there are ideas, people, and firms that are

justified in receiving it. The fact is that there is not a significant amount of local investment in

Manitoba that is funded from outside of the Province, nor outside of the country (Aiello,

Interview, 2001). Should the desire be to create the conditions that may lead to the development

of new economy firms, this leaves planners with two basic choices in relation to local capital.

Strategies to alleviate a local supply problem can either (1) focus on atlracting foreign VC to

local opportunities, or (2) focus on developing the local VC industry to serve local opportunities.

We would be unwise to simply assume that investments will always find opportunities. The

importance of local people, local govemment, and the necessary relationship between local

money and entrepreneurs should not be ignored in a discussion of Prairie VC.

The Overall Health of the Venture Capital Industry in Manitoba

Despite identified issues relating to VC managers, supply of VC, and the focus on

traditional industries in recent Manitoba disbursements, the overall state of the VC market in

Manitoba is somewhat better than what the data suggests. According to Falconer (Interview,

2001), Manitoba likely possesses the strongest VC 'infrastructure' of the three provinces under

investigation here, and this is a key to determining long-term VC health. Where the Alberta VC

market is dominated by foreign capital, and where the Saskatchewan VC market is essentially

government-run, the Manitoba VC market has a variety of large and small, private and labour-

4.7
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sponsored funds, with highly diversified portfolios. More importantly, the Provincial government

of the day ensured that it hired the right people to oversee the development of the LSVCC funds,

including their legislation and marketing to the public. This is very positive news for Manitoba's

VC industry in the long term. At the same time, Falconer (Interview, 2001) also indicated that

Manitoba is somewhat over-reliant on the two LSVCC funds, which Bicknell (Interview, 2001)

suggests may not be as opportunistic or focused as truly private equity capital. LSVCCs are

sponsored by one or more labour groups, and the suggestion has been that a Board of Directors

has an implicit say in where funds may ultimately be invested (Johnson, Interview, 200i). If

investments are indeed based on a strategy such as this, it would be unfortunate to the extent that

deserving firms may miss out on opportunities. Both these implicit investment strategies and the

legislated time frame for disbursement are a partial explanation as to why critics have suggested

that LSVCC investment returns are poor in comparison to other investment vehicles (Clemens &

Iani,200l:2).

The political agenda of LSVCCs is to stimulate local investment with Manitoba dollars,

and to that end, it is a fine model: investors receive generous tax credits while local investees

receive needed capital. What should be factored into this, and indeed any economic development

shategy that uses direct or indirect subsidies as a motivator, is the hidden costs of such strategies.

Osborne & Sandler (1996:3) suggested that 1996 LSVCC tax credits amounted to S470 million

throughout Canada. They compare this with the approximately $715 million taken in by the

federal government in capital gains revenue, suggesting a windfall of only 5245 million 29.

Few would argue that a system based on tax subsidies is truly indicative of a dynamic investment

market.
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4.7.1 The Need for Local Funds to Diversify & Specialise

As much as Alberta is dependent on foreign VC for local deals, Manitoba is dependent

on local VC for local deals. The implications for this reliance are diff,rcult to tell at this point,

because both the data and sources suggest that Manitoba shows no glaring weaknesses. Relying

so much on 'average' investors assumes that they will always be willing to invest, but clearly,

economic forces, government tax policy, and attitudes may change in time. It is conceivable to

imagine a time in the future when local investment in these two LSVCC funds will abate and

fundamentally, Manitob a may then be seen to be no better off then than Alberta is today. Should

either the Provincial or Federal governments reduce or drop the tax credits, what would

investment levels in these funds be like in the ensuing years? Similarly, should future returns

from Manitoba firms decrease, how would this affect future investment levels in the funds? As

Falconer (Interview, 2001) suggested, a well balanced VC market is composed of a great variety

of sources. Sooner rather than later, Manitoba must begin to look for alternative sources of VC to

help diversifu this market.

A fact sheet provided by the Manitoba Department of Industry, Trade and Mines lists

accredited VC firms in the Province, and while diverse, the majority of them are clearly oriented

towards manufacturing and service industries, and are also oriented towards firms that seek

expansion or acquisition financing. Scant few are devoted to either start-up firms or f,irms

involved in defined high technology activities, which - as we have seen - are the true drivers of

the new economy. We may just now be seeing local industry specialty in the local VC market

suggesting, as Johnson (Interview, 2001) did, that Manitoba VC people are beginning to realise

"what real VC investing is", and this bodes very well for high technology start-ups.
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Both KTI and the Manitoba Science and Technology Fund Limited Partnership (MSTF)

are newer VC funds targeted specifically at high technology activities in their infant stages of

growth, though at this point, these funds would be considered exceptionally small ($4 million and

S10 million, respectively). Indeed, the average VC deal size in Canada during the year 2000 was

$4.4 million (Macdonald & Associates, 200lb:9), suggesting that the former KTI could not have

completed one 'average' deal. Recently, the $45 million'Westem Life Sciences Venture Fund

(WLSVF) was developed as an off-shoot from Keystone Technologies Inc (the latter now exists

only as part of the WLSVF). Their mandate is oriented towards start-up biotechnology firms in

Western Canada, though the fund itself will be managed out of Winnipeg, and assumedly will be

more oriented towards local interests (Cash, 2001c:Al e. 
^4).In 

addition to these existing funds,

ENSIS Growth Fund is planning both a new life sciences start-up fund and a technology start-up

fund, while Crocus Investment Fund is building the Manitoba Science and Technology Fund

(Bicknell, Interview, 200 1).

As we have seen, the largest and most developed VC funds to date are devoted to

numerous activities and businesses throughout Manitoba that meet certain investment and

community development criteria, but of which most could not be defined as high technology. The

development of these new niche funds represents the best opporhrnity for the local VC market as

it relates to high technology firms, but they are either still in development, or are currently under-

capitalised. This is a cause for concern. The reality of this scenario is that high levels of VC

investing in innovative companies has been occurring for the past two decades in advanced

technology regions, and this has partially allowed certain regions to become highly successful,

specialised, and well known as places to invest seed capital. The key is for local authorities to
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recognise that the slow development of these funds represents a potential threat to other goals

pursued in the name of the new economy. Local organisations such as Smart Winnipeg and their

Exchange District 'Cyber-Village' incubator (Rosborough, 2001:85), the University Industry

Liaison Office and their 'SMARTpark' development Q.trealin, 2000:F7), the Manitoba Innovation

Network and their 'Ir¡rovation Alley' suggestion (McNeill, 1999:811& 819) ate a77 focused on

disparate aspects of the high technology conundrum, and may be at risk of working in vain. VC

ties in to each one of these groups and their plans in a signif,rcant way. Will the VC industry be on

board? Local strategies that would likely be most fruitful would be ones that recognise this threat,

and begin to seek methods that would dramatically increase the size of these targeted funds

through local, national, or intemational fund-raising.

Conclusion

Metro-Manitoba should be considered a relatively insular market as it relates to VC: the

major internal sources of VC are legislated to not invest in worthwhile opportunities outside of

the Province, and external sources of VC have few relationships with local firms. As a result, VC

investing in Manitoba firms is fairly reliant on local, subsidised investment vehicles, and there is

some concern as to their investment goals, and the long-term viability of any method that

succeeds at least partially because of subsidies. We have no true knowledge of the number of

fìrms in existence in metro-Manitoba that could be defined as high technology, but to the extent

they do exist, there appear to be relatively few VC opporlunities awaiting them that are devoted

to the three base technologies we defined previously. A significant effort is required by local

partners to help raise more capital devoted exclusively to high technology activities, as is

occurring with the MSTF and WLSVF funds, and is expected to be occurring with the off-shoots
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planned by both Crocus and ENSIS. Manitoba has the strongest and most diverse VC

infrastructure in Western Canada (less British Columbia) with which to work: the LSVCC funds

are well-managed and strong, and there is a good mix of small private funds and small industry-

specific funds. There is little reliance on direct govemment intervention to make VC available to

local entrepreneurs as is the case in Saskatchewan, and this is avery positive aspect. Issues have

also been identified with respect to what could be termed a cultural difference between VC

managers and local high technology entrepreneurs, but there are suggestions that there is a

growing understanding amongst VC managers of what high technology really is, what true VC

investing is, and how the two match. Encouraging both VC managers and those creating high

technology activities to understand that the two are intimately connected when it comes to high

technology industry development, and to then work towards a common goal for the region, is an

important proposition. Economic development practitioners are in a unique position to effect

change. Typically, they are tapped into both the sources of wealth in a community and decision-

makers in the business sector, and possess the skills to build consensus and work towards shared

goals for the good of the local economy. Practitioners must begin now to identifo how to make

this happen.

. This research has not addressed the very important issue of 'angel' investing 30, nor the

extent to which it is a factor in the Manitoba VC market. Angel investing refers to direct

investment in a firm by an individual with high net worth, which was how true VC investing

began at its outset. Those involved with angel investing tend to be people within an industry who

have made a significant amount of profit from it. The OECD published a report that suggested

this informal VC market may in fact have been the largest source of funding for new, start-up
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fîrms in the U.S., and potentially as large in Canada in the mid 1990s (Horsman,1996:105) . Thìs

is an important statement, and it is unfortunate that it is functionally impossible to gather datato

substantiate this: evidence on the subject is largely anecdotal, and will not be addressed as such in

this research. Industry analysts from Macdonald & Associates suggested that in general, informal

investing does occur virtually everywhere in Canada, but typically occurs most often in regions

with both wealtþ individuals and underdeveloped VC infrastructure, such as Alberta

(Macdonald & Associates, 2001b:1). Clearly, hard data on angel investing would have an effect

on the outcome of any research on VC in Canada. Further research that could assemble such data

could be of significant value.
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(1)

Chapter tr'ive

Research & Development: Spending, Performance, & Key Roles

Introduction

The objective of this part of the research is to assess the ability of the various 'actors' in

the local R & D sector to conhibute effectively to the development of new firms and an

innovative milieux, so that planners may understand R & D relationships and thus incorporate R

& D activity into strategies that will help develop a local high technology economy. There are

four questions that need to be answered to satisfy this objective:

How relevant is federally-performed R & D in metro-Manitoba, and does it lead to the
development of new firms?

What role does the Provincial govemment play in local R & D?

Are there significant amounts of indushial R & D taking place in metro-Manitoba, and
does it offer us any options for strategies?

(4) Is there a role for research universities in an economic development strategy?

To meet this objective, this portion of the research will analyse both statistical data on R

& D activity (which provide general estimates of activity levels, measured at the provincial

level), and the qualitative local aspects of this phenomenon based on the insight and opinions of

key informants within the R & D industry in Manitoba and Canada. The first challenge faced by

any person researching R & D is to sift through the myriad relationships of the many funders and

performers 3 1 

, and the breadth of programs and parties involved in R & D deals to come up with

the key information and conclusions that the research warrants. This challenge becomes acute in

(2)

(3)
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5.1

a research project such as this, where R & D is but one focus. As a result, a researcher must

drastically limit the amount of qualitative and quantitative dafa that is used. However, as planners

are concerned primarily with the development of a local economy based on high technology

activities, special attention will be paid to the performance of R & D (as opposed to funding). It is

the performance in particular that ultimately leads to our desired goals of an innovative milieux,

the invention-to-market nexus, and the creation of new firms to exploit these opportunities that R

& D may present.

Limitations of This Research

Any study of R & D is highly complex in its intricacies, yet often vague in the results it

produces. Accounting for billions of dollars of economic activity throughout Canada in any given

year, it is an enormously large subject area, and when the analysis is reduced from the level of the

nation state all the way down to the metropolitan area, it becomes blurred and difficult to track 32.

A fundamental problem encountered is how R & D is defined prior to data even being assembled

33 
. Further, at what point does one categorically declare R & D to be no longer occurring, having

crossed the threshold from research and into the commercial exploitation of a product? R & D is

also legendary in its competitive and secretive nature, and there are serious questions about the

reliability of the reporting done, especially by private enterprises (Statistics Canada,1999a:8).

Indeed, due to this secrecy, many key informants are able to offer no more than educated guesses

at key aspects of the data. Any assessment of university R & D also has 'serious problems' to the

extent that R & D is less an organised activity of a university, and more of a personal activity of

institution members (Statistics Canada,1999d:5). Clearly there will be ìssues of reliability where

data is usually estimated, with differing geographic scales, and where the definition may be
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5.2

subjective amongst data respondents. The reader should keep in mind that all R & D data in this

research are informed, general estimates.

WhatisR&D?

Research alone is defined as a "...creative work undertaken on a systematic basis in

order to increase the stock of scientif,rc and technical knowledge... (Statistics Canada, I999b:9),

whereas development is defined as "... the application of research findings or other scientif,ic

knowledge for the creation of new or signihcantly improved products or processes" (Statistics

Canada, Date Unknown:8). Research can be further delineated as being either pure or applied.

Pure research is scientific exploration for the purposes of the advancement of knowledge, and as

such has no inherent commercial value. Applied research is the application of scientific

knowledge and techniques towards products or processes that ultimately have financial returns

(Markusen, Hall, & Glasmeier, 1986:14). The development aspect is centred around the idea that

the product or process in question leads to some form of prototype development 
34. R & D taken

together are the actions that lead to knowledge generation, invention, and the subsequent

movement of new and innovative firms into the local economy.

R & D is also a highly knowledge-intensive industry. However, it is not simply a high

technology activity, but an activity that takes place in virtually all industries, and in all academic

disciplines. The majority of all activity however is within those industries and academic activities

in the natural sciences and engineering (NSE) fields, which are defined here as "...disciplines

concerned with understanding, exploring, developing or utilising the natural world". (Statistics

Canada,1999a:10). For the purposes of this research, unless otherwise noted, the funding and



performing of R & D refers only to the NSE. Indeed, for many reports, social science and

humanities (SSH) R & D is no longer measured.

5.3 The Role of the tr'ederal Government in Local R & D

The federal government easily plays the most diverse role within the Canadian R & D

arena, and can be most influential in economic regions with less developed industrial R & D

infrastructures and activity (Holbrook, Interview, 2001). The federal government is the primary

funder in the larger realm of science and technology in Canada, contributing 55.7 billion in fiscal

1996-1997 (Statistics Canada,1999a:7). Of this amount, approximately $2.87 billion was devoted

specifically to R & D in the NSE, second only to the business sector (Ibid.:16). They are a

signifìcant performer of local R & D activity as well, accounting for R & D performed through

federal departments such as Agriculture, and Fisheries and Oceans, and at federal institutes such

as the Canadian Science Centre for Human and Animal Health (virology lab). Nationally, they

play the determining role in basic and applied research by funding university R & D through their

major granting councils, the Canadian Institutes for Health Research (CIHR), Natural Sciences

and Engineering Research Council (NISERC), the Canada Research Chairs (CRC), and for R & D

infrastructure, the new Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI) 35. 
1CaUeO,2000:2)

In total, the federal government doled out approximately $100 million to R & D activities

in Manitoba during the 1996-1997 fiscal year. Of that amount, approximately S60 million was

performed intramurally ($15 million of which was at AECL), $11 million was given to industry

through grants and contracts, S19 million to universities through grants and contracts, and

approximately $6 million was given to other groups (Statistics Canada,I999a:I8-24)36.
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Source: Adapted from Statistics Canada, 1999a.

Their role in Manitoba R & D has changed significantly in the last 3 years, due to the

outright curtailment of public activities at the Atomic Energy Canada Limited (AECL) facilities

in Pinawa, Manitoba. The AECL received $15 million per year in funding (Statistics Canada,

1999a:30) in 1996-1997, which has all but stopped as the organisation moves to that of a fully

private operation (Manitoba R & D Respondent A, Interview, 2001). The data used in this portion

of the research do not yet reflect these figures, but both Holbrook (Interview, 2001) and another

informant (Manitoba R & D Respondent A, Interview, 2001) suggest that this funding has not

been replaced through any new departmental initiatives concerned with AECL 37. Th" federal

government's departmental presence in metro-Manitoba (after the removal of AECL's $15

million and 150 R & D personnel) is now more limited. Agriculture Canada accounts for the bulk

of remaining R & D activity ($40 million) and personnel, with a small presence in Fisheries and

Oceans and the National Research Council (NRC), (Statistics Canada,1999a:30).
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Source: Adapted from Statistics Canada,1999c

5.3.1 The Federal Government as an R & D Performer

The role of the federal government as a performer of R & D in Manitoba is significant to

the extent that it requires the use and employment of highly skilled people in the local economy,

which partially contributes to a local innovative milieux. However, as it relates to possible firm

development capitalising on inventions and their commercialisation, R & D performed by

government is typically high profile in terms of its media portrayal through political press

releases, but rarely is it considered to be "cutting-edge sfuff ' (Holbrook, Interview, 2001),

Federally-performed R & D in Canada is instead almost exclusively intended for regulatory and

policy purposes, and, with the exception of the NRC's R & D activities, very rarely even

undertaken for the purposes of future commercial development (Featherman, Interview,200l).

This finding links well with the existing theory. Both Malecki's (1986:63) and Markusen's

(1995) research on the role of government R & D activity suggests that it is unlikely to stimulate

much innovative activity through the spin-off of new firms. Markusen suggests that the research

culture (non-competitive), personnel systems (relatively good pay as a deterrent to pursuing

innovative new ideas), and geographic isolation from other R & D infiastructure (lack ofsocial /
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work mixing) are significantly different from the 'research milieux' that surround either

corporate or university R & D institutes (Ibid.:3-5). There is also the increasingly important issue

of the proprietary rights (intellectual properfy) issues that often dissuade employees from Iegally

pursuing start-up opportunities.

Given this systemic limitation, the only significant conclusion that this research can draw

from the existing theory and key informants is that the federal government-performed R & D in

Winnipeg has been reduced significantly in the last four years, and is to be considered generally

insular, offering few opportunities for new firm development through the exploitation of new

technologies and inventions. In the overall context of the health of local R & D, the federal

government as a performer is also to be considered limited in terms of its variefy of R & D

activity (by sheer dollar value, it is focused today almost exclusively on agriculture-related R &

D), but, unfortunately, not its outright dollar value contribution to the local R & D pool.

There is only limited cause for concem in this information, as this research suggests that

different types of R & D have very different meanings in the context of local economic

development. Though the presence of the federal government's departmental R & D in metro-

Manitoba has waned in the last few years, it still constitutes a significant amount of the R & D

pool that exists here today. On average, during the time frame referenced above (see Figure 6),

metro-Manitoba's share of federal R & D performed was $60.29 per capita, in comparison to the

business sector, which provided an average of $72.93 per capita in performance 38. Should theory

continue to hold true, these ratios have potentially negative implications for metro-Saskatchewan,

and potentially positive implications for meho-Alberta. This also has possible implications for the
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recommendations that will arise out of these findings: the greater the reliance a metro area has on

federally-performed R & D, the less chance one has of being able to see the benefits through new

firm spin-off. In the absence of any explicit or implicit technology transfer mechanisms, it will be

potentially more difficult to design a strategy that will reap rewards from federal R & D activily.

Further research that would be of potential value to this work would determine exactly what types

of R & D activity are taking place within the federal agencies and institutes in metro-Manitoba,

the associated Canadian issues with respect to the proprietary rights inherent in federal research,

and the destination for the grants and contracts issued by these federal agencies and institutes to

private fir-s 39.

5.3,2 The Role of the NRC in New Firm Development

Table L Estimated Per-Capita R & D Expenditures of the Federal Government to Private Industry 
40

1994-1995 1995-1996 1996-199'7 3-Year Averaee Rank

Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta

s14.r6
s8.87
s6.57

s 14.99 s9.68

s11."17 $5.87
sr2.94 I

s8.84 2

$7.30 388.27 s7.05

While this research has established the federal government's R & D performance as

significant in monetary terms, but with little opportunity for partnering, they also have a small but

potentially strategic role as a catalyst for local industry development (see Table 1). The federal

government contributes directly to R & D locally through research conducted at one of

Manitoba's major research institutes, the NRC's Institute for Biodiagnostics (NRC - IBD), but

more importantly as a key technology hansfer mechanism through this organisation. Douglas

Strang, a Technology Commercialisation Officer for the NRC - IBD (Interview, 2001) indicated

that part of the NRC's mandate is to site research institutes that focus on specific technologies,



locate them in regions where the research done would help to induce industry-NRC interaction,4l

and aid in the development of spin-off firms that commercialise a technology from the NRC -

IBD. Nationally, the NRC indicated that anaverage of five new firms per year spin-off from

activities undertaken by the NRC and industry G{RC, 1999:15), though Strang (Interview, 2001)

suggested that the cumulative total from the NRC - IBD in Winnipeg was only four firms since

1992: Irnovative MRI Systems (Winnipeg-based); Nir-Vivo Incorporated (Winnipeg-based);

Novadaq Technologies Limited (Toronto-based); and MRI Systems (Saskatoon-based) 42. Thi.

should be compared to the case of Saskatoon, where Hinther (Interview, 2001) noted that the

NRC-PBI had directly spun off eight firms (of which six are based in Saskatoon) 43, 
and has

helped in the early-stage development work of twenty other biotechnology firms in the Province.

Regarding the decided lack of spin-off activity in Winnipeg, Strang countered that the local

problem has little to do with a lack of effort by the NRC to help create local firms, but is largely

due to two external factors. First, the NRC - IBD relationship with Winnipeg is tied heavily into

other public research organisations such as the University of Manitoba and the St. Boniface

Hospital Research Centre, where there may be more of a concentration on pure research, or

research that becomes commercialised outside of the realm of the NRC - IBD. Second, the

inability to help firms spin off is largely attributable to Winnipeg's highly-diversified economy,

where there simply isn't enough advanced technology firms with which to do business. He

suggested that there is a decided lack of focus within firms in the local R & D community, and

general industry activity in "IBD type-activities" in Winnipeg (Interview, 2001). This notion was

substantiated in a recent, objective review of the role of the NRC which attempted to assess the

'competency of regions' based on the effect the NRC had as an entry allracÍor for business

locations, start-ups, and patents awarded. Prior to the establishmentin 1992 of the NRC - IBD,
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Winnipeg had six biotechnology firms in existence, and as of 1998 had a total of seven. Prior to

the re-establishment of the NRC's Plant Biotechnology Institute (NrRC - PBI), Saskatoon had five

biotechnology fìrms, and as of 1998, the City was home to twenty-one aa 
çNiosi & Bas, 2000:53).

The findings here suggest that there is a different R & D dynamic in Winnipeg than that

seen in Saskatoon. The NRC - PBI was one of the first regional NRC institutes developed, and at

its re-configuration in 1985 there was already a good deal of local R & D and firm activity taking

place in the biotechnology sector: the NRC - PBI simply added to an infiastructure that was in

place due to the previous efforts of the University, the Provincial government, and Agriculture

Canada (Strang, Interview, 2001; Lowe, Interview, 2001). The quantitative data above (see Table

1) indicates that there was significantly more federal funding to industry in Winnipeg compared

to Saskatoon, but as both Strang (Interview, 2001) and Hamblin (Interview, 2001) suggested, it is

highly diffused amongst research interests and industry sectors in comparison to Saskatoon's

targeted approach. The implications of the findings here are important. First, as this research

progressed, key informants suggested that one of Winnipeg's sources of pride - a highly

diversif,red economy - appears in some respects to be a hindrance to the development of a high

technology economy. Based on this portion of the research, as it relates to Saskatoon and

Winnipeg, it appears that the more highly diversified an industrial base and research specialties

are, the less focused the local R & D sector tends to be, and this may have an effect on associated

new firm activities. In Saskatoon's case, a relative lack of economic diversification can at least

partially help to focus energies on one specific sector. This finding was not an expected outcome.

It is something that the reader should keep in mind. It should be of significant interest to other

researchers in this f,reld, to what extent a relatively un-diversified economy in a metropolitan
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setting may actually help lead to industry specialty.

Conclusion

Our background theory indicates that R & D as conducted by govemment is seen as an

unlikely trigger in the development of new firms through the transfer of technological

sophistication and inventions to entrepreneurs. Rather, the research results gathered through

departmental R & D are often kept internally, and are used for purposes other than economic

gain. The limited investigation here suggests that this is very much the case. While the federal

government is also highly active through organisations that do attempt to transfer research

findings to firms, such as Technology Parhrerships Canada, and the Industrial Research

Assistance Program, this study focused on the role of the NRC's regional institutes in Saskatoon

and Winnipeg, and their stated mandate to help develop companies that commercialise their core

technological discoveries. While Niosi and Bas (2000) have provided empirical evidence which

shows that Saskatoon's NRC - PBI has been an effective trigger for the development of local

biotechnology firms, according to both these data and our key informants, the NRC's role in

Winnipeg was limited in its ability to help spin-off local firms based on new technologies.

Indeed, only two of the four firms which arose from the NRC - IBD technologies are even

located in Winnipeg. More than reflecting a weakness of the NRC or its affiliated programs,

informants suggest that there is in fact either a dearth of firms in the City, or a dearth of initiative

with which to begin developing firms out of these technologies, and this is the key finding. A

significant and related issue was also raised that suggested the diversity of local firms in

Winnipeg may in fact be a good part of the reason that there is such limited activity on these

fronts. A diversified economy is a desired aspect of any city and region, one which allows for a
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wide range of economic activities and inclusivity for residents of varying skills and interests'

However, this same diversity may take energies away from strengthening one sector of the

economy at the expense of others. As seen in the case of Saskatoon, this narrow economic focus

is partially attributable to the development of the biotechnology industry in the City. In the

attempts to help create an innovative local economy that focuses on technology, organisations

such as EDW may need to take into consideration this local diversity and determine to what

extent alackof particular high technology firms may hinder any targeted strategies.

Fundamentally though, the implications of these findings as they relate to the overall goal of

developing a public policy framework is that both the direct and indirect activities of the federal

government in local R &. D do not appear to offer a significant number of options with which to

shategise. This research must therefore tum its focus towards understanding other aspects of the

local R & D system to determine if they offer different possibilities.

5.4 The Provincial Government's Role in Local R & D

Figure 7

Estimated Per Capita Provincial Government R & D

Expenditures: 1994-1995 to 1998-1999
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Source: Adapted from Statistics Canada, 1999b.
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5.4.1 The Three Provinces: Differing R & D Agendas

This research has established that the federal government plays a significant role in local

R & D through funding, but to a much smaller degree in terms of its performance. What then is

the role of the provinces? In general, the provincial governments contribute a smaller portion of

policy, activity, and funds to the R &D arena in comparison to both private industry and the

federal govemment (see Figure 7). This is largely athibutable to the provinces' ability to fund R

& D with limited revenue streams, the traditional focus on core services, and the

acknowledgement by the federal government that innovation, and science and technology policy,

are largely matters of federal concern (Holbrook, Interview, 2001). That said, the R & D activify

levels of the provincial government in Alberta are significant, and they continue to grow. Though

not quoted as official policy, a Policy Analyst from Alberta's Innovation and Science Ministry

suggested that "knowledge and innovation are formally recognized within the government

business plan", are considered critical to the success of the new economy, and all R & D

investments stem ffom that (Alberta R & D Respondent,Interview, 2001). Adam Holbrook,

Associate Director for Policy Research at the Centre for Policy Research on Science and

Technology concurs with this notion, and notes that the Alberta government continues to make

significant efforts to develop this 'culture of innovation' through R & D investment and

promotion - as it is keenly a\Ã/are of the cyclical nature of the oil industry and its potential for

economic decline in the future (Interview, 2001). The Alberta govemment invested

approximately S165 million towards R & D in 1990-1991, and S170 million in 1998-1999 a5

(Statistics Canada, 1999b).

In addition to R & D occupying a significant role in provincial government policy, a
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separate government department devoted to science and technol oEY,46 and significant direct

investments 
47 

,the government of Alberta ties their R & D strategy into a technology

commercialisation policy. The Alberta Technology Commercialisation Network (ATCI'I) is a

coalition of public organisations whose mandate is to commercialise technologies that arise

directly out of publicly funded R & D (Alberta R & D Respondent, Interview, 2001). The role of

the Alberta government represents an almost ideal attempt towards R & D promotion: by

targeting unspecific progïams that promote science, and through large matching grants for R & D

infrastructure, it appears as though the government views R & D as a vital contribution in the

goal of creating a culture of innovation and technological sophistication. In as much as there are a

lack of explicit policies that artificially support R & D firms directly, the Alberta govemment has

significant programming and initiatives which truly 'prime' R & D by attempting to bring

learning and innovation into everyday policy, and having that lead to industrial R & D and

economic development through the development of firms. It is difficult to argue with the success

ofefforts such as these when one steps back and sees the results'

The government of Saskatchewan represents a unique entity amongst the three. At the

outset, there was little reason to believe that R & D would be considered a strong provincial

priorify in light of their assumed strained economic position. Their direct role in R & D has been

surprisingly vibrant, though informants suggested that the levels shown above are no longer

indicative of provincial spending habits. Dennis Lowe, a Policy Analyst with the Policy and

Strategic Planning Branch of Saskatchewan Economic and Co-operative Development (SECD)

indicated that the Saskatchewan government's approach was a limited-time, targeted, and

complementary approach to R & D industry specialty. The University of Saskatchewan has had a
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long and active hadition with agricultural research (Interview,200l), and this regional expertise

was further built upon by the siting of the NRC - PBI in Saskatoon (Holbrook, Interview, 2001)

and the significant amount of work undertaken by Agriculture and Agrifood Canada (Strang,

Interview, 2001). Over the past several years, both the Saskatchewan and federal governments

have invested close to $1 billion in the Province's R & D system to attempt to specifically further

this industry specialty in agricultural biotechnology. The Saskatchewan government has

committed to two significant upcoming R & D projects, but there is little reason to believe that

the levels of funding will continue, and that the Province will continue to rely on the federal

government for much of its R & D activity (Lowe,Interview,200l). To be sure, the Provincial

government in Saskatchewan clearly "recognises the role of R & D in both wealth creation, and

economic and social development", but their priorities are by necessity tied in to basic services

such as health, highways, and education. The Saskatchewan government's lone policy on R & D,

the Research and Technology Cotnrnercializalion Strategy and Action PIan, was introduced as

official govemment policy in 7994, but has essentially remained on the shelf since (Ibid.).

5.4.2 A Limited Role for the Manitoba Government

The Manitoba government's direct financial investments in local R & D can be

considered to be limited, ranging from a low of $5.78 million in 1990-1991,to a high of $9.97

million (less than $10 per capita) in 1998-1999 (Statistics Canada, 1999b:25), far less than the

other two regions under investigation here. In comparison, $7.4 million of the 2000-2001

Provincial budget was expected to go towards tourism development (Minister of Finance,

2000:54). Their main direct contributions lie as a small funder to R & D in the higher education

sector, as a small funder to targeted industry groups, and through the Manitoba Innovation Fund
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48, un R & D infrastructure funder. Internally, the Provincial govemment had the equivalent of

four full-time staff members devoted to intramural R & D in 1996-1997. This can be compared to

the 543 employed by the Province of Quebec during the same year (Statistics Canada, 1999b:28).

Within the government itself, up until March, 200i, there was no departmental presence that dealt

explicitly with R & D and associated issues 
49. kt th" summer of 2001, the Research, Innovation,

and Technology division of Industry, Trade and Mines was developed, though little is known

about it as yet (Government of Manitoba,200l). One informant (Manitoba R & D Respondent A,

Interview, 2001) indicates that the Division will likety fulfil roles in policy development, co-

ordination, and some funding, though no figures have been released which suggest that it has

become a greater financial force.

The Province has no explicit policy nor strategy on R & D as it relates to industry or

other goals (Manitoba R & D Respondent A, Interview, 2001). However, their unwritten agenda

appears to be the stimulation of industry R & D through arelatively aggressive tax credit

program (Strang,Interview, 2001). The belief is that lucrative corporate tax credits to private

industry are a sufficient enough incentive for local firms to either undertake R & D, or for firms

to relocate here for the purpose of undertaking R & D. To meet these objectives, Manitoba's

provincial government provides a 15uo Research and Development Tax Credit (RDTC) to

corporations undertaking defined R & D activities 50 within the Province, and has since 1992 
51.

This is supplemented by a 20% Scientific Research and Experimental Development income tax

credit'Z offered by the federal government (SR & ED Directorate,2000:2), contributing to what

some informants have suggested is one of the most generous R & D incentive schemes in the

world today (Manitoba R & D Respondent A, Interview, 2001; Holbrook, Interview, 2001) 53.
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This is a significant program: the federal aspect of the program accounts for the largest direct

contribution to industry R & D, worth approximately $1.4 billion per year (SR & ED Directorate,

2000:2). The RDTC credit represents the Province's only active R & D strategy, financial or

otherwise. Though the program is potentially generous, there should be concern as to the overall

effectiveness of using a single tax credit as the only economic development tool in the attempt to

develop an economy based on a culture of innovation, knowledge, and technological

development.

5.4.3 The Problems Associated with Manitoba's R & D Tax Credit Strategy

First, as with any economic development strategy, what are the hidden costs that the

taxpayer does not see? An informant within the Department of Finance, Province of Manitoba

was asked what the value of these tax credits were in Manitoba, and to what extent these tax

credits actually led to more R & D. Unfortunately, as the tax credit is tied to corporate income

tax, figures are not released to the public, and are used internally only (Manitoba R & D

Respondent B, Interview,2007). Research that would be of significant value would seek to

determine this information and calculate the hidden cost (loss of revenue) of this tax subsidy.

Second, R & D is often a process undertaken by large corporations. As Peter Hamblin,

Regional Director for the Industrial Research Assistance Program (IRAP) indicated, one of the

fundamental problems with Winnipeg as it relates to R & D is that the economy is made up many

small firms, and few large ones, and as a consequence fewer firms are in a financial position to

undertake R & D (Interview, 2001). Therefore, the tax credit produces a signif,rcant benefit for a

handful of large fìrms in the aerospace and pharmaceutical sectors, but has little effect on others.
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This is an important - though expected - fìnding. Theory that was introduced earlier in this

research noted that it is fypically the largest of firms that undertake the greatest proportion of R &

D (Malecki,1986:62), yet Winnipeg is characterised by small to medium firms. How will

organisations such as EDW begin to address this issue? Though more investigation is required,

the findings suggest that there are potential opporh.rnities for R & D resource sharing between

smaller firms. Further, research must also be done to determine the possibility of smaller firms,

seeking to conduct R & D, avoiding the significant overhead costs by undertaking for-fee R & D

work through contractual arrangements with large public or private R & D institutions.

Third, a single tax credit is likewise a less atlractive R & D strategy because as one

informant suggested, many multi-national firms undertake R & D in Canada because of the tax

credits, but the knowledge gained from the exercise is often exported to other regions and

countries (Holbrook, Interview, 2001). There are suggestions that the federal government is

beginning to look at closing this loophole, but for now it remains (Manitoba R & D Respondent

B, Interview, 2001). Again, further research is warranted that would isolate the extent to which

this is occurring in Manitoba.

Finally, assuming that there is industry to target, there is concern as to how effective tax

credits even are as an R & D stimulator. A recent OECD report suggests that while the Canadian

R & D tax credit scheme is one of the most generous today (Guellec & Van Pottelsberghe,

2000:5), it has failed to produce the increase in industrial R & D that it envisioned (Canadian

Press, 2000:35), and is not quite as effective in the long-teñn compared to direct investment in R

& D projects by govemment (Guellec & Van Pottelsberghe, 2000:5). One informant (Manitoba R
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& D Respondent A, Interview, 2001) indicated that - overall - industrial R & D in the City of

Winnipeg increased somewhat after the onset of the Provincial tax credit scheme, retroactive to

I99l,buthas since ebbed and levelled off 54. This should be compared to the situation in

Alberta, where industry led R & D in recent years has been approximately double that of

Manitoba 55. Itr Alb"tta, there was slightly less direct investment in firms by the Province: on

average, they have contributed $2.51 per capita between 1994 and 1998, compared to $2.75 per

capita in Manitoba (Statistics Canada,1999b). Further, there is no provincial R & D income tax

credit available for firms. In effect then, the Alberta government is less willing to contribute

dìrectly to industry in their R & D relationship, yet the Province still succeeds at inducing

industrial R & D at a much higher level through other efforts. When one compares the strategies

of Manitoba and Alberta, compared to the relative R & D activity taking place, it would be quite

reasonable to conclude that an R & D strategy based on tax credits alone has not significantly

invrgorated the local business sector into performing more R & D in Winnipeg. Clearly, other

factors are required for R & D activities to develop in a region.

Conclusion

The Province's role in the development of R & D in Manitoba is limited, both financially

and instrumentally through a lack of initiatives and a lack of presence within government

departments, and it is difficult to see how this will change in the near future. The simple fact is

that neither Winnipeg nor Manitoba have the revenue streams to compete with Calgary and

Alberta (Manitoba R & D Respondent A, Interview, 2001). The Province of Saskatchewan is in

much the same position as Manitoba (and indeed, many other provinces), in that they are

hampered by a lack of revenue with which to operate. As Lowe (Interview, 2001) explained, the



City of Saskatoon has gained international reputation for the biotechnology-related R & D work

performed there, and it was a targeted efforl based on existing industry strengths and strategic

investments that allowed the development of agriculturally-related R & D to happen. It is

reasonable to put forth that Manitoba's ability to generate additional revenue will not increase

dramatically in the near future, and it is this fact that ultimately prohibits significant R & D

strategy. Given that, and including the fact that the lone policy tool in existence today is the 15 o/o

RDTC, there are a limited amount of realistic strategies that the Provincial government could

undertake to directly affect local R & D activity. The most reasonable strategy that economic

development planners could consider may be a revamped tax credit that is more f,rnely-tuned to

the actualities of the local R & D system.

5.5 Industrial R & D in Winnipeg: A Lack of Industries & Small tr'irms

Introduction

The role of industry in R & D activity can be considered to be the most purposeful of the

three so far. Whereas federally and provincially-performed R & D in Canada are characterised by

Featherman (Interview, 2001) as primarily for regulatory and policy purposes, industrial R & D is

a direct investment in the products and processes that are the basis of a firm's existence: it is the

cost of doing business, especially in volatile industries. As Figure 8 indicates, the industrial sector

has also clearly been a very consistent performer of R & D in all three provinces, albeit with

vastly different amounts of R & D performed.
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Per Capita R & D Perfornæd by Private Enterprise: 1994 - 1997
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A number of key informants were interviewed to help gain a sense of the variety and

overall health of industrial R & D activity. Holbrook (Interview, 2001) suggested that, based on

his knowledge of Manitoba, it was found in a few key industries, while most respondents were of

the opinion that R &.D activig in the Winnipeg metro area is much like it is in other urban areas

throughout Canada, in the fact that it is concentrated in a relatively few large firms (Strang,

Interview, 2001; Manitoba R & D Respondent A, Interview, 2001; Hamblin, Interview, 2001).

This concentration is somewhat indicative of advanced high technology regions with a significant

R & D presence, but these fwo issues bear further investigation.

Sidney Featherman, Senior Policy Analyst for Industry Canada suggested that while

industrial R & D in Canada can and does take place in a great deal of industries, it is relatively

concentrated among a small number of them (Interview, 2001). Empirical data indicates that in

aggregate Canada, telecommunications, aircraft and parts, engineering and scientifìc services,

computer and related services, pharmaceuticals, and medicine make up almost 50%o of all R & D

in Canada (Statistics Canada, I997b:12). The results of a recent study suggested that the
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concentration amongst certain industries was even more acute: information technologies alone

account for the bulk of indusfrial R & D in Canada ($5.7 billion), while biotechnology,

pharmaceuticals, and advanced materials accounted for $1.7 billion Q.triosi & Bas, 2000:62).

Featherman (Interview, 2001) further qualified this by adding that these types of industries have

virtually no choice but to spend a great deal ofrevenue on R & D because ofthe very short

product life cycles in their goods and services.

5.5.1 Metro-Manitoba's Concentrated Industry R & D

One informant (Manitoba R & D Respondent A, Interview, 2001) suggested that the R &

D activity in'Winnipeg does not mirror the Canadian norrn as discussed by Featherrnan

(Interview, 2001). Rather, he characterised it as very limited in terms of how many different

industry types are performing R & D, and suggested that it could realistically be reduced to a few

very active firms in the aerospace (dominated by Standard Aero and Bristol Aerospace),

agriculture (dominated by Monsanto), and pharmaceuticals (dominated by Cangene) industries.

The total amounts of industrial R & D performed in Winnipeg may appear to be large, but in

reality, it is not uncommon for a single large firm in a volatile industry to spend $20 million per

year on R & D. What can be seen as a decided lack of diversity in the local industrial R & D

arena was compounded most recently by the loss of 175 R & D positions (and an undisclosed

amount of R & D spending) when Nortel disbanded its R & D plant in Winnipeg and moved the

personnel to Ottawa and Calgary, less than two years after beginning operations (Lett & Cash,

1999:87 &.812). This closure may have significant ramifications further down the road, as this

was the one large microelectronics facility that was conducting R & D in Winnipeg 56. According

to numerous informants there are simply few other firms in Winnipeg where any appreciable
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amounts of R & D are taking place (Manitoba R & D Respondent A, Interview, 2001; Strang,

Interview, 200 1 ; Hamblin, Interview, 200 1 ).

The second aspect of local R & D activity that is worthy of discussion is the degree to

which R & D is limited to only the largest of fìrms. While the City of Calgary does have very

large companies undertaking the bulk of R & D activities, they also have a number of small firms

- particularly in the wireless technology sector - that conduct large amounts of R & D relative to

their revenues, and indeed see it to be as necessary for survival as do the very large firms

(Alberta R & D Respondent, Interview, 2001). Evidence from a recent Statistics Canadareport

reflects this finding: while R & D is still heavily concentrated among large firms, the number of

small firms using it as a basic business investment has increased significantly over the last twenty

years (Statistics Canada , I997b:79). Strang (Interview, 2001) offered a simple thought,

suggesting that "Winnipeg just does not have enough of those types of firms (small and R & D

intensive), but instead a signifîcant amount of small manufacturing companies"; ones that do not

typically undertake R & D (Interview, 200i). Hamblin (Interview, 2001) goes on to argue that

innovative Manitoba firms who are likely candidates for R & D activity have not yet stepped

back and understood how R & D has a role in innovation and business development. What

Hamblin is indicating is that innovative firms in metro-Manitoba that may be in a financial

position to undertake R & D often do not because they may not see R & D as having an

appreciable return on investment in the same way that typical business investments in buildings

or additional staff may have. The ramifications for this are hard to assess based on such limited

data and informant knowledge. What this does suggest is that much like the VC industry in

Winnipeg, there is a conservative culture which surrounds it. Local firms tend to mirror what
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their competitors are doing, and if there is a belief that R & D is an unwise investment for a SME,

this culture may become self-replicating and defeatist.

It is important for future researchers to note that a study of industrial R & D is an

exceptionally diffrcult one to gather either empirical or qualitative results from' At the root of R

& D is competition, and the need to 'get there first' is paramount in firms where product

iterations are commonplace. Because of industrial R & D's secretive nature, significant

difficulties will arise when attempting to either find key informants with detailed knowledge, or

gather data directly from f,rrms. Certain divisions of Statistics Canada are the only organisations

that are able to frame apicture of industrial R & D, and even then, it is estimated, and based

almost exclusively on wide ranging surveys and tax return information. True key informants

outside of industry likewise appear few, and their knowledge base - while signif,rcant of R & D in

general - is diluted by the same factors indicated above.

Conclusion

In spite of the two limitations this research found in the concentration of local R & D,

they may be moot points. The most significant aspect of industrial R & D is that it too may be

considered insular if it is based exclusively in very large firms, as it appears to be in Winnipeg. In

our analysis of federally-performed R & D, this research discussed the findings of Markusen

(1995:3-5), and the opinions of Featherman (Interview,2001) withrespect to the limited

opportunities for partnering with other actors in the high technology world to commercialise any

findings. It was determined from the limited investigation here that R & D in Winnipeg is

generally confined to the largest of local firms, typically in the aerospace, pharmaceutical, and
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agiculture sectors. Similar to the case with federal R & D (where innovations and sophistications

are often used internally), there are valid concerns as to the extent that large Winnipeg firms

conducting R & D will ever need to build external relationships for the purposes of bringing an

invention to light. Without the need to build relationships with local entrepreneurs, specialised

business services, and VC firms, there is little need to discuss industrial R & D's role in local

economic development in Winnipeg. New products and processes may be developed and even

applied locally by these large firms, but this internal process has not altered the economic

landscape in any appreciable way through the employment of local people, the use of local

entrepreneurship, and the use of local capital. Further, as Holbrook (Interview, 2001) noted, very

large firms may often conduct R & D in regions with excellent R & D tax incentives (such as

Manitoba), but then export that knowledge (and attendant technologies) to their parent companies

and regions.

From the vantagepoint of the objectives of this research - where there is concem

regarding the ability of R & D to help develop new fims and contribute to an innovative

economic milieux - these are the fundamental problems with large-scale, industrial R & D. In an

ideal scenario, inventions or technological sophistications arise out ofresearch, and find their

way into the hands of existing firms or new entrepreneurs for the purposes of commercialising

those findings. In turn, existing firms and entrepreneurs seek high risk capital with which to

develop this product or process. Where you have very large firms (and often national or multi-

national) undertaking local R & D, there is less of a chance that they will require these outside

relationships to commercialise their products. By virfue of their size, a great many of these firms

have the in-house ability to patent, finance and commercialise their own activities without
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external contact (Hamblin, Interview, 2001). The larger the organisation, the greater the

likelihood that they already possess these services.

5.6 Is There Potential for Universities in High Technology Economic Development?

In the case of federally-performed local R & D, this research has determined that there is

little opporhrnity for business development because the research findings are typically used

intemally, and their commercialisation into wider industry is traditionally channelled through

vehicles such as the NRC. The Manitoba government's role is limited both financially and

instrumentally. Their primary role appears to be as funder to the higher education system, and as

an economic development agent through their aggressive R & D tax scheme (Strang, Interview,

2001). In the case of industrial R & D, the problems inherent were discussed above. All of these

appear to leave planners with few options in identifying possible strategic relationships and

suggestions for how to even begin to change these scenarios. Our attention thus turns to the

university sector.

5.6.1 The Changing Culture of the Research University

The modern research university appears to be redefining some of its core competencies.

Where universities were once viewed solely as institutions pursuing and disseminating

knowledge, research intensive universities are becoming more entrepreneurial in their attempts to

licence technologies and gain revenue through their commercialisation (Author Unknown, 1995

b:83), There are suggestions that many view this applied research within universities as an

improper use of university facilities and public funds, suggesting that pure research and the

advancement of science for the general public are the true calling of the research university
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(Doutriaux, 2000:94). Amidst this debate, universities are also viewed by planners as potential

centre-pieces in economic development strategies for entire regions (see for example: Doutriaux,

2000:93, Luger and Goldstein,IggT:f27). Where alarge, keystone industry such as Nortel was

once seen as (and often still is) a potential catalyst for innovative activities, Holbrook (Interview,

2001) suggests that universities can now fulfrl this role by not only graduating a well-educated

and skilled work force, but also by using the researchers' intellectual properly as the basis with

which to form industrial clusters 57.

Figure 9

Source: Adapted from Statistics Canada, 1999d.

5.6.2 The Importance of University R & D in the Development of New Firms

In Canada, university R & D takes on perhaps a greater importance in terms of economic

development because a grealer proportion of the country's total R & D takes place in research

universities .In 7997, university-led R & D accounted for 14.3%io of all R & D in the U.S., 14.8%

in Japan, and over 27%o in Canada (ACST, 1999:7), This situation is much more pronounced in
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significant piece of empirical data encountered so far in this research (see Figure 9). The

importance of university R & D to economic development planners goes beyond its weighty

contribution to the total R & D performed. University R & D represents an ideal nexus where

often the most innovative ideas mix with a relatively empty business climate: in these terms,

universify R & D is the antithesis of government and industry-performed R & D respectively.

This is significant because the path from discovery to product is far less clear here than it is with

private industry, and this may well provide us with excellent opporhrnities to develop new firms.

As Feller (1994:23) noted, the findings of academic research are rarely directly transferable into

ready commercial productions or applications, and they often require significant economic and

technical refìning. Universities are simply not yet set up, to the extent that large industrial R & D

labs are, for this transfer and, as a result, technologies and innovations within universities may be

products or processes searching for a home. Ideally, this nexus is where planners, entrepreneurs,

and existing firms will mix with VC and set in motion the development of new firms and an

innovative business milieux. It is for these reasons that key informants (Featherman, Interview,

2001; Alberta R & D Respondent,Interview,200I; Holbrook, Interview, 2001; Lowe, Interview,

2001) suggest that economic development planners have the greatest opporlunities for industry

development with a research university as a key piece of the puzzle.

According to one informant, research universities will become increasingly "crucial" to

the successful economic development of regions in a global economy, where people, firms,

capital, and knowledge are free to move where they wish (Holbrook, Interview, 2001). A key

aspect not noted in any literature is that universities are also deeply rooted within metros and

regions, well tied into the social fabric of the community, and are generally not yet prone to
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leaving the city or region in search of economic opportunity 59. Again, this becomes more

pronounced in metro-Manitoba, where it was determined that: (1) the share of R & D conducted

by the research universities is very high relative to the Canadian and world-wide average; (2)

there is concem as to both the activity levels and potential for parlnering with govemment R &

D; and (3) there is not enough R & D taking place in avariety of private firms and industries.

However, the likely success in using a research university for economic development purposes is

largely determined by the degree of specialty at the university (Holbrook, Interview, 2001). The

development of an economy based on the transfer of new knowledge from the university into

new firms to commercialise the inventions is most effective when it is focused - to create the oft-

mentioned 'critical mass' of specialised knowledge. When transferred, this critical knowledge

mass - all other things being equal - should in theory lead to an assemblage of inter-related firms

in a region.

5.6.3 The University of Manitoba

With the transfer of its technology in mind, the U of M developed the University Industry

Liaison Office (UILO) in an attempt to commercialise their discoveries, either through the direct

creation of firms, or through the licensing of these discoveries to existing or new firms' Jayas

(Interview, 2001) indicated that royalties accruing to the University through the licensing of

technologies to third parties has increased steadily over the last few years, and were

approximately $1.3 million in 2000. Further, Godin (Interview, 2001) noted that there have been

nine firms created directly out of U of M research 60, with four more in development 61, which

can be compared to the four firms developed directly out of the NRC - IBD technology transfer

mechanism. This alone will suggest to us that university R & D is more likely to lead to the
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development of commercialised technologies and the development of new firms directly out of

that research. Most of the firms created out of U of M research are based in the biotechnology

sector, which has wide applications in medicine, science, and agriculture. This also brings us

back to the original Weberian notion of industry formation with its 'upstream' and 'downstream'

industries, and Porter's idea ofthe industrial cluster based on one specialty and several sub-

specialties.

5.6.4 Research Specialisation at the University of Manitoba

While there are valid concerns regarding operational funding cuts to universities in the

Province (Gerrard, 2000:AI7), R & D performance in the higher education sector has in fact

grown 300%o inManitoba NSE sectors over the last 20 years. With few exceptions, performance

levels in Manitoba have increased each year from 1979-1980 ($3 1.6 million) through 1997 -1998

($86.8 million). This is a significant trend by virfue of both its duration and intensity, and it has

occurred at approximately the same rate throughout Canada. (Statistics Canada,l999d:25).In

2000-2001, the U of M is expected to take in just over S90 million in R & D associated income,

the vast majority of which will be spent on research in the NSE (Jayas, Interview, 2001). In and

of itself, this tells us little of course, other than that funding for university R & D is increasing.

Within that figure, a majority (53%) will be devoted to medical research, and between 7o/o and

9% will be devoted each to Science, Agriculture, and Engineering (see Figure 10). As this relates

to our defined three core technologies, biotechnology applications can be found within medicine,

science, and agriculture, advanced materials can be found within medicine and engineering, and

microelectronics can be found within engineering. Further to this, the U of M has a stated

research excellence within medicine in cardiovascular and respiratory sciences, gene technology
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and cell biology, infectious diseases, neuroscience and mental health, and applied pharmaceutical

sciences (University of Manitoba, 2001:I -2).

Figure 10

Percentage of R & D Conducted at the University

of Manitoba, by Research Sector: 2000
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Conclusion

R & D as undertaken by the higher education sector has proven to be one of the most

consistent performers in Manitoba over the last 20 years, in spite of cutbacks within other areas

of the university system. The contribution of university research to all Manitoba-performed R &

D is significant, accounting for approximately 32%; considerably higher than most OECD

countries, and higher than any other Canadian province, less Saskatchewan' 
'Within that, the U of

M has a decided research focus oriented towards technologies and processes that are based in

both pure and applied aspects of medical research, many of which may have links to

biotechnology applications - a key and still-emerging 21st century technology' Informants and

data have suggested prior that both the Manitoba VC industry and the Winnipeg economy in
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general are perhaps too diversified to maintain proper focus on specific high technology issues.

Porter's theory suggests that successful economic development arises through specialisation and

the concentration of key firms and attendant business supports. For the first time in our research,

the data and informants both suggest that Winnipeg has achieved some sort of specialty in terms

of R & D performance in the medical arts, and the development of associated firms. There is a

nice fit between this, metro-Manitoba's medically oriented workforce, business-oriented

ínstitutions such as the St. Boniface Research Centre, and the development of niche VC funds

such as the emerging Westem Life Sciences Venture Fund. These links are explored in gteater

detail later in this research.

This seeming beacon of hope bodes well for economic development professionals, and

presents a comparatively stationary target at which to aim. The university R & D sector

represents the economic development profession's best opportunity to partner cutting-edge

research with the development of new firms. There is however a distinct need for further research

to dig deeper and determine to what extent the U of M wants to be in the business of licensing

technologies and developing firms. The UILO is dedicated to commercialising research

conducted strictly at the U of M. Hamblin (Interview, 2001) indicated that technology transfer

offices such as the U of M's UILO are typically at the forefront of this new business culture, but

suggested that there is "a genuine lack of understanding outside of the U of M as to what they do,

their mandate, and just who they aÍe", a notion mentioned earlier by Johnson (Interview, 2001).

University Technologies Intemational ìs a Calgary-based, independent company which provides

technology transfer services to University ofCalgary researchers, and other researchers not

associated with any university (Alberta R & D Respondent, Interview, 2001;http:llwww.uti.cal
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link8.htm). This is a highly specialised business service that is fully independent of university

ties, but it is clearly inclusive of their activities as well. Given the lack of technology transfer

mechanisms in Winnipeg and alackof understanding of the UILO's function, this appears to be a

notion that the U of M and others in the high technology community may wish to investigate

further, especially in light of the recent SMARTpark development. It appears reasonable to

suggest that the current UILO could reach out to the greater high technology community through

such an inclusive business model.

Holbrook (Interview, 2001) suggested that this business culfure must be entrenched

throughout the university system, and found at the highest levels of the administration for

technology transfer to be truly effective. From the viewpoint of this research, there are significant

advantages for the U of M to undertake these business activities. First, researchers who have

interests that lie outside of teaching are able to explore them and be rewarded with economic

opportunity, which may ultimately raise the prestige of the University, help to develop an open

culture of innovation and opportunity, and could prove fruitful in instilling this attitude into

students. This innovation culture was very evident at Stanford University in the 1970s, where

students and professors were occasionally business partners. Second, studies have detailed the

problems of retaining highly-educated people in regions with lesser employment opportunities,

particularly those with education in the applied sciences, and advanced degrees (Frank & Belair,

1999:5-7). By contributing intellectual property that ultimately spins off new local firms,

universities can play a significant role in retaining some of their graduates with degrees in high

technology fields of study. Finally, in the face of budget cutbacks, royalties accruing to the U of

M - while small today - may eventually go a long way toward the university's plan of relying less
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on public funding for crucial operational aspects of the university. While Jayas (Interview, 2001)

rightly indicated that the U of M provides economic benefit to metro-Manitoba through various

means (including the development of new technologies), fuither research of value could attempt

to investigate to what extent the upper echelons of the university administration view the transfer

of technology to the local economy as vital.

The financial outlay related to the recent development of the U of M's as-yet-empty

SMARTpark appears to suggest that there is a signif,rcant interest in developing a business culture

at the U of M. The research park is a concept discussed early in this research, and is essentially

an indushial park for high technology businesses. Like SMARTpark, most are also located on

university grounds 62. It i. interesting to note that there are currently few firms located within the

university grounds, which suggests it was developed with the hope of capturing high technology

activity, as opposed to providing space for existing firms. Research that would be of value would

determine if there would be an incubator function that coddles young firms. Calgary has an

incubator for high technology firms (The Technology Enterprise Centre) outside of the university

environment as well as a campus-based facility that focuses directly on university-

commercialisation firms - the Research Transition Facility (Alberta R & D Respondent,

Interview, 2001), but there is currently no explicit high technology incubator in Winnipeg or

Saskatoon.

Finally, there is the issue of intellectual properly (IP), and what it really means in the

context of our research. Virtually all universities today have an explicit IP policy that is either

couched within collective bargaining agïeements, or found in general university policy. Holbrook
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(Interview, 2001) indicated that IP policies functionally come down to a matter of who owns

what. In the case of the University of British Columbia, the researcher has no legal rights to their

inventions, and in the case of Simon Fraser University, the researcher holds all legal rights and

the University none. Jayas (Interview, 2001) suggested that the U of M's policy is "50 I 50",with

the U of M and the researcher sharing equally in revenues and ownership 63. Where the

university has no legal interest in IP, the technolo gy may be sold to the highest bidder, in which

the benefits of a technology may be lost to the public, the region, and perhaps the country. Where

the researcher holds no legal interest, this may seriously hinder the desire and initiative of

researchers to undertake this type ofresearch, and thereby leave to chance the discovery being

made within another university 6a. Whil" no studies have been done that have empirically

determined if certain Canadian university IP policies have been more (or less) instrumental in

helping to develop spin-off firms, further research into this is not only warranted, but necessary,

and may form the basis for a set of excellent recommendations.
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ChaPter Six

The Roles of Education & Migration in Determining an Educated Population

Introduction

As it relates to the old economy, labour was often discussed by economic geogtaphers as

another equation in their economic modeling: people were considered an input to the production

process just as materials were, and large-scale production would locate and relocate depending on

availabilify and relative cost of each. In an economy based on brawn and natural resources, it was

easy to both under-value and perhaps under-appreciate forms of lnowledge and their role in

economic development 
65. This is much less the case in modem industrial economies. The

importance of people is underscored when one notes that jobs are following people today as

much as people are following the jobs. Florida (2000.24) suggests that those cities and regions

with highly educated knowledge workers are the ones that have the capability to lure high

technology frrms, or gfow them from within. Today, people matter more than ever.

This is not to say to say that people were not important to the old economy' for the

human capital component has always been an important factor in the location of industry.

Stafford's study of the influence of factors for business location indicated rightly that it is the

presence of an appropriate work force above all that determines where firms locate (1983:16-8).

Where the old and new economies differ is in how the value of this labour component is

interpreted. Where manufacturing firms may (and did) require workers with certain skills, high

technology firms typically require highly educated people, predominantly with education in the

sciences and mathematics, and those with relevant professional designations. The value of labour
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in the old economy was tied directly to its cost to the production process. In the new economy,

value is tied directly to the innovative potential, ideas, and education that the person brings to the

development and application of new technologies and processes. Understanding the new

economy workforce is a crucial step for planners, and represents the basis of this part of the

research.

This part represents the final indicator to be investigated. This research has investigated

the R & D function as a form ofresearch capitaT; particularly how it relates to invention,

innovation, and new firm formation, and what opportunities and challenges it presents to the local

economy. Likewise, this research has assessed the role of VC and come to understand its

relationship to entrepreneurs and high technology firms. The role and function of human capital

in the development of high technology economies, and particularly in the creation of an

innovative milieux is perhaps the most important indicator, yet also the one whose strength or

weakness is most affected by human, environmental, and other forces. These forces also make it

the most difficult to understand and effectively measure.

There are three basic and inter-related questions that must be answered to determlne:

where metro-Manitoba is; how it got there; and - if needed - how it may be altered:

(1) How many metro-Manitobans have post-secondary education in so-named 'high
technology' fields of study (which are typically based in the natural and applied sciences

and mathematics), and what are some of the contributing factors that explain why there

are that many?

(2) In an attempt to understand why some jurisdictions appear to have more persons

educated with certain knowledge, how do metro-Manitoba secondary students perform in

mathematics and sciences ?

(3) Finally, to understand the link between school and work, are there certain factors that
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contribute to secondary students pursuing mathematics and sciences at the post-

secondary level?

6.1 The Problem in Identifying Valid Indicators of Educational Attainment

Studies that are similar in both scope and intent to this research have been inadequate in

providing any insight into why a resident population does or does not possess the education

required for many career opportunities in the new economy (see for example: Halt,1999:19-20;

Atkinson & Gottlieb, 2001:31), mainly offering relatively straightforward dala such as the

number of persons with a bachelors degree, or the number of engineers per jurisdiction as a

representative measure. Unforlunately, these statistics do not reveal to us exactly how this state

came to be, by failing to explore issues such as migration and early childhood education as causal

factors. The reasons behind this lack of analysis may be the need for brevity on the author's part,

but may also be linked to the often problematic study of education itself and the conundrum it

presents. When an indicator such as VC is analysed, there are often reasonably clear cause and

effect aspects to it that allow us to determine why it performs as it does. For example, the lack of

a provincial investment tax credit in Alberta is directly responsible for the limited loca1 VC

investrnent seen in that province. When one discusses education, they are really discussing

individuals, and there are relatively few clear cause and effect scenarios which can be isolated as

to why a particular state of being came to be. As numerous informants will indicate, there are

many factors (home, financial, funding, educators) that may have an effect on a region's

educational attainment, but many of these factors themselves are in turn affected by a myriad of

other factors. What one often leaves with is more questions than were actually answered. In spite

of this inherent limitation, this research is needed to understand the relationship between

education and the ultimate development of high technology industries.
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6.2 Winnipeg's 1996 Educational Profile

The population of the CMA of Winnipeg is consistently 'less educated' across the

education spectrum than either the CMA of Calgary or the CMA of Saskatoon according to data

released by Statistics Canada66. tgg6 Census Canadadata indicated that 18J% of the resident

population over age 25 had.completed a university degree. Concomitant figures for Saskatoon

and Calgary were 2lo/o and 23.5o/o respectively. The resident population of Winnipeg also

attained a lower rate of completion for post-secondary diplomas and certifi cates: 44.8%o of

Winnipeg's CMA over 25 attained this level of education or higher, compared to 49 .4o/o in

Saskatoon, and 53.7%o in Calgary. This trend continues with the number of residents possessing a

high school certificate or higher (66.7% for Winnipeg,69.7o/o for Saskatoon, and 76.3Yoîor

Calgary),and for those residents with less than a grade 9 education: 10.6%o of Winnipeg's

population over 25, compared To 9.9o/o for Saskatoon, and 6.2%o for Calgary did not attain this

(Statistics Canada,1996b). While illustrative, the data is general, and gives us a only basic sketch

of educational attainment. For our purposes, we are most interested in determining the number of

residents with degrees that have the greatest likelihood of being applied in industries and firms

which focus on high technology activities relating to biotechnology, advanced materials, and

microelectronics.

The following chart (see Figure 11) and data dig deeper than the data above in terms of

identifying degrees in specific fields of study. The chart represents the number of residents over

the age of 20 with completed post-secondary education in five key knowledge areas, also referred

to as Major Fields of Study (MFS) 67 .Th" data is presented at the provincial level, which - as

was discussed prior - is a small obstacle to this research. Ideally, it would have been possible to
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gather this same detail at the CMA level, but it does not readily exist. It would be reasonable to

suggest that because the data encompasses the entire Province, a true sense of how it relates to

metro-Manitoba is perhaps lost. There is some validity in such a thought, but one must keep in

mind that the Winnipeg CMA accounts for approximalely 650/o of the Province's population, and

one must also understand that a greater percentage of people with education in certain fields work

in the City of Winnipeg. For example, just over 83%o of Manitoba's residents with engineering

and applied sciences degrees, and approximately 82o/o withmathematics and physical science

degrees worked in Winnipeg in 7996 (EDW, 2000:40). The reader must keep in mind the degree

to which Winnipeg dominates Manitoba when reviewing the data.

Figure 11

Percentage of Population 20 Years & Olde¡ with
Post-Sccondary Education, by MFS: 1996
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Source: Statistics Canada, 1996b.

What the data tells us is that metro-Manitoba's resident population in 1996 was also less

educated statistically in so-called'high technology' fields of study in comparison to Alberta (with

the exception of Health Professions) 68, and more educated relative to Saskatchewan (with the

exception of Agricultural and Biological Sciences). Behind these 5 MFS, there are a significant

number of secondary and tertiary classifications of MFS, which - due to theirbreadth - will not
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be reviewed here in detail. However, of particular interest is the Engineering and Applied

Sciences classification. In this group, the percentage of Alberta residents with degrees in fields

such as Mechanical and Electrical Engineering was significant.

6.2.1 f,'actors Influencing Winnipeg's Education Profile

The questions in all ofthis ofcourse are, does the data effectively show us howready the

city-region is to undertake high technology activities, and does it tell economic development

planners what they need to know to develop any strategies that relate to the encouragement of the

new economy? John Harper, a Labour Market Analyst for Manitoba Education, Training and

Youth suggested that both the CMA-level data introduced earlier, and the data from Figure 11,

essentially tell us only one thing. The statistics here are - unemployment notwithstanding - less a

reflection of a propensity towards education, and much more a reflection of the educational

requirements of Manitoba's current industrial base, which he also indicated was comprised of

generally older workers than either Saskatoon or Calgary (Interview, 2001). Harper's thought on

this was correct because, as noted above, the data does not indicate where a resident received an

education - only which education the resident possessed. In this sense, the data do not reflect this

propensity towards educational achievement as was hoped. What it does accurately shows us is:

the number of residents who have either migrated in with a specific education; or those who

migrated here and then received the education; or those who were bom here and acquired that

education.

The notion that these dafa are reflective of the education needs of the current industrial

base was also reiterated by an informant from the Council on Post-Secondary Education

(COPSE), who concurred with Harper's analysis and conclusion, but suggested that the data are
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also influenced by another sub-factor. The opinion expressed was that Manitoba has traditionally

had less people with a university education than many other urban centres largely because of both

the strength and diversity of the local economy. They indicated that the choice to go on to college

or university is influenced by a large number of factors, but that the degree to which there are

available job opportunities in the local economy, that do not require a post-secondary education,

has a significant effect on enrolment rates at both the college and university level (Manitoba

Education Respondent, Interview, 2001). In other words, the more job opporhrnities that the

economy presents to those not in post-secondary school, the lower the enrolment rates at colleges

and universities. To debate this point, and to delve into the myriad factors that determine college

and university enrolment are beyond the scope of this research, but it will be assumed that it is

pafüal1y correct as a minimum. In support of this, it is worth noting that the number of students

graduating from Manitoba universities with bachelor and first professional degrees has dropped

consistently from 5,1 12 in 1994 (Statistics Canada,l996a:149) to 4,520 in 1998 (Statistics

Canada,2000:747),whi1e the unemployment rate has been relatively stable for the past number

ofyears.

In hindsight, the key informant responses were adequate to the depth of the questions

posed (keeping in mind the difficulty in ascribing singular causes to complex problems) but it is

difficult to see how this one causal factor would have such a significant effect on the educational

profile of the Province. Further, in accepting their response, this project would have to assume

that good employnent opportunities that do not require post-secondary education would affect

enrolments in all fields of study somewhat equally, which means that the question of why the

population of metro-Manitoba is less educated than that of Alberta hasn't huly been answered,
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and only indicates that, on avetage,there were fewer persons with post-secondary education in

most high technology f,relds of study in comparison to meho-Alberta.

6.2.2 The Implications of the Current Structure

Despite the limitations that the data ultimately presents in explaining the contributing

factors in Manitoba's educational profile, it does suggest two inter-related points. First, assuming

that the education levels of the resident population do reflect the educational requirements of

Manitoba industry, it indicates that metro-Manitoba's indushial base is one that - in general -

currently requires a less educated work force than does Alberta's, and as v/as discovered in the

analysis of both the VC and R & D sectors, it reiterates that Winnipeg likely does have fewer

high technology firms than Calgary. Second, it has immediate implications for any potential

strategies that could be undertaken by organisations such as EDV/, because it also indicates that

metro-Manitoba, and Winnipeg in particular, are likely not as prepared as other centres for

planning initiatives that would attempt to attacthigh technology firms to the City, unless those

strategies were accompanied by attendant strategies that attempted to atlract the appropriately-

educated persons to fill the necessary positions. Despite knowing this, these conclusions alone

only place this research alongside the similar studies previously noted (Ha11, 1999:19-20|'

Atkinson & Gottlieb, 2001:31), and we have as yet no understanding if the key informant's

responses alone are adequate. We similarly have no knowledge of the potential for change if the

responses are correct. There is therefore a need to expand this research, and investigate other

indicators that are more helpful in revealing if metro-Manitoba has an appropriately educated

population to undertake high technology activities'
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6.3 The Need for X'urther Indicators

Given that the data is reflective rather than diagnostic, it is insufficient in properly

profiling the educational capabilities of the Province, and the question then becomes: by what

indicator(s) can one effectively measure the preparedness of the metro-Manitoba population to

undertake employment in high technology industries? Richard White, a former U.S. congressman

and current CEO of a political lobbying group for Silicon Valley firms suggested that the

question as to whether or not the workforce of the 21st century will be ready for the challenges it

may pose will be found in the educational achievement and potential of school-age children

(Feeder, 2001:F16). How our younger students approach and succeed in the study of mathematics

and sciences may in itself be a valid indicator of how many people in a jurisdiction will have

applied this knowledge in further study 5 - 10 years from today. Based on White's statement,

there are various education indicators that could be analysed to obtain a sense ofthis. For

example, for each jurisdiction a researcher could measure the number of dollars spent on

education per student, the number of children per teacher in mathematics and science classes, or

the ratio of computers to students in classroom settings. These may all serve some purpose' and

more than likely have an outcome that is meaningful, but these would not necessarily go to the

heart of the problem. In that many careers in the new economy are based in core technologies

such as biotechnology, advanced materials, and microelectronics, and that they find their roots in

mathematics and sciences, an indicator that focuses closely on these subject areas would be of the

greatest value. Ifthis research is able to either isolate (1) the causal factors ofexcellent secondary

performance in these subject areas, or (2) why some jurisdictions show a performance increase

over another, economic development planners may be in a position to use these findings as a

basis for decision-making and shategising'
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6.3.1 The SAIP as an Indicator of science & Mathematics Ability

The School Achievement Indicators Program (SAIP) is a nation-wide assessment

technique employed by the Council of Ministers of Education (CMEC) to allow educators, the

public, school administrators, and government education employees to determine how well

students are doing in certain subject areas. The results of these tests have implications for

possible changes to curriculum, stafflrng, funding, and other school matters. Mathematics content

69 and problem solving 70 tests were most recently administere d, in 1997 
7l , andboth written

assessment 
12 and,practical task assessment 

73 for science were administered in 1999. Students

were evaluated according to their ability to answer questions whose difficulty is categorised in

terms of 'performance levels'. For example, a level 1 mathematics student at age 16 should be

able to solve relatively simple mathematics problems, the range of which is determined by the

test's creators; a level 2 student should be able to solve an incrementally more diffrcult problem,

and so forth. The most difficult problem solving would take place at level 5. Understandably, the

higher the level (the more difficult), the less the number of students that will solve that problem.

The expectation prior to analysing the data is that the results would help us determine if metro-

Manitoba is performing significantly better or worse than other jurisdictions, and in concert with

key informant interviews, what the reasons were for that performance. This review was also

undertaken with the assumption that secondary performance in the mathematics and sciences has

some as yet undefined connection to a student's propensity of studying similar subjects at the

post-secondary level.
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Resu'lts of the 1997 Mathematics Problem Solving Assessment

for Students Age 16
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Source: CMEC, 1997b.

Overall, amongst children 16 years of age, Alberta students scored higher in each

perfoïïnance group in mathematics problem solving than did both Manitoba and Saskatchewan,

though - as the graph indicates - not by decidedly large margins (see Figure 12). The differences

were most obvious in the more difficult levels 4 and 5. Alberta's children were scored at 14.60/o

and,2.9o/o 
74 for levels 4 and 5 respectively. Manitoba's respective scores were 9%o and I.3%o.

Figure 13

Results ofthe 1999 Vr'ritten Science Assessment for Students Age 16
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As we saw in Figure 12, theresults from the mathematics problem-solving portion of the

1997 SAIP essentially indicated that students in the three provinces tested very similar in terms of

their outcomes, with only a slight tendency for Alberta's children to test higher in level 4 and 5'

In the case of the written science assessment (shown in Figure 13), the differences between

Manitoba and Saskatchewan were almost indistinguishable throughout the five performance

levels. Alberta's children tested higher in levels 3 through 5, reporting percentage scores of

85.8%o, 49.8yo, and 1 1.8% correct, respectively. This should be compared to Manitoba's

respectivescores of78o/o,28.7yo,andA.S%o.Thoughitwitlnotbeprofiledhereingreatdepth,the

results from the previous written science assessment (1996) are remarkably similar, especially as

it relates to the differences between Alberta on the one side, and Saskatchewan and Manitoba

together on the other.

6.3.2 The Determinants of the SAIP Results

We know what these data are designed to illuminate for those in the education system'

and for ol]l. purposes we had hoped to determine if metro-Manitoba fares better or worse than

either Alberta or saskatchewan in these tests to any significant degree. The answer to this

question, as we saw above, is essentially no: there are few differences between the three

provinces in terms of how they have scored, the validity of which is added to by the inclusion of

the 1996 written science assessment findings, which are remarkably similar (CMEC, 1997a:27-

36). According to a Manitoba informant, there are few identifiable causal factors (innate in

students, or entrenched in the school administration or teacher process) that are responsible for

student performance (or lack of) on standardised tests, and only anecdotal evidence that suggests

that one school is any more or less effective than another at teaching mathematics and science
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effectively. Jean Britton, Senior Analyst with Manitoba Education, Training and Youth further

suggested that these scores - while representative of student ability to a small degtee, and

representing the only realistic way of objectively determining it - are not in general a great

indicator of a student's ability in mathematics and science, and there are therefore few causal

factors that should be identified and used as a basis for strategis ing" . Rather, Britton suggested

that the results of SAIP tests are determined by a myriad of factors such as a students interest,

socio-economic status, home life, parental achievement, and many others. Most importantly, the

results may be less indicative of a student's ability, nor the effect of these various factors on

them, and more a reflection of how closely provincial curricula matches the questions typically

found on these tests (Interview, 2001; Clark, Interview, 2001; Saskatchewan Education

Respondent, Interview, 2001).

6.3.3 The Role of Differing Curricula & Secondary Initiatives on the Results

In consideration of the responses, a natural question that flows from the SAIP data is to

what extent the differing curricula of the three provinces would have an effect on even the

marginal differences between these test scores. For its part in all of this, respondents were

relatively straightforward in their response to this question. Two informants were of the opinion

that the curricula were essentially the same (Britton, Interview,200l; Clark, Interview, 2001) and

the Saskatchewan informant indicated that they were "functionally identical" (Saskatchewan

Education Respondent, Interview, 2001). The coming together of curricula to achieve both a

uniform knowledge base and expected outcomes has been occurring for some time in Westem

Canada. Known as the 'Westem Canadian Protocol', it establishes expected outcomes for

students in Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, the North West Ter¡itories, and British Columbia.
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While the data and informants have supported the irrelevance of curricula content in the findings,

the defining difference noted above was that Alberta schools generally follow their curricula

more closely than Manitoba or Saskatchewan do.

In her assessment of the test's worth and results, Stella Shrum (Interview, 2001),

program Manager for Alberta Learning, suggested that there are specific reasons why Alberta

may consistently test higher in the mathematics and sciences. There was due acknowledgement

that there is much more of a 'culture of testing' that occurs in Alberta, caused in part by extensive

media coverage and provincial school policy that stresses the importance of these tests. However,

Shrum noted that expected outcomes for students in mathematics and science are highly specific,

and that both the curricula and student materials are structured in such a way so as to ensure that

educators actually teach the curricula, a thought about Alberta's education philosophy also noted

by a key informant in the Saskatchewan education system (Saskatchewan Education Respondent,

Interview, 2001). What no informant was able to identify during the course of this research was

whether more or less strict adherence to a prescribed curriculum is simply preparing students to

perform well on specific testing, or whether this strict adherence is actually contributing to a

better education in the mathematics and sciences that is in turn reflected on test scores' This is a

matter that is of interest here, and that should warrant the attention of researchers in the education

field.

Shrum also indicated that the performance by students, and particularly the interest in

science and mathematics is likely encouraged to some degree by initiatives run within schools

which are oriented towards encouraging careers in both fields. One such effort in Alberta -
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described as a "major initiative" - is the introduction of 'streamed' courses 76 in p.t 
" 

and applied

mathematics at the senior high level, the purpose of which is to allow students to hone their skills

and knowledge in more applied and theoretical courses (CMEC, 1998:9). Further, initiatives are

also encouraged which see industry associations and community groups speak to students on a

regular basis about mathematics and science-based careers. Both the Saskatchewan informant

(Interview, 2001) and Britton (Interview, 2001) indicated that there were few initiatives of this

sort taking place in Saskatchewan or Manitoba schools, the relative lack of which, both

suggested, was part of an education philosophy that differed somewhat from Alberta. This

philosophy is one which espouses a 'whole-child'philosophy that does not stress mathematics

and science knowledge to any greater degree than other subjects, co-operative behaviour, or other

life ski11s77. As Shrum suggested, it is likely that these types of initiatives are responsible to a

very small degree for performance, but the connection is murþ and largely indefinable. 
'Where it

may be most effective is as an encouragement to further studies in mathematics and sciences (or

associated disciplines) at the post-secondary level (Interview, 2001). Again, we see what may be

a direct or indirect factor in student performance, but in the absence of cause and effect studies to

either substantiate or refute this, it essentially becomes a moot point. Given the responses by the

informants in each of the three provinces (where each to some degree debunked the value of the

SAIP mechanism, and debated whether performance in mathematics and sciences is considerably

different between jurisdictions) initiatives of this sort may hold some value for policy-makers,

and it is certainly something that should be kept in mind by organisations such as EDW.

6.3.4 SAIP: Conclusions & the Link to Post-Secondary Schooling

The conclusion that v/e may reach from these data, and from the opinions of key
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informants, is that a single test score on a standardised test (even across many years of testing) is:

(1) not necessarily the most effective measure of evaluating ability in mathematics and sciences

(though it is grudgingly accepted as the best there currently is); and (2) that the actual test scores

do not effectively demonstrate that one school, one division, one province, or one educational

philosophy is any better than another in creating mathematics and science literate children.

However, the most important finding from the data is the fact that the differences in performance

between these three jurisdictions are very small, which essentially leaves us with one conclusion:

in spite of any initiatives, the three provinces appear equally adept in graduating secondary

students with similar grasps of science and mathematics. A more important outcome of this

research is the recognition that both of these conclusions may very well be meaningless if those

students who did excel did not go on to pursue post-secondary education in fields ofstudy

associated with those two disciplines. A natural question then becomes, why do students choose

particular paths in post-secondary education?

Figure 14

Source: Statistics Canada, Education in Canada (1996, 1997 , 1 998, I 999).
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institutions with a bachelor's or first professional degree in what has been termed 'high

technology' f,relds of study, from 1994 through 1998. As we determined, there were few

differences between provincial curricula, nor how secondary students performed in the

standardised SAIP tests between the three provinces. Yet when we look at the number of students

who have enrolled in, and subsequently graduated from univertity 78 in 'high technology' fields

of study 79 
, we see that a greater percentage of students from Alberta universities graduated with

these rypes of degrees in comparison to Saskatchewan and Manitoba, and considerably more so

from 1995 through 1997. Clearly, there must be some intervening reason(s) that affects why

more students in other jurisdictions go on to pursue high technotogy fields of study at university.

As the 1996 Census data material introduced earlier indicated, Manitoba has fewer high

school graduates compared to both Alberta and Saskatchewan. A 1995 report released by Human

Resources Development Canada (HRDC) documented the ensuing activities of students who

either did (or were supposed to) graduate from secondary school in 1993. The data in Table 2

(below) indicate that - among this sample of students - fewer Manitoba students ale even finding

their way to university or college, compared to the other two provinces. The reader is reminded

of both the COPSE informant and Harper's (Interview, 2001) comments regarding employment

opportunities in the Manitoba economy and the effect they may have on why prospective post-

secondary students in Manitoba may not go on to further studies'
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Ta,ble2 Percentage of High School Graduates in Post-Secondary Education or Training Two Years After

Graduation 
8o

Manitoba 67.5% 73.5% 70'5%

Saskatchewan '77.5% 84.0% 80.8%

Alberta 74.9% 75.1% 75.0%

6.4 Factors Influencing a Student's Pursuit of a University Education

To begin to answer the problem posed above, a number of key informants in the

education system were queried on what it is that 'pulls' students into university, and what the

factors are that determine the fields of study that they choose. This line of questioning was

introduced to determine if there were any factors that we could isolate as being relevant to our

objectives. For example, if it was common for students to pursue post-secondary studies in those

fields in which they had the highest marks in secondary school, planners could attempt to

determine if education strategies that focused on improving mathematics and sciences testing

may lead to more university students pursuing these fields in university 81.

The responses from key informants suggested that there are a great number of factors

(some personal and some environmental) that ultimately determine if a student will proceed to

university, and what that student will pursue in university. For example, Clark suggested that

parental accomplishment and expectation, in additional to natural ability carry significant weight

(Interview, 2001) in a student's education choices. Britton felt that peer reference and program

accessibility were strong factors that encouraged students to pursue particular streams, while
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others stressed the possibility of high remuneration and societal needs for particular occupations

(Shrum, Interview, 20OI), socioeconomic status, and quality of educators in secondary and post-

secondary school (Saskatchewan Education Respondent, Interview, 200 1 ).

6.4.1 Local Industry as a Non-F actor in Student Choice

One of the assumptions carried into this research was the sense that the employee needs

of local industry would be a signif,rcant factor in determining what prospective post-secondary

students studied, largely because of the increased likelihood of landing employment soon after

graduation. The subsequent thought was that any efforts made by planners to increase the number

of high technology firms would in turn lead to an increased enrollment in associated frelds of

study, which would further increase the demand for education in high technology fields. Brian

Stimpson, Associate Dean of Engineering at the University of Manitoba suggested that with the

exception of very large firms such as Nortel - there does not appear to be a great deal of evidence

that suggests students pursue particular fields of study based on the likelihood of finding

employment with local firms, especially as it applies to engineering. Rather, he indicated that

students entering studies in university typically look at the 'bigger picture' of national or

intemational employment, and do not assume that their worþlace will necessarily be where they

have attended university (Interview, 2001). This notion was substantiated by both Clark

(Interview, 2001), an informant from Saskatchewan (Interview, 2001) and Britton (Interview,

2001). The caveat given by both Britton (Ibid.) and Stimpson (Interview, 200i) was that

Winnipeg has no very large firms (that require very specific skills) such as Nortel that would

have this effect on students. This too may waïrant further investigation. To what extent very large

organisations impact student choices in post-secondary education could have greater or lesser
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implications for economic development initiatives, especially in regíons where there are an

abundance of large ftrms, and ones where there a dearth of them'

As we have found throughout this discussion on education, there does not appear to be

any absolutes or certainties when it comes to identifying factors that determine either

performance in or outcomes of education. In this case, the respondents suggested that there is no

one single contributing factor on which \Me can focus, underscoring just how personal is the

choice that students make, and all of the possible influences that may factor into those choices.

However, where there was consensus amongst all respondents was the issue of student interest,

and its affect on what students studied in post-secondary schooling. All suggested that it is

typically what students found most interesting in high school that went a long way in determining

whether or not they would ultimately pursue this through university (for example: Clark,

Interview,200l; Stimpson,Interview,200l;Harper,Interview,2001;Shrum,Interview,2001).

This notion was substantiated in a recent survey of graduating Manitoba secondary students,

where just over 35%o indicated that pursuing subjects of interest was their primary goal at

university (Manitoba Education and Training, 2000:16). It is this fact more than any other that we

must focus on.

6.5 The Effects of Migration on a City's Education Makeup

Though we have attempted to limit our indicators to those that focused on VC, R & D,

and education, it would be appropriate to spend a small amount of time discussing migration, its

connection to education, and its role in either helping or hindering a high technology economy'

Studies have detailed the effect that migration may have on local, regional, and national
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economies (see for example: Florida, 2000; HRDC , 1999; Global Television, 1999). Excesstve

out-migration may be harmful to local economies if those who are leaving possess more skills,

knowledge, and experience than those that remain, or migrate in. The conclusion of other

researchers suggests that more educated people are likely to move than those less educated

(Rosenfeld & Atkinson,1990:18-20), and that the more specialised a person's education and

training, the greater their geographic scope tends to be when considering a move (Luger &

Goldstein, 1997 :109). This of course has implications for planners addressing high technology

development with its attendant education demands.

Migration is important for us to acknowledge for our purposes because it may hinder or

help any efforts planners make in addressing post-secondary education in the name of the new

economy. For example, effective strategies that saw post-secondary gradtation rates in the

engineering, and natural and applied sciences increase may be rendered fruitless if those

graduates leave the City, Province, or countr¡r. Similarly, if Winnipeg's in-migration pattern

indicated that many more new residents possessed the skills that are required, there is much less

of a need to undertake those same strategies, and that energy could instead be applied elsewhere.

tr'igure 15

A Comparison of Winnipeg CMA In & Out Migration: 1996
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According to the most recent Census of Canada, the Winnipeg CMA is faring relatively

well in this regard (see Figure 15). Winnipeg had a net loss of only 80 persons age 15 and older

during the period lggl - 199682. Wliile there were net gains in some $oups of people with

certain levels of education, the one group that gained less people than it lost were those with

university degrees. There were 11,545 who left the CMA during the referenced period with a

degree, and 10, 730 who migrated in with one. This represents a net loss of 815 people (or 163

per year), though it is not possible to determine what fypes of degrees that they held. In what has

come to be a common scenario, Saskatoon fared much worse, with a net loss of 2,655 degree-

holders, while Calgary fared much better, with a net gain of 12,680 83. Whut we may conclude

from this, is that if we simply compare Winnipeg to Saskatoon, we find Winnipeg to be in a

relatively good position in terms of migration. When we compare the data to Calgary, we see

clearly that their subsequent efforts to build a new economy may abeady have been bolstered

significantly without direct effort, simply because more educated persons are moving there.

Economic development planners in metro-Manitoba must determine if the status quo provides a

sufficient base for attendant sfrategies, or if the issue of in-and out-migration needs to be

addressed, and, given its preponderance in economic affairs, it would be difficult to see how it

could be ignored. Addressing migration will be an exceptionally large task, simply because

myriad factors such as local salary levels, taxation issues, career opporhrnities, quality-ofJife,

and many other factors come into play.

Conclusion

The overall purpose of this section was to determine - in terms of education - how

'ready'metro-Manitoba is to undertake high technology activities. As we have noted prior,
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scholars have linked a region's likelihood of nurluring high technology firms to - in part - how

many people have post-secondary education in the fields of study associated with the sciences

and mathematics.

In general, we found that people in Manitoba had a lesser completion rate for high school

and for university than those in Alberta and Saskatchewan did. Specifically, we found that

Manitoba had a greater percentage of people with post-secondary education in 'high technology'

fields of sfudy compared to Saskatchewan, and a lesser percentage than Alberta. This fact was

influenced by a number of factors, including the older average age of the Manitoba population

and the types of industry found in the Province, which - according to key informants - seemingly

demand less education than industries in Alberta do. In effect, this told us more about the local

industry make-up than it did about the innate possibilities of educational achievement in the local

population. In an attempt to dig deeper, we examined how Manitoba students performed in

standardised mathematics and science testing relative to the other two provinces and found -

aside from the slight fallacy that a single test score could truly represent aptitude and potential

achievement - that Manitoba students generally performed as well as students in the other two

provinces. In spite of this, fewer students in Manitoba went on to post-secondary education, and

of those who did graduate from post-secondary education, a lesser percentage graduated with

degrees based in the mathematics, and natural and applied sciences. From this, key informants

indicated that - ability and intelligence being constant - a great number of factors influence

whether or not students go on to post-secondary education, and what fields of study they choose.

In the final analysis, Manitoba students appear just as adept at mathematics and science at the

secondary level, and the conclusion drawn from both data and key informants is that the interest
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to pursue these fields appears to be lost when it comes to post-secondary education.

Though it would be simple to suggest as some have (Author Unknown,2000a:20-2) that

'more education is needed' in metro-Manitoba, based on the frndings here, this would not

necessarily be true. Rather, we must acknowledge the views of the key informants who have

suggested that it is the lack of interest in pursuing degrees in these fields of study that is

ultimately affecting university graduation. Stimpson (Interview, 2001) noted that interest in these

fields is ultimately 'lost or found' within secondary school, and suggested that this may fall on

secondary teacher's shoulders, through no fault of their own. According to Stimpson, it is not

uncommon for secondary educators to be teaching subjects such as mathematics and science

without having the proper training or background (Ibid.), a notion also substantiated by Britton

(Interview, 2001) and a Saskatchewan education informant (Interview, 2001). The problem is

largely due to the fact that people with backgrounds in engineering, mathematics, and applied

sciences are often employable as is, and many either do not pursue further degrees in education,

while those that may, simply do not teach. This fact, and the problems stemming from it have

been officially recognised by the Saskatchewan govemment in just the past few months.

In an effort to have more educators in the workforce with specialty in (among others)

mathematics, physics, and chemistry, Saskatchewan Education will institute a bursary program in

2002 to address this very issue. Education students with a declared major in one of those fields

would qualiff for bursaries provided by school divisions (in turn provided to them through

Saskatchewan Education) while they attend university, in return for 2 years of service within that

school division. This program is also mandated to apply to existing educators who would return
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to university to upgrade their qualifications in return for guaranteed service periods (Neill,

2001:I-2). While not necessarily unique, this is a valuable plan that directly addresses the key

problem noted by the key informants. If student interest in these fields of study is indeed won or

lost in secondary school, efforts should be made to ensure that educators genuinely wish (and are

genuinely able) to teach these subjects, and that their interest is in turn transferred to students.

Clearly this would need to be a long-term commitment for the benefits to translate into increased

enrolment and graduation in certain post-secondary degrees, and a longer term commitment yet

to see how this in turn would affect any other aspects of the new economy, but it is certainly

attempting to tackle the issue at its roots. However, a program such as this again raises the issue

of whether or not subsidies of any sort are worthwhile endeavours in the long term. In this case,

we would suggest that it is worthwhile only because by doing so, we are not creating an

environment that is not capable of sustaining itself - only urging it on. Further, this program may

be effective because it does not directly remunerate educators differently based on their

qualifications (which could create unwanted equity and union problems for a service such as

education), but is instead placed as an incentive prior to service. Though this is a relatively small

program ($1 million for the 2001-2002 provincial budget), it appears to be a very valid way to

directly promote a ne,vr/ local economy. Further research that merits attention in this regard would

determine what percentage of educators in Winnipeg are instructing classes in these fields

without the proper qualifications (or interest), before considering this for metro-Manitoba.

Informants had indicated that \¡/ithin the school divisions themselves, efforts could be

undertaken to further help develop student interest both in these subject areas and in career

choices thatmay come from these subjects. In particular, both Stimpson (Interview, 2001) and
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Shrum (Interview, 2001) stressed that industry associations and other groups in Alberta have a

long-standing tradition of working with schools in terms of inhoducing students to career choices

in engineering, mathematics, and the sciences. The viewpoint of industry associations, especially

in Alberta, is that their presence in secondary schools is necessary because of assumed

employment needs in the future. To be sure, industry associations do have a presence in

Manitoba schools, but the opinion offered by Stimpson in citing the Association of Professional

Engineers and Geoscientists of the Province of Manitoba (APEGM) is that the relationship is

simply less than it is in other jurisdictions. Further review and discussion illuminates the factthat

there are few industry associations based in Winnipeg lhat are in the realm of high technology

industry. It is reasonable for us to suggest here that the efforts of planners could be well spent on

helping to build relationships that bring interested industry and education parties together in a

meaningful way.

The Minnesota High Technology Association (MHTA) is a highly functional coalition of

industries and industry personnel, who in many ways appear to mimic a planning body in their

efforts. Coalescing out of a disparate group of associations (the Minnesota High Technology

Council, the Minnesota Software Association, the Minnesota Internet Services Trades

Association, and the Upper Midwest Java Association), the MHTA represents hundreds of

companies in the state, and in addition to having a presence within the secondary education

system, typically issues position papers on matters of economic development' legislative changes,

education and educators, and other issues that relate technology development to broader public

policy. Their mandate clearly focuses on information technology, which alone will not address

the wider range of technologies and firms that we have included in our definition, but the MHTA
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represents a point of deparfure for planners in Manitoba. It is also clear that Manitoba does not

have the sheer number of high technology firms that the state of Minnesota does, but the structure

and purpose of such a body are well in line with the emphasis this research is ultimately

proposing.
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Chapter Seven

Towards a Public Policy Framework for High Technology Industrial Development

7.1, A Note to Planners Regarding the Limits of the New Economy

Our initial objective was to illuminate for the reader exactly what high technology

industries and firms are, and why they should be considered different from any other industries

and firms that have come before them. Though we have not addressed it in any detail during this

research, there is little to suggest that so-called high technology industries are any better at

solving any of the difficult problems that cities and city planners face while pursuing strategies

for this new economy. Ataminimum, the high technology economy is one that demands a highly

educated workforce, as it demands access to capital, as it demands access to knowledge obtained

through research, as it demands entrepreneurship and innovation. These five assets - as qualities

of people and places - are not distributed easily and equally to all members of society, and as

governments, industry, and other proponents of the new economy move forward in their quest for

more economic growth, it is easy to foresee that as many (if not more) vulnerable members of

society may get left behind. The poverly rate among Canadians as defined by Statistics Canada 84

has in fact increased from 13 .1% in 1979, to 17 .2o/o in 1997 , even as the much-vaunted growth in

GDP has continued for the country as a whole (Silver, 2000:1).

Second, when economies grow, land and housing prices are often soon to follow, forcing

many people out of the city due to a lack of affordable housing, possibly creating a problem that

is now worse than the one the economic growth has 'solved'. Similarly, pollution and traffic

congestion are often by-products of unfettered economic and urban growth, and while we could
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make a case that advanced knowledge industries are ones which likely create little pollution, this

doesn't necessarily negate the associated problems caused by associated economic growth- The

San Jose, California region today has been the recipient of frfty years of urban and economic

growth, and today planners face significant hurdles in undoing the 'benefits' of economic growth:

a lack of reasonably-priced housing, pollution, and increasing traffic congestion (see for example,

Newman, 200I:52-75). Our research has not delved deeply into the side effects of high

technology economic growth, but these are no less important issues for planners to face. Though

we would not go as far as to suggest that one must succeed at the expense of the other, as a

region and as a society, it may be wise to step back and decide not so much if we can promote a

new economy, but if we should, in the absence of planning for its effects fifty years from now.

7.2 Summary & Recommendations

Within our scope, this research has identified for the reader what high technology

industries and firms are, and whether they differ from more traditional firms. At the outset of

determining what is and what is not a high technology industry, the assumption was that one

could easily identify what it was that makes them distinct. Much scholarly work was done in the

1980s and 1990s that attempted - often in vain - to show us that these firms could be easily

defined by using a discrete measure (or even a combination of measures). None proved

universally accepted by the scholarly audience interested in high technology industries. Two

Canadian researchers substantially changed how high technology was even viewed, suggesting

simply that high technology industries did not exist, but high technology activities within firms

and industries did (Baldwin & Gelatly, 1998). However, the most satisfying description of what a

high technology firm / activity was found in a research paper by Chabot, where the author
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eschewed virtually all previous attempts at defìning it, and stated simply that firms known as high

technology had tendenci¿s towards large R & D expenditures, predatory competition, competitors

in each and every industry (based on degrees ofinnovation, andnot onproducts), and successive

iterations (and hence short time lines) of technological innovations. The OECD (1998) identified

microelectronics, advanced materials, and biotechnology as the three core technologies which act

as the basis for more or less each technological innovation seen in the last five years. When we

take Chabot's loose definition of high technology, and combine it with the OECD's statements,

we can in fact come to a reasonable conclusion as to what a high technology firm is, and does.

The second objective of our research was to identifu the key triggers that essentially

'make high technology go'. Planning for high technology cannot be accomplìshed by issuing

permits for f,rrms, and planners must be in a position of knowing the drivers of the new economy

before they can begin to address it. We had discussed previously that traditional firms often

sought optimal locations based on the correct mix of land, labour, and access to capital. High

technology economies often arise where we see a confluence of technological innovation,

creativity, VC, research, and highly educated persons. Though we now see examples of this in

countries such as Japan and Scotland (Silìcon Glen), and in metro-regions such as Ottawa-Hull

and Boston, Massachusetts (Route 128), the classic example of this is still Silicon Valley. Silicon

Valley grew to prominence largely because of Stanford University, its huge defence-spuned R &

D budgets, its pioneering role as an agent of technology transfer, and its willingness to adopt a

business culture that saw the development of cutting-edge firms often started together by students

and professors. VC became the final critical element in the relationship that brought these idea-

rich, cash-poor ideas to market. While there are a number of other factors that come into play, as
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this example and others reveal, it is the mix of VC, R & D activity, and the collection of people

with a technical education that are the key place-centred indicators helping build these innovative

regions.

The third objective of the research was to find out how developed these key drivers of

high technology development were in a metro-Manitoba context, situated comparatively with

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, and CaTgary,Alberta. The general method undertaken to assess

Winnipeg's potential for high technology activities was a combination of secondary data analysis,

and primary research conducted through a series of open-ended, key informant interviews. The

final objective of our research was to take what we had discovered, and make appropriate

recommendations that would be a step towards a framework with which planners and policy-

makers could conceptualise what is involved in planning for high technology firms and creating

an innovative milieux in their cities and regions.

7.3 EconomicDevelopmentwinnipeg'sLegislativeconstraints

A small, yet key aspect of our research here is to articulate what role an organisation

such as EDW could play, and the reader is drawn to the discussion in the first chapter regarding

the various roles that economic development practitioners play in urban economic development.

EDW is one of a number of planning entities that have an interest in, and hope for the creation of

an economy that is built on innovation, knowledge, and local resources. Depending on the

planning entity in question, it would have been reasonable to assign lesser or greater tasks in the

making of this new economy depending on their own particular legislative situation. We can not

reasonably propose a role here for EDW greater than facilitator, given: (1) the funding
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affangement between the City and the Province, and EDW; (2) the legislative and financial

constraints on EDW; (3) the roles played by the senio¡ levels of government in the arenas that

this research enters; and (4) the likelihood ofan organisation such as theirs actually affecting

change without similar legislative and policy-making powers.

EDW's role in Winnipeg is diverse in terms of its marketing strategies and information

sharing, but in our view here its most important competency is its ability to mobilise local people

and resources into avenues of action. Planning in this environment is tantamount to relationship

building and the subsequent steering of those relationships towards goals that are politically

achievable, non-redundant, and f,rnancially responsible. Creating parlnerships where none existed

will be a long-term and invaluable process in building a high technology future for Winnipeg and

metro-Manitoba.

Recommendation #1 Establish Key PartnershiPs

The first and likely most important recommendation that can be proposed here is one

which would require conceptualisation before any of the other recommendations could be dealt

with in a rational and strategic manner. While we are hesitant to suggest that another institutional

/ organisational structure be constituted to deal with an issue, the reality is that there is a need to

form some sort of fixed or fluid coalition to represent the public interest, and other groups, to

actually address these recommendations. There is in existence in Manitoba today a number of

non-profit groups, govemment departments, research organisations, operating agencies, and

interested persons who are all in their own way attempting to deal with a piece of the high

technology ptzzle. To demonstrate this, Table 3 (see below) indicates some of the noteworthy
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organisations and to what extent they appear to focus on the aspects of the high technology

conundrum that we have identified as important. An 'x' indicates that their stated mandate

addresses some of these key issues, technologies, and indicators.

Table 3 Existing Manitoba Organisations Involved in the Promotion of a High Technology Economy

SMARTpark 85

Economic Innovation and Technology Council 87 X X X

Smart Wlnnipeg 88

---__:,_"

From the hindsight gained through this research, these goups - through their visions,

mandates and activities - may be unable to focus on the issue of high technology as broadly as it

has been investigated here. By this, we refer to our definition of high technology as necessarily

addressing (1) the three core technologies introduced at the outset ofthis research, and (2) what

we have defined as some of the key needs for (and measures of) innovative industry, such as R &

D propensity, the use of and exposure to VC, and an educated and technologically-sophisticated

population. Some organisations such as MIN and Smart Winnipeg appeü too sector-focused

(expending their energies almost exclusively on the development and promotion of the

information technology sector), while Smart Winnipeg (the Cyber Village) and the SMARTpark

Development Corporation (SMARTpark) appear to be more process-focused (where their goals

are oriented towards the creation of industrial dishicts). We are not suggesting that any of these

organisations are not effective bodies in planning for change, but they each exist to serve a

particular purpose, and their purpose is not necessarily ours.
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Our planning mode here suggests that any coalition of interests that is formed attempt to

address the issue ofhigh technology broadly (as opposed to focused), view the factors and actors

as part of a non-hierarchical web, wherever it is possible to do so (as opposed to assigning value,

and interacting with them independent of each other), and resist the temptation to subsidise the

relocation of new business enterprises. We know that planning for high technology involves

recognition that innovative thought, human capacity for invention, and a strong knowledge base

are the core needs of a city in this case. However, many attempts have been made by policy-

makers and planners where high technology activities are transplanted into urban areas with the

expectation that growth will be inevitable, but - the RTP notwithstanding - this rarely is the case

(Cooke, 2001:37).

As an example of our suggested approach, simply proposing an education strategy that

graduates more people with computer science certificates, diplomas, and degrees from local

colleges and universities is singular, and represents a means to an end. From our vantage point,

we would propose that this group seek strategies that promote a science-based education as a

starting point, but without a fixed outcome. We are not proposing to solve employment problems

as much as we are proposing to develop a local milieux based on knowledge and the innovative

capacity of individuals and their institutions. Similarly, we would not discuss VC as a facet of the

local financial system, and we would not speak of it only in terms of 'having more VC'. Rather,

we would view it as one of the key lubricants of the new economy, one embedded with links to

the entrepreneurial communify, the people within it, and the products of the R & D sector. R & D

similarly can't be discussed without addressing the question of who is providing the R & D

funding, whether the students of today will be the researchers of tomorrow, and who will
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ultimately turn that R & D into the innovations that society values'

Such a coalition should be conscripted with an advisory and advocacy status, as opposed

to having legislative and financial capacities. We argue this because of the revealed nature of the

indicators that we have studied, and the apparent role-entrenchment found in their institutions,

modes of delivery, secrecy, and bureaucracies. In the case of R & D, the senior levels of

government, the business community, and the higher education sector, a17 carry significant weight

in determining the R & D character of metro-Manitoba, but all have considerably different

agendas, roles, and powers. As we discussed earlier, the federal government plays a very large

role (strategically and financially) in Canadian science and technology policy, and there may

realistically be little that a local organisation could do except to lobby for the affecting ofpolicies

that would direct R & D resources towards the Winnipeg region. Similarly, in the example of

education, the Province alone holds sway over policy, planning and curriculum development,

while the school divisions, schools, and individual educators are the sole deliverers of the

programs. We can see no legislative role here that would change this fact. Finally, firms in

volatile industries view R & D as a basic business investment, and their actions are predicated on

their beliefs in the value of R & D more than their willingness to do so. Promoting these efforts is

a satisfactory aim in this case.

We should not overly concern ourselves with changing these power shuctures, as much

as we should try to bring these interests together and strategise a common goal that benef,rts the

region. Any coalition that is struck should include representation from the organisations,

agencies, departments, and firms which now do their work within the realms of secondary and
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post-secondary education, research, VC, and economic development. EDW may have diff,rculty

in finding co-operation amongst the business-led R & D sector and VC industry in metro-

Manitoba. Skills will be required to encourage representatives from these two groups, who - in

the course of this research - gave the impression that their role in high technology development

did not necessitate significant partnering and goal-making.

Recommendation #2 Identify the New Economy tr'irms in the Region

As a precursor to further recommendations, there is a distinct need for EDW to develop

and execute a method to identifii how many high technology firms are in existence in the

Winnipeg CMA. As we noted throughout this research, this research did not endeavour to

categorically identify those fîrms within Winnipeg that we would consider to be 'high

technology', largely because researchers have moved away from this type of research. We noted

previously the problems involved in categorically identifying entire firms as being 'high

technology'. We have identified and measured some of the key factors in high technology

development, but we have not identified the firms currently here. This is necessary because,

although we have been able to identifu traditional industry strengths, and existing R & D

strengths, planners would be wise to investigate if Winnipeg has developed a likewise significant

amount of any particular high technology firms. To this end, we will suggest here that EDW

incorporate at a minimum the working definition of high technology f,trms espoused here and,

using their existing lnowledge bases, develop methods to identiff how many firms meet this

criteria. It may be of value to inquire if other cities have been successful in creating a method to

gather this information, and if it meshes with our definitions.
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7.4 Winnipeg's Venture Capital Market

To sum up, our research found that a city or region's VC market is a key factor in the

development of a high technology economy. High technology f,rrms are often those which have

diff,rculty in a6racting start-up capital through traditional mechanisms such as banks, and VC may

thus be the only source of capital for f,irms of this nature. Our findings on this indicator's health

in Winnipeg were in some ways expected, and in some ways surprising' Winnipeg's VC industry

is relatively insular, in that it is concentrated among two large LSVCC funds, fuelled by local

investors who receive a significant tax credit from both senior levels of government. There are

not a significant amount of funds coming from outside of the Province into Winnipeg firms.

While informants suggested that the Manitoba VC market is generally considered to have a good

infrastructure relative to a province such as Alberta (Falconer, Interview, 2001), it is tainted by

the fact that a greatdeal of funds are invested in firms that are not considered high technology in

their orientation. This clearly reflects one of two things. First, there is the possibility that the

managers of these funds face barriers to investing in high technology firms. This may be due to

what one informant suggested was a lack of awareness on the part of VC managers as to what

constitutes true high technology activities (Johnson, Interview, 2001)' Second, this may reflect

the fact that there simply are not enough local high technology firms to invest in, though it is

unlikely that this is a dominant factor, as we shall see'

Recommendation #3 tr'ocus on Niche Funds

The fact that there is in existence today the Manitoba Science and Technology Fund

Limited Partnership and the Western Life Sciences Fund (which is headquartered and managed

out of Winnipeg), and that the ENSIS Growth Fund Limited has made clear their intention to
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develop Life Sciences and Technology-specific funds, suggests that there are a number of high

technology firms in the City, or there is the expectation that there will be. Judgíng by the VC

funds in existence above, and our other findings, it is also likely that a great many of them are

based in the life or medical sciences. We noted earlier that niche funds are necessary in

Winnipeg's VC market. For our purposes, these funds are the most important aspect of the local

VC market, and are either very under-capitalised or are not yet in operation. EDW, and any

coalitions that they form, must identify how they may play a role in the successful capitalisation

of these funds. The suggestion put forth here is that EDW should utilise their presence in the

Winnipeg business community and aid in the promotion of these funds in an effort to ensure their

capitalisation.

Recommendation #4 Discover llidden Sources of Venture Capital

'More VC' was in the statements of each key informant interviewed as it relates to the

Winnipeg market. Pension funds are - next to the chartered Canadian banking systems - the

holders of the greatest amount of wealth in Canada today. Money from pension funds is invested

in a great many ventures, including real estate, stocks, and bonds, and they are invested in the

perceived name of safety. Contributing to VC funds has not been a high priority for Canadian

pension fund managers since the early 1980s, when less than adequate returns left some

managers wary of further investing. This attitude largely remains today, in spite of the returns

experienced in many VC deals. This culfure is the antithesis of the U.S., where 50% of all VC

funds are composed ofpension fund resources. In Canada, the corresponding 1998 figure is

closer to 60/o (Author Unknown, 2000b:3). The reasons for this can be distilled down to the

previously noted issue in the 1980s, a general perception that VC investing is not in the interest
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ofpension fund investors, the perception that there are not enough resources (personnel) in

pension funds management to devote to the hands-on method of VC investing, and the potential

bad publicity as a result of possible losses (Author Unknown, I999a:27-33). In a word, fear.

However, such fear can be potentially calmed by the pooling of funds, and placement into the

portfolios of existing VC managers who are well versed in VC investing. We will recommend

here that EDW or a new coalition identifo pension funds in metro-Manitoba (and Canada) that

are not currently investing in venture-type situations, and we will further recommend that any

coalition stage meetings with pension fund representatives in order to begin an exchange of ideas'

Recommendation #5 Free VC Funds from Geographic Restrictions

Numerous informants suggested fhalCanada's system ofpersonal taxation seriously

negates both the ability and desire of many people to invest in higher-risk ventures. It is

anticipated that any efforts (other than lobbying) undertaken by EDW or any coalition to

reasonably effect changes to the provincial or federal system ofpersonal taxation would be

fruitless. However, LSVCCs were created to encourage local investment while offering the

investor a signif,rcant investment tax credit. We noted previously that legislation dictates that

funds must be disbursed within certain time frames, and that this has caused some questionable

investing. Further, the legislation that gave rise to the LSVCC funds (which currently dominate

Manitoba's VC market) dictate that a very small percentage of these funds may be invested

outside of the Province. Depending on the performance of the Manitoba firms receiving

investment, this may seriously negate the ability of these funds to create significant profits. While

\Me are not advocating a significant change to this system - assuming a lack of worthwhile local

investments - allowing a greater percentage of these funds to be invested where investment sense
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dictates, may in turn create more profit (assuming the foreign investments were wise). This in

turn may create more wealth for the individual Manitoba investor, which may lead to more local

investment in the long term. The secondary effect of this would be that the local LSVCC industry

would in turn be able to acquire more wealth on its own.

Recommendation #6 ldentify Winnipeg's Angel Investors

Numerous key informants within the VC industry had suggested to us that VC firms and

funds saw little need in actually pursuing investment opporlunities, as there were always more

opporfunities coming forward than there were funds available to invest. However, informants

also suggested that the quality of many proposals coming to them v/ere suspect. We would

suggest here that VC firms could be brought closer into the innovation mix by working directly

with entrepreneurs, in potentially identiffing innovative technology opportunities, and helping to

develop new firms far in advance of actual capitaTrequirements. As Falconer (Interview, 2001)

and Aiello (Interview, 2001) both noted, traditional venture capitalists (angel investors) 89 
are

typically industry experts more than they are money experts, having earned fortunes in a given

industry. Their greatest strength is often the ability to adequately assess the likelihood of success

and failure prior to invesfment. 'We 
suggest here that EDW and any coalition formed begin to

identify angel investors and entrepreneurs with technology interests, and establish a forum where

these two groups may better relate.

7.5 Metro-Manitoba's R & D Sector

At the outset, we attempted to understand the role of R & D in helping to create high

technology firms, and determine how planners could affect any sort of change. The research
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specifrcally sought to determine how the performance of local R & D may be linked to the

development of new ideas, inventions, and the creation of new, high technology firms. This was

achieved by examining the dominant 'roles' performed by the federal and provincial

governments, local industry, and the Province's foremost research university, the University of

Manitoba.

In general terms, we discovered that R & D as performed by the federal government in

Manitoba has been reduced dramatically with the curtailment of activities at the AECL site in

Pinawa, Manitoba. Independent of this fact, federally-performed R & D was viewed by most

informants as having little applicability to the direct creation of novel inventions and processes,

and has little transferability to entrepreneurs who may in turn commercialise these findings

through the aegis of start-up companies. One of the exceptions to this norm is the NRC and its

role (as part of its larger mandate) in helping to develop new technologies and firms through their

technology transfer mechanism. This research determined that the NRC facility in Saskatoon was

considerably more successful than its Winnipeg counterpart in helping to develop ne* firms 90.

In fairness, a good part of the reason for this success lies outside of the NRC, and can be found in

Saskatoon's research history, and its many programs, personnel, and structures focused on

biotechnology.

The provincial government of Manitoba has avery limited role in R & D, both as a

performer and in other ways as well. Though we have established that govemment R & D tends

to have little applicability in the development of new firms, the Manitoba government conducts a

very small amount of R & D, as compared to both Saskatchewan and Alberta. Manitoba has as of
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yet no explicit policy with respect to the encouragement of R & D, and the lone policy tool in use

is a R & D tax credit. We debated earlier the usefulness of a single tax credit to essentially lower

the cost of doing R & D, and the associated perils.

Recommendation #7 A Very Taxing Problem

Given its limited revenue streams, we support the Government of Manitoba's contention

that R & D is best encouraged through this tax credit, but the suggestion being put forth here is

that the tax credit become more reflective of the actualities of local R & D. The Manitoba

government provides a 75%o tax credit to firms conducting R & D in Manitoba, which combines

with a federal tax credit to produce a tax advantage that many countries cannot match. In spite of

this, metro-Manitoba has not developed into the R & D hub likely envisioned by policy-makers.

Given that informants in both the VC and R & D sector have suggested that local strengths in

industry often parlay into strong research strengths, we would suggest here that the Manitoba

government review this situation, and modify what may be a 'scatter-gun' approach, and increase

the credit for firms that are:

(3)

actually based in Manitoba, which we think would at least begin to stop the

exporting of knowledge 91;

based in technologies which have a strong history in, and thus greater likelihood
of success in, the local economy; and,

small and medium-sized, to aid those firms that may wish to conduct R & D but
who are unable to do so.

(1)

(2)

Regarding the second aspect of this recommendation, our research found existing
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research and industry strengths in both agriculture and medicine. Increasing the allowable tax

deduction for firms conducting R & D in those fields has two bases for justification. First, we are

providing subsidy for firms that are based in Winnipeg and Manitoba, as opposed to artificially

enticing firms that may not be here for any other reason than an atlractive tax credit. Further,

given that the industry in question has a strong history in Manitoba, any results of this R & D

may be more easily commercialised locally, given that there is an extant business milieux

(support frrms, legal services, etcetera) that understands the subtletìes ofthe agricultural and

medical / life sciences industries. Regarding the third point, informants have suggested that R &

D in Manitoba was dominated by very large firms, but that there is a distinct need for firms of all

sizes in highly-competitive industries to undertake R & D. Both Strang (Interview, 200i) and

Hamblin (Interview, 2001) had indicated that small firms in Manitoba generally do not have a

true appreciation for the benefits that can be seen through the performance of R & D, and while

alone will not solve this dilemma, the manipulation of this tax credit to favour small firms in this

respect may begin to address this problem.

The role of universities in economic development became a matter of great interest to

economic geographers around the time that Stanford University began spawning high technology

fìrms in the 1970s, and interest has remained constant since. Accordingly, we attempted to

determine the role of university-performed R & D in Manitoba, and the potential this research

may afford economic development planners. We discovered that universityJed R & D is more

predominant (as a percentage of all R & D performed) in metro-Manitoba than in all other

provinces in Canada, except Saskatchewan, and that nearly 60%o of all R & D performed is in the

medical and life sciences. Further, both the key informants and existing literature suggested that
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university R & D offers the most potential for the development of new firms' Historically, a

university's raison d'être is not the development of companies, but the dissemination of

knowledge. This often presents an ideal opportunity where innovations and inventions require a

company or entrepreneur (from within or outside of the university) to commercialise this

knowledge. It is at this confluence where we ale most likely to see the mixing of ideas'

entrepreneurs, and VC turn into new firms'

Earlier, we examined the NRC and its success in spinning off new f,rrms, and noted that

only four firms have been developed directly from research at the NRC in Winnipeg' through

their technology transfer mechanism (and that only two of those firms are based in Winnipeg)'

The U of M,s UILO office is similar in intent to the NRC, in that it attempts to take research

findings and develop them into licensed technologies or new firms' By sheer numbers alone' the

UILO is more successful than the NRC in this task. Nine firms have been established through

their office, and another four are in the process of starting-up through their Venture Box proglam

92.Tî"UILO exists solely to exploit and commercialise technologies and inventions that come

from research conducted at the U of M'

Recommendation #8 Rethink the Industry Liaison Function

The UILO at the U of M represents the 'business face' of the university, and by

extension, it represents the U of M's presence at this nexus of innovation, VC, and

entrepreneurship that we have discussed. However, key informants had suggested earlier that

there is a genuine lack of understanding as to what the UILO does, and how it fits in to the bigger

picture of technology commercialisation in the City of Winnipeg (Johnson,Interview,2001;
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Hamblin, Interview, 2001). The recommendation put forth here is that the UILO's success rate

may be increased, and their regional presence made more purposeful if it became more reflective

of an organisation that existed for the benefit of all research undertaken in metro-Manitoba where

there is a possibility for commercialisation.

Earlier in this research, we discussed a private fìrm, University Technologies

International Incorporated. (JTI), based in Calgary. UTI provides a for-fee service to all

researchers, fulfilling all of the functions that the UILO does (licensing, patenting, access to

capital, commercialisation-potential reviews). The fundamental distinction of course is that they

are not limited to servicing one universify. Their clients include other universities, research

hospitals, and any other person or organisation with research findings that have commercial

potential. The UILO could become a true regional business development agent that

commercialised the research findings of the U of M, the St. Boniface Research Centre, the

limited R & D-based findings of the universities of Brandon and Winnipeg, and others. Existing

small and medium-sized firms in metro-Manitoba who are underlaking R & D, and who may

have a technology with commercial potential (or may have purchased the rights to one) may also

not have access to these specialised services, and may benefit greatly from this type of business

structure.

Recommendation #9 Become an R & D Broker

One of the issues that this research discovered was that R & D is most-often undertaken

by very large firms with seemingly unlimited financial resources. However, we know that R & D

is considered (by Chabot and others) to be a basic function of all firms who are found in highly
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competitive industries, especially industries such as software development which tend to have

exceptionally short product time-lines, and constant product iterations. Our research also

discovered that key informants within the R & D realm felt that Winnipeg had many such small

firms, but that the 'culture' of these firms was not oriented towards R & D as a basic business

function. Further, one of the great hurdles that many small firms face - independent of desire - is

the ability to acfually conduct R & D, as the costs associated with full-time facilities, researchers,

and equipment may be onerous for many. According to Jayas (Interview, 2001), the U of M

undertakes research-for-fee for approximately 100 firms; many of which are based in Winnipeg'

What we suggest here is that the previously-noted coalition take alead role, and essentially act as

an R & D broker between researchers and research departments at the U ofM on the one side,

and small, innovative fìrms that seek to undertake R & D, on the other. There is also a need to

identify and encourage those firms in the business community who may see value in, and would

benefit Íïom, an R & D arangement such as we have articulated above. Caution is urged here as

we do not know the extent to which the various research departments within the U of M have

either the desire or the time to increase the amounts of research-for-fee arrangements they

undertake. Further discussion is warranted between the U of M and EDW to determine this and

other facets of the U of M's potential role before proceeding.

7.6 Education in Manitoba

Our research attempted to discover if metro-Manitoba possessed a labour force that was

prepared to undertake innovative and high technology activities. Research ofthis nature presents

a greatchallenge to scholars, and it is doubtful that any one or two education indicators can truly

satisfu the research objective in this case. Through data analysis we determined that in general
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the population is statistically 'less educated' than both Saskatchewan and Alberta. This is so

because of Manitoba's relatively poor high school completion rates, number of persons with a

diploma or certificate, and number of persons with a university degree. Key informants suggested

that there were two key contributing factors here; that the average age of the work force was

older (suggesting that less education was needed in the past), and that both the diversity and

positive performance of the Manitoba economy allowed many to eschew post-secondary

education in favour of employment. However, in analysing statistical data focusing on the

percentage of persons with degrees considered amenable to high technology activities, Manitoba

fared generally better than Saskatchewan and generally worse than Alberta.

Results of the most recent SAIP were employed to determine if Manitoba secondary

students were scoring below or above both Saskatchewan and Alberta's children in mathematics

and sciences. Though we should be cautious of basing any action on a single test score, in general

Manitoba students performed near enough to students flom the other two provinces to suggest

that they were fundamentally 'equal'. In an attempt to connect this factor with university

education, we analysed university graduation rates in key fields of study. We learned that

Manitoba fared generally better in this regard than did Saskatchewan, and generally worse than

Alberta. Though not expected outcomes of the research, key informants suggested that neither the

needs of local industry, nor the performance of secondary students, has a direct effect on what

secondary students pursue in post-secondary education. A great number ofother factors (socio-

economic status, parental and peer influence, student interest) affect the education choices of

students, and specifically, the desire of the student to pursue subjects of interest was given

considerable weight by secondary data and informants.
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It would be easy at this point to simply recommend a raft of programs that boosted

student performance in mathematics and sciences as a remedy to this problem, but these would be

recommendations that did not arise out of the research findings. The actual f,rndings of our

research do not necessarily suggest that 'more' is needed, or that students must improve their

performance. Given its weight as a determining factor in post-secondary education choices, there

is a need for us to discuss recommendations which would maximise student interest, with the

hope that it leads to increased post-secondary enrolment in these fields. There appears to be no

quick fîx here, but informants suggested that a student's interest in a particular subject matter is

either won or lost in secondary school, and the problem should begin to be addressed at this

point.

Both Britton (Interview, 2001) and an informant from the Saskatchewan education

system (Interview, 200 1) have suggested that their respective provinces have struggled to ensure

that secondary educators who teach in mathematics and sciences have the appropriate

background to teach it effectively, and thus develop student interest. The reality ofthe secondary

school system in many parts of Canada is that it is difficult to entice those with a degree in

mathematics or sciences to become educators, often because people with degrees in those fields

are employable without the Education portion of a combined degree. An informant within the

Saskatchewan Education system has described the extent of this problem throughout the Prairies

and northern Ontario as " chronic and significant", and that it exists in urban as well as rural

areas (Saskatchewan Education Respondent, Interview, 200 1 ).
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Recommendation #10 Teach the Teachers

'What we would first suggest in this regard is a program that is in some ways related to

the initiative that the Saskatchewan govemment will introduce 1n 2002. Saskatchewan Education

has set aside $1 million dollars for a program that - among many other things 93 - offers pre-

service bursaries to 5 post-secondary Education students peÍyear, which are provided to students

with a declared major in certain mathematics and science-related fields of study. The bursaries

are provided to offset the costs ofthe degree pursuit and, in return, graduating educators must

provide two years of service within the granting school division. The findings of our research

suggest however that such an initiative would need to be much more focused than the

Saskatchewan example, and yet broader in its delivery 94. W" will argue here that such a program

is necessary, but in the context of our research should only focus on the delivery of pre-service

bursaries in mathematics and sciences in exchange for return service. The initiative proposed by

Saskatchewan Education provides a pool of money that school divisions apply for and, upon

receipt, administer. There are no provisions that ensure that the most needy school divisions

apply for this; it is an option available to school divisions only if they see value in it. We would

therefore suggest that such an initiative in Manitoba be run through a Province-wide body such as

the Department of Education, Training, and Youth, which would be entrusted to ensure its

delivery to each school division and school where the need exists.

We can foresee that this sofi of recommendation would likely face resistance at some

levels simply because the costs associated with it are direct, and the results accruing from it may

be decidedly indirect. Further, it may be a number of years before we would be able to see any

concrete results, and even then, they would reveal themselves at the post-secondary level. In our
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discussions with key informants in the education field, the synopsis was that it is difficult to cite

causal relationships between extemal factors and student performance. In this vein, critics may

argue that such a program may or may not achieve its expected outcomes, and if it does, it may

have more to do with other attendant factors than it does an expensive progfam. This hypothetical

concern may be valid, but if student interest is indeed a weighty factor in post-secondary

enrolment, the societal and economic costs associated with not attempting initiatives may be

greater.

Recommendation #11 Promote Self-Directed Learning

The second recommendation that we are putting forth here is that school-initiated courses

(SIC) and student-initiated projectr 95 
lSn¡ must be better promoted - or perhaps mandated as

part of the curriculum - to secondary students, and at a formative age. If student interest is a key

factor, allowing students the opportunities to satisfy academic curiosities may reap long-term

rewards. Two of the key informants interviewed noted that secondary schools and students within

Manitoba have the opportunity to pursue SICs and SIPs, respectively, but that neither is well-

promoted within many schools and school divisions in Manitoba (McFarlane, Interview, 2001;

Britton, Interview, 2001). Much of this is atlributed to the fact that the onus is on educators to

develop and monitor the courses on top of often-hectic existing work schedules, while some can

be attributed to our earlier fînding that there are many secondary educators teaching mathematics

and sciences without the proper backgrounds, and may thus not feel entirely comfortable

designing courses in these subject areas. (McF arlane, Interview, 200 1 )'

There were 1,264 SIP courses and 55 SIP 96 courses approved by the Department of
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Education, Training, and Youth for the 2000-2001 school year. Of the 1,264 SIC,109 SIC were

related to either mathematics or natural and applied sciences, with the vast majority relating to

multi-media computer work, and internet publishing. Of the 55 SIP courses, three were related;

two in advanced internet usage, and one in advanced science (Manitoba Education, Training, and

Youth, 2000:1-48). It is clear from these datathalthe SIC mechanism is not one that is currently

oriented towards mathematics and sciences, nor do students appear to initiate many credit courses

through the SIP mechanism. According to McFarlane (Interview, 2001) the SIPs are often sought

out and undertaken by the brightest of students, but the lack of SIPs is more attributable to a lack

of promotion for the student who has the initiative, but either does not have the guidance or the

confidence to pursue this further.

7.7 Regrets

The recommendations produced in this chapter were in direct response to the objectives

of the research, and the questions that those objectives produced. As a result, the successful

application of these recommendations may produce some positive results in metro-Manitoba's

education, R & D, and VC sectors, and these in turn will (1) hopefully orient planners and groups

with an interest in high technology development towards common goals, and (2) help in the

development of locally-created high technology firms. These recommendations will not however

turn Winnipeg and metro-Manitoba into a high technology utopia: this research and these

recommendations are but a corner of a larger collage. Discovering the bounds of Winnipeg's

innovative milieux, and developing a fully-realised public policy fiamework, is out of the reach

of research such as this. While we focused our efforts on three key indicators of high technology

health - which we feel suitably framed a capacily for innovative activities - we have not in fact
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7.8

come to know the true health of high tecbnology in Winnipeg as we had hoped. There are far too

many aspects of society, education, human interest, and economy that this research was unable to

adequately cover. For example, we have not adequately addressed the entrepreneurial charactet

of the region in question, nor have we fully analysed the current structure of high technology

industry in Winnipeg. These two examples, and others, require full investigation before

researchers could adequately prepare a true public policy framework.

Considerations F or Further Research

We have identified, throughout this research, where there exists a need for further

research, and we will not expand on those particularities here. Some we expect will be

undertaken by EDW as they move towards their aims, and we hope that some will be addressed

by future researchers. The nature of case study method creates a demand on the researcher to

conduct an in-depth investigation into a single phenomenon, while incorporating the myriad

factors that impact on the subject of the case study. In doing so, we may focus too closely on too

few variables. It would be worthwhile for future researchers to challenge this problem with a

different research strategy. The work of Atkinson (2001) represents a good framework to begin

with, though further research for planners would need to be considerably more in-depth to tap the

roots of the issues. Similarly, an excellent option for future research would be a geographically-

comprehensive study of high technology indicators in a Canada-wide context. Space and time

limitations did not allow us to situate meho-Manitoba outside of a Prairie-region context, and it is

likely that we would have gained a better appreciation for Winnipeg's particular situation if we

had widened the lens.
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'While we did begin to address the role that migration plays in determining a region's

suitability to undertake high technology activities, we did not explore it to the extent that we

would have liked. There is at present a dearth of statistical data that illuminates exactly who is

leaving the region and province, and who is entering. It is important that planners dealing with

high technology know how many educated persons we are losing. We do know that during one

five-year period, the Winnipeg CMA lost more persons with degrees than it gained, but that is

where it ends. Research that will be of value will study this phenomena over a much longer

period of time, and will attempt to determine the exact education and knowledge that migtants

take with them when they leave and when they arrive.

Conclusion

The raw materials that orchestrated the ebb and flow of old economies do not orchestrate

the new economy. Far from it in fact. As we discussed at the outset, industries and industry

development were often predicated on the availability of and accessibility to raw materials

considered crucial to the production process. Firms therefore located and urban economies grew

where access to these raw materials were either most abundant or cheapest. And as we saw: coal,

steel, and the rise of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. We should remember however that the classic land

(proximity and price), labour (skilled and cost-effective), and capital (financial) mix that

economies such as these were based on has shifted, but it has not left us. Indeed, we are still very

much concemed with land (vibrant urban centres), labour (educated and innovative), and capital

(human, research, and venture). As we see now: Stanford University, VC, and the rise of Silicon

Valley.
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Economic place makers must too understand these shifts from brawn to brain, from

standardised to innovative, from water supply to R & D, from capital to human capital, and

develop further strategies outside of the ones noted here that may help develop their local

economies. Strategies aimed at business recruitment were (and are) ones that attempted to

artificially lower the cost of doing business through properly tax holidays, subsidized water and

sewer rates, and other techniques. Lower cost is simply not as important to many of the modern

industries we have discussed (see for example: Armington, 1986:3;Beck, 1995:6, Knight,

1995:26).As Devol noted, the San Francisco region is the most expensive location in America in

which to do business, yet it remains the undisputed "high technology champion" (1999:14).

Software firms have almost no locational restrictions, yet as Castells noted, a full20%o of all U.S.

soffware firms are located in California (1989:66). Something is certainly keeping them there'

Planners who deal in effective strategies are realizing that high technology firms are

often 'willing to pay the price' to be in highly innovative and exciting centres. They have begun

to let go of policies and promotions that emphasize the low cost of doing business in a locality,

and are beginning to re-formulate policies that address education and skills for current and future

citizens (Atkinson, 2001:2). Economic development practitioners will have to decide if they want

to continue to subsidise business relocations, or if they wish to altract and keep highly educated

people and have the firms follow them. This has great implications for those who can and do

have an impact on the quality of life in metro-Manitoba. Cultural amenities, a diversity of

lifestyle choices, high quality living areas and quality restaurants are now of central importance

in creating the conditions that keep our educated people at home (Markusen, Hall, & Glasmeier,

1986:17 4; Florida, 2000:1 1). Indeed, place matters as much now as it ever did.
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End Notes

I For the purposes ofthis research, the term high technology is used interchangeably with the terms advanced

technology and advanced knowledge.

2 The ,new economy' is a somewhat loose term that is employed by various researchers. In general terms, it refers to

an economy based on new types ofactivities, firms, and industries, and can incorporate new modes ofbusiness

organisation and philosophies. In the context ofthis research, it is used interchangeably with the phrase high

technology economy.

3 In the context of this research, the word 'firm' refers to an individual business, while 'industry' refers to the

aggregate sum of those hrms.

4 This refers to the notion of clustering: the massing of like industries proximate to human resources and ancillary

services that represent an important infrãshucture for such industry (Leborgne &Lipietz, 1988). These types of
industries, theii workforces ánd their inter-firm dynamics have often-profound locational propensities, that have often

tended to favour some cities and regions over others.

5 A business enterprise consisting of widely diversified companies.

6 patent costs and other start-up expenditures result in excessive pricing to recoup costs. Profits are reinvested in R &
D to streamline products and processes, or to invent new ones. Employment growth is aftendant, and typically features

the hiring of skiiled p..sonnei and managerial staff (Chapman & Walker, 1987:1 1 I ; Markusen, Hall, & Glasmeier,

1986:41).

7 At thisjuncture, firms typically standardise production and locate where the costs ofproduction (especially labour)

are lower. Employment growth stiil occurs, but only in managerial and sales personnel (Markusen, Hall, & Glasmeier,

1986:42-3).

8 Cost-cutting is a response to profit loss or an attempt to earn market share. Oligopolies are formed when competing

firms collude for the purpose of restricting ouþut, hence raising prices (Markusen, Hall, & Glasmeier, 1986:43)

9 Acceptable rates of return can no longer be achieved. Imports have penetrated the intensely competitive market,

and new innovations and fìrms have begun to replace the need for the product / firm altogether' As a result, many firms

are forced to close their doors (Massey & Meegan, 1982:22). Should this occur, production of a product often becomes

concentrated in a few locations, typically those with the lowest production costs, and the fîrm may also undergo

product diversification in order to survive (Markusen, Hall, & Glasmeier, 1986:44).

10 The term growth pole refers to what Amos (1996:9) describes as an "integrated industrial complex", which is

described as u 
"oncentrution 

of¡elated industry groups, led by one propulsive industry. This term should not be

confused with the term 'growth centre', a high growth region, which in Richardson's estimation is the geographic

manifestation of a growth pole (1978:164).

1 1 Neo-classical economic growth theory postulates that national economies with regional economic distress would

eventually retum to a state oi equilibrium under the guise of 'factor mobility', which is essentially the movement of
people (labour) and investment (capital) to areas of economic need.

1 2 In this case, periphery does not necessarily refer to a rural area. Instead, it refers to regions that have few economic

relationships with the growth centres.

13 In fact, the bulk of federal war-needs contracts went to eastern-U.S. firms (Saxenian ,7994:21).

14 Venture capital is a term which refers to the investment of money into a firm in exchange for fìrm equity.

15 According to the U.S. Bureau of the Census (1959, 1963), the region's employment base was concentrated in

declining low-technology and low-wage manufacturing industries, with only 3.3% of employment occurring in high-

technology sectors, compared to the national average of 10.3%.

1 6 A research park is ". . .a high-quality, low-density physical development whe¡e there is significant interaction

between academics, researchers involved in research and product development, and commercial organisations and

entrepreneurs"(Blakely,1994:310)Further,theytypicallyhaveastrong"roleinaidingthetransferoftechnologyand
business skills between the university and industry tenants" (www.siue.edu,1999). A research park is a real-estate
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End Notes (continued)

venture, and may be a non-profit or for-profit entity that may or may not be owned or managed by a university (Ibid.).

l7 This is not to suggest that VC is not an applicable source offinancing to all industries, because indeed it is. In

advanced high technology regions, it is simply that there have been so many innovative firms using VC that it has come

to be identified so closely with these types of firms.

18 VC activity in most indusrrialised countries is a highly metropolitan, and highly concentrated phenomena, and this

is true in the case of Manitoba. Winnipeg accounts for approximately 90%-95% of all VC activity in the Province, with

a very small percentage taking place in smaller urban centres such as Portage la Prairie, and Brandon (Aiello,

Interview, 2001; Bicknell, Interview, 2001; Johnson, Interview, 2001; Falconer, Interview, 2001).

19 To further place both Winnipeg and Canada in the proper context, the projected amount invested by U'S' VC firms

in 2000 (based on first quarter projections) was $90 billion (Kennedy, 2000:D8) Indeed, a sìngle firn in Silicon Valley

- 'Greylock' currently has S2.2 billion under management (Tumer, 2001:64)

20 To be eligible for additional tax credits f¡om the federal govemment, The fund's managers must abide by rules to

guarantee a fèderal tax credit to investors. Investments must be geared towards small and medium-sized enterprises

(SV¡'Ð with assets of $50 million or less, and the investor must hold the investment for a minimum of eight years

(Horsman, 1996:113)

2l It is important to note that the lack of a provincial tax credit for LSVCC investing does not infer that investments

by any individuals do not occur. Year 2000 contributions to the VC pool in Alberta by individuals constituted 5'lV" of
all new funds raised, largely through the auspices of private, independent funds'

22 Crocts Investment Fund Limited is by far the largest VC fund in the Province, accounting for $200 million in

capital (Crocus recently purchased Vision Capital Fund, which added to Crocus' previous portfolio value of$170

million) ENSIS Growth Fund Limited is also a substantial source of capital, accounting for $40 million.

23 The traditional sector as defined by the report's authors includes manufacturing, construction, and miscellaneous'

24 It is important to note that many VC organisations do not make public their actual investments. These three

represent the Winnipeg based firms that do.

25 EKG Solutions Incorporated, Modem Digital Communications Incorporated, Momentum Healthware, NIR-VIVO,

SpectraWorks Incorporated, Vansco Elecfronics, Websar Laboratories.

26 IMRIS Incorporated, Bioforma Research & Consulting Incorporated, Biovar Life Support Incorporated, Diaspec,

eZedia Incorpo.ated, Onlin. Enterprises Incorporated, OpTx Corporation, SLMsoft.com Incorporated, Vivencia

Biotech Incorporated, Medicure.

27 Chrysalis-lTS Incorporated, Electrophotonics, Loran Technologies Incorporated, Microbonds Incorporated, Texar

Software Incorporated.

28 There are indications that we may now be seeing the emergence of a true aerospace cluster in the Winnipeg

metropolitan area. Elbit Systems Limited, an Israeli aerospace electronics and software firm, recently began operations

in Winnipeg in the hopes of acting as a support firm to may of the City's existing aerospace firms (Cash,200l:87-8)'

29 Thei¡ ¡esearch appears understated: not included in thei¡ calculations are taxable revenues from expanded or new

businesses, and from employment gains. Further research would attempt to include all possible ramifications of a

strategy based on tax subsidies.

30 Also known as informal investing.

31 'Funding' refers to what groups (govemments, business, higher education, and others) pay to have someone

conduct R & D. 'Performìng' refers to the R & D work actually executed. For example, the Federal govemment may

fund a total of 52 billion in a given year, and of that amount, $300 million may be performed directly through their

departments, which is also referred to as intramural R & D. Research may also be performed by industry, public

research organisations, individuals, and higher education, defined here as "all universities, colleges oftechnology and

other institutes or post-secondary education, whatever thei¡ source offinance or legal status. It also includes all ¡esearch
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End Notes (continued)

institutes, experimental stations and clinics operating under the direct control of, or administered by, or associated with,

the higher education establishments" (Statistics Canada, November, 1999:5)

32 Virtually all data relating to R & D is produced by either Industry Canada or Statistics Canada, and is rarely

discussed at the metropolitan level. Further, Canada is one of the few remaining countries in the OECD that still

attempts to measure R & D activitY.

33 A Sl million federal research grant to a firm may be reported as a S1 million R & D investment from the

govemment's point of view. However, the firm may use 20yo of ÍhaT grant for administrative costs, and 30%' for

n...srury capital purchases. In reporting this income, only 50Yo ofthe grant may be listed as true R & D' The federal

govemment has thus reported a Sl million R & D expenditure, and the firm has reported a $500 thousand R & D
investment.

34 While we have roughly defined what R & D is, for the purposes of this study, the following activities - as

delineated in Section 37 of the Income Tax Act - are not considered in measuring R & D: "(i) market research and sales

promotion, (ii) quality control or routine analysis and testing of materials, devices or products, (iii) research in the

iocial sciences o¡ the humanities, (iv) prospecting, exploring or drilling for or producing minerals, petroleum or natural

gas, (v) the commercial production of a new or improved material, device or product or the commercial use of a new or

improved process, (vi) style changes, or routine data collection." However, routines such as design and engineering,

computer programming, and secretarial work that are in support of R & D activities are considered. (Statistics Canada,

Date Unknown:8-9)

35 There are approximately 50 federal programs in existence today that tie into R & D, either directly or in partnership

with others (see for example, www.strategis.ic.gc.ca)

36 Saskatchewan received a total of!68 million in 1996-1997: $42 million intramurally; $6 million to industry; $18

million to universities; and $2 million to others. Alberta received a total of $ 174 million in 1996-1997: S84 million
intramurally; S20 million to industry; $68 million to universities; and 52 million to others.

37 The data does not include what we would assume to be significant amount of R & D funding at the now-operational

Canadian Science Centre fo¡ Human & Animal Heatth.

38 These numbers should be compared to Saskatchewan (S53.64 per capita - federal R & D, versus $47.01 per capita

-industrialR&D)andAlberta(S33.28percapita-federalR&D,versusS146.35percapita-industrialR&D)

39 Earlier, we discussed the role of the U.S. federal government and the development of sophisticated technologies by

innovative firms in California during World War II. V/hy should the role of the government be any different in that

case? The boom created in Califomia during the 1950's was the result of defence contracts being offered to firms

conducting R & D based on wartime technologies. As a result of the time-urgency issue, contracts were awarded

(proprietary rights and all) to private firms in an effort to speed up the process. Wartime inventions often become

modified consumer products after the cessation of fighting. This was a significant factor in the development of the

microelectronics industry.

40 This table represents the dolla¡ value ofR & D funding that private businesses ¡eceived from the federal

govemment. While it includes funding associated with the NRC, it involves other programs and agencies that are not

discussed in this research.

4l There are 16 NRC Institutes and 4 NRC Centres throughout Canada, though 12 of the 20 are located in Ottawa.

42 According to Strang (Interview, 2001), the focus of the NRC - IBD is not so much to develop location-specific

spin-off firms, but to aid in the development of Canadian-based firms that are focused on the four key technologies of
the NRC - IBD: biosystems, spectroscopy, informatics, and magnetic resonant technology.

43 Aventis, GNC Bioferm, Bioriginal, Plant Genetic Systems, Fytokem, and Performance Plants.

44 A similar gap was found between Saskatoon and Winnipeg when the number of U.S. patents awarded were

analysed Q.{iosi & Bas, 2000:55).

45 Saskatchewan did not report in 1998-1999.
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End Notes (continued)

46 Alberta Innovation and Science.

47 Part of Alberta's provincial strategy is a S30 million (annual) competitive R & D program called the 'Innovation

and Science Research Investrnents Program'. A small portion of this program is specifically aimed towards funding

groups interested in the simple promotion of science (Alberta Science and Research Authoriry, 2001:14-6).

48 The Manitoba Innovation Fund is a 5 year, S35 million (total) matching fund used in conjunction with the Canada

Foundation for Innovation (Manitoba R & D Respondent A, Interview, 200i). The CFI's purpose is to provide R & D
inf¡astructure funding in the hopes ofreducing the overhead costs associated with R & D that often must be paid for
directly out of other grants. Developed in 1 998, this funding would not show up in the statistical data used here.

49 Until they blended with the Department of Industry, Trade, and Mines, the Economic Innovation and Technology

Council was to some degree tied into the Provincial government. Their role was essentially to advise the Province on

matters of science and technology, and to act as facilitators amongst business, education, and the private sector.

50 As per Section 37 of the Income Tax Act.

5 I The Province of Saskatchewan provides the same level of Provincial income tax credit, while the Alberta
govemment provides no Provincial income tax credits.

52 For companies with less than $200 thousand per year in income, the federal credit is 35%.

53 An informant in the Department of Finance, responsible for adminisfration of the tax credit, was asked to what

extent these tax credits affected the amounts of R & D undertaken in the Province. As this information is based on

income tax data, it is considered confidential, and was made available.

54 Further research of value would gather information regarding industry-performed R & D prior lo 1992 (in adjusted

dollars), and attempt to determine exactly how successful this program has been in stimulating industrial R & D
activity.

55 Aggregate industry in Alberta performed an average of S146.35 per capita benveen 1994-1997. In Manitoba, the

corresponding figure was $72.93 (Statistics Canada, November, 1999). See Figure 8 for further details.

56 While the R & D dollar figures for Nortel - Winnipeg were not available, Nortel is Canada's largest R & D
performer by far. In 1997, Nortel performed 53.2 billion of R & D in Canada. The fìrm closest to Nortel in terms of
spending performed 5420 million (Author Unknown, 1998:97).

57 As we discussed earlier, the ¡ole of the university in economic development came to prominence in the case of
Stanford University and its role in the development of Silicon Valley, and indeed the entire microelectronics industry
(see for example: Saxenian, 1985:22; Aley,1997:68; Saxenian, 1994:25). Similar thoughts were echoed with respect to

MIT and Route 128 (Judge, 1997), and Duke University, the Universify of North Carolina, and North Carolina State

University's role in the success of the Research Triangle Park (Luger & Goldstein, 1991:80).

58 Lowe (Interview, 2001) suggests that this figure may be as high as 48%o for Saskatchewan.

59 It is important to note that while the Province of Manitoba has more than one university that conducts research, the

U ofM conducts virtually all ofthe university R & D discussed in this research.

60 Diabex, Molecular Research Reagent Incorporated, Cronus Biopharma, Medicure, Fermion, Coretech, Biovar,
Genesense, and Norzyme.

61 MyoNova Medical Incorporated, teraPAC Systems (telecommunications), Brasitar Biotechnologies Limited
(biotechnology), and First Choice Health Products Limited (neutraceuticals).

62 Saskatoon has a highly successful research park (Innovation Place) in place today. Regina has recently built a

research park on their campus as well.

63 The University of Calgary and the University of Saskatoon both have revenue sharing built into their IP's.

64 For further information on this topic, see Rank & Brochu, 1999.
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End Notes (continued)

65 One U.S. report suggested that only 20o/o of Amerìcans actually make things for a living anymore. The other 80%

ofworkers are engaged in information generation, providing services, or engaging in research and design (Hall,

1999:1 8).

66 It is important to note that these data - and all education data included from the 1996 Census ofCanada - are

reflective only of the level of education attained by members of the resident population(s) of the CMA(s) on the day of
the Census. The data does not indicate where the resident attained this education, and thus has less value in many ways

than an analysis of the number of degrees, diplomas, and certificates that may have been attained in Winnipeg's
educational institutions. The data offer us no real connection to any aspects of the education system in their province of
education, nor of any relevant non-education factors of the city where the education was received. However, the data is

still useful in porrraying some generalities.

67 These knowledge areas are referred to by Statistics Canada as Major Fields of Study, which are a predominant

discipline (or area of leaming, or training) of a person's highest post-secondary degree, certificate or diploma. The

structure consists of 10 major categories: Educational, Recreational and Counselling Services; Fine and Applied Arts,

Humanities and related fields; Social Sciences and related fields; Commerce, Management and Business

Administration, Agricultural and Biological Sciences / Technologies; Engineering and Applied Sciences; Engineering

and Applied Science Technologies and Trades; Health Professions, Sciences, and Technologies; and Mathematics and

Physical Sciences. Due to their nature, the fi¡st five are not considered in this research. Further, within each MFS,

certain secondary classifications have been removed that are not applicable to high technology activity. For example, in

the case of Health Professions, Sciences, and Technologies, the classifications of Nursing, Dentistry, Surgery, certain

specialised Medical professions, and the Psychiatric fields have been removed. Similarly, Civil Engineering has been

rèmoved from the Engineering and Applied Sciences. While clearly all involve advanced knowledge, certain MFS such

as these likely have few applications to the development and use of advanced materials, biotechnology, and

microelect¡onics.

68 As noted previously, this MFS does not include Nursing, Dentistry, Surgery, certain specialised medical

professions, or the Psychiatric fields.

69 Mathematics content is not reviewed in this research.

70 In mathematics, problem-solving consisted of the application of skills in the use of numbers and symbols, the

ability to reason and construct proofs, the pursuit evaluative shategies, and the ability to make inferences from

databases.

7 I The most recent mathematics SAIP was conducted in 2001 , but the results of the testing have not yet been made

public.

72 lnthe science portion, written assessment outcomes were determined by 16 year old student's knowledge of the

natu¡e ofscience, science concepts, and the relationship ofscience to both technology and societal issues'

73 Practical task assessment in science is not reviewed in this research.

74 These figures represent the percentage of students who correctly solved the problem(s).

75 A respondent in the Assessment and Evaluation Division of Saskatchewan Education intimated that an educator's

evaluation through tests and one-on-one contact is perhaps the best indicator of student achievement (Saskatchewan

Education Respondent, Interview, 2001). However, the respondent also acknowledged that this is most valid for a

school, and less valid for a division or a province. The reasoning is that each educator - regardless ofcurriculum - tests

and marks differently than the next, and a thorough assessment of each educator's techniques would need to be factored

into any student assessment methodology.

76 Streaming refers to the diversification ofcourses (and students) into specific streams, such as the applied and pure

mathematics mentioned above (in comparison to general mathematics). In this case, students who excel at mathematics

may elect to enrol in specialised classes that may have more applicability in some post-secondary faculties. The

disadvantage of this is that some students can 'stream' themselves out of university entrance. In some countries such as

Japan, streaming is done by school administrators early on in high school, and effectively determines which students

will be streamed into advanced mathematics and sciences, and which students will be put through the more general

courses (Clark, Interview, 2001 ).
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End Notes (continued)

77 Britton (Interview, 2001) indicated that science fairs are still quite common in Manitoba schools. Many Manitoba

school divisions have what is known as 'student initiated projects (SIP) and 'school initiated courses' (SIC), which
allow both individual students and educators to pursue special projects and courses. McFarlane (Interview, 2001) noted

that a significant number of students are unaware of these options because they are not well promoted.

78 Please note that these figures do not include community college graduates, or diplomas and certificates earned from

universities.

79 For the purposes ofthis research, we have included the following fields ofstudy in the 'high technology'

designation: agriculture, biology, zoology, engineering, medical studies and research, pharmacy, chemistry, geology,

mathematics, computer science, and physics. The following fields of study were removed f¡om this designation:

household science, veterinary medicine, education, physical education, architecture, landscape architecture, forestry,

dental studies and research, nursing, rehabilitation medicine, history, languages, economics, geography, law, political

science, psychology, social work, sociology, and other.

80 Includes certificates, diplomas, and degrees.

8 1 In an unpublished report that focused on University of Manitoba students, Britton (Interview, 2001 ) found that

secondary students who had high marks in certain subject areas did not necessarily score as well in those same subject

areas at the university level. Further, she found that secondary students who performed poorly in certain subject areas

did not necessarily perform poorly in those same subject areas at the university level'

82 The reader should note that the data tell us how many people migrated into the CMA and migrated out of it, from
I 991 to I 996. While it tells us defìnitively that the CMA retained these ¡esidents during the f,rve year period, it does not

tell us if the out-migrants simply moved just out of the rigid CMA boundaries, or elsewhere within the province.

83 This ¡esearch acknowledges that more is not necessarily better when we speak of migration. Indeed, rapid in-

migration may produce many unwanted benefits such as exorbitant housing costs, traffic problems, and pollution to
name just a few. These issues however will not be addressed in detail in this research.

84 Statistics Canada's current measure of poverty is defined by income in relation to the Low Income Cut Offs.

85 The SMARTpark Development Corporation is the body charged with overseeing the development and operation of
SMARTpark at the University of Manitoba. This corporation is perhaps the broadest organisation in terms of its
encompassing all th¡ee key technologies that we have discussed. Its mandate is to encourage university-industry R & D
linkages, help develop new firms, and provide the physical space that firms require-

86 The Manitoba Innovation Network is a non-profit organisation whose mandate is to nurture and develop the

infrastructure and relationships necessary to help encourage information technology as a fundamental process found in

all aspects of life, and in terms of the development of new firms.

87 The Economic Innovation and Technology Council (EITC) was established in 1992 to act as an arm's length

advisory council to the Department of Industry, Trade, and Mines on matters of technology commercialisation,

innovation, and any economic development related to them. The EITC has now dissolved, and has been incorporated

into the Division of Research, Innovation, and Technology, couched within the Department of Industry, Trade, and

Mines. Their mandate and organisational structure is still relatively unknown.

88 Smart Winnipeg was established to help create 'technically-enabled communities', and is directly supported by the

City of Winnipeg and the Province of Manitoba. Perhaps their most well known strategy has been their promotion of a

'Cyber Village', a plan to create an information technology district through the use of vacant commercial space in
Winnipeg's Exchange Disrrict.

89 It is regrettable that the scope ofthis research did not permit us to further investigate angel investing as a form of
VC investing. Angel investing represents VC investing as it originally developed - the direct investment of cash in high

risk ventures by individuals of high net-worth, typically in industries that they know very well. Due to its exceptionally
private nature, it is a difficult subject area to research, but as Horsman (1996:105) noted, angel investing may very well
be mo¡e important to start-up frrms than the forms of VC that are documented in this project. There is a distinct need

for this research to be undertaken if economic development planners are to truly determine the state of Winnipeg's VC
market.
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End Notes (continued)

90 There is no NRC facility in Calgary, Alberta.

91 The current legislation dictates that the R & D simply be performed in Manitoba, and not that the R & D performer

be based in the province.

92 The Venture Box program appears to act as a quasi-incubator for new innovations and new firms. In effect,
technologies, researchers, and firms coming through the Venture Box program receive special benefits, such as access

to VC, business planning, marketing, and legal aspects related to the incorporation of firms and the patenting of
technologies.

93 The "Teacher Recruitment and Retention Initiatives" program introduced by Saskatchewan Education goes

considerably beyond a bursary for post-secondary Education students studying mathematics and sciences. The program
includes programming money for special needs resources and educators, and part{ime educational upgrading for
educators in many subject areas, to name two additional aspects.

94 It is unfortunate that this research was not able to properly identify even the rough numbers of educato¡s in metro-
Manitoba who are teaching these subject areas without the appropriate educational background. Data of this sort is not
kept in any ofthe three provinces, as the decision regarding which educator teaches a particular subject typically rests

with the Principal of each school. Further, some educators may be teaching these subjects full-time, while some may
only be teaching as little as one course.

95 This program was introduced in 1975 in an effort to ailow schools to incorporate local educational needs while still
employing provincially-mandated curricula. The onus rests with the individual school to initiate (or initiate along with
the student) these courses, with only an obligation to report the course to Manitoba Education, Training, and Youth.

96 These do not include any 'adult education' courses that may have been run through a particular school.
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